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Abstract 
 
The Role of the State, Multinational Oil Companies, International Law & The 
International Community: Intersection of Human Rights & Environmental Degradation 
Climate change in the 21st Century Caused by Traditional Extractive Practices, The Amazon Rainforest, 
Indigenous People and Universal Jurisdiction to Resolve the Accountability Issue 
 
Local, national and international conventions that protect indigenous sovereignty and their 
territories, where many of the resources are extracted from by multinational corporations (MNCs) 
particularly oil, the number one commodity of the world and cause of climate change, continue to be 
jeopardized because of the lack of a clear international legal framework that can protect them and 
potentially hold multinationals accountable for their actions. These practices are causing not only 
environmental issues to the indigenous and surrounding communities, but climate change is in fact, the real 
human rights issue of the 21st century and it affects everyone. By using the case of Ecuador vs. Chevron, 
the Sarayaku, and the Yasunit ITT deal brought up by Rafael Correa, and some other brief examples in 
California, The Artic and Nigeria, I explore the circumstances under which the international community 
should intervene in domestic affairs, and what the best mechanism to address violations of human rights 
stemming from environmental degradation would be. The focus re-directs to the Yasuni ITT because first, 
this is the most biodiverse area in the world and while being open for oil exploration, it exemplifies that this 
and other crucial world’s sites must be protected, as they are critical for the equilibrium of the Earth; 
otherwise, global warming will continue to rise. I connect the role of the state, international law and oil 
multinationals overlapping with rights of nature and the rights of the indigenous from the Amazon rainforest.  
 
I propose that a global intervention response to such violations will be more effective than a 
domestic one. I demonstrate that law and processes will be more effective if they apply to MNCs as well as 
states, and provide that the best mechanism to address violations of human rights stemming from 
environmental degradation would be to apply the principle of universal jurisdiction to such violations, 
approaching economic advances that cause human rights violations due to environmental issues, as 
crimes against humanity. This work also fills a gap in the literature in which the relationship of indigenous 
people with the land and in relation to climate change has been overlooked, under-theorized or approached 
half-heartedly. States and multinationals must come to terms with the climate change reality and have to 
act signing an international environmental legally binding agreement to control it and for accountability 
purposes. The COP21 currently happening must be the year to have this agreement. My work calls for 
clean and renewable energy, new technologies and innovative sustainable business models and initiatives 
in the 21st century, away from traditional extractive practices. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 
“You cannot justify human rights abuses with economical arguments. We are also human beings just as 
anyone else and we have the same rights as anyone else to choose our way of life and to have that choice 
respected” (Nina Gualinga1, Amazon Watch interview 2014)  
 
The special relationship indigenous peoples have with the land as their mother (i.e., 
Mother Earth) represents a relationship that does not have anything to do with a Western point of 
view. This is exactly the case, when examining the way indigenous in general, were, in the 
beginnings of colonization in the New World, displaced and dispossessed from their own lands 
because they were “not” managing their land according to Europeans. John Locke contributed his 
labor theory of ownership, in which mixing labor with land and its respective harvest or products 
from said land made the laborer the new owner.2 And, it is precisely this perspective, one that 
introduces a “new way of doing things” that constitutes part of modernity from the Western to the 
New World. Though it may be valid in some cases, this perspective significantly clashes with 
indigenous people’s view on land in the Americas because of their different way of relating to it 
compared to that of Europeans such as Locke himself. This is particularly true, understanding that 
the American continent has since the beginning been inhabited by its own people: indigenous 
nations who are today very much present and strong in their convictions. 
Even today, the individual vs. communal view on land, not only makes indigenous 
practices clash with state governments but also, contestations over land continue to take place 
between both, indigenous peoples and governments. In the 21st century, these patterns apply to 
the way current global business’ transactions and transnational practices interfere and also conflict 
with indigenous laws and rights. Local, national and international conventions that protect 
indigenous nations, their sovereignty and their territories where many of the resources are &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
1 Nina Gualinga is an environmental and indigenous rights activist of the Sarayaku community from the Ecuadorian Amazon 
rainforest. 
2 Labor theory of ownership by John Locke. 1600’s.  
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extracted by multinational corporations (MNCs), continue to be threatened. In many cases, 
multinationals are authorized by local governments to do business under development promises or 
these multinationals push their will to serve their own interests, thereby violating some of the 
established principles. Significantly, the consequences of these actions affect the well-being of the 
indigenous because of the lack of clear international legal frameworks that can protect them and 
potentially hold multinationals and even states accountable for their actions.   
Today, one of the issues is the power multinationals have abroad especially in developing 
nations without holding enough accountability for their practices, which in several cases are very 
unsustainable. Currently, there does not seem to be enough legal frameworks that could apply to 
them but for the most part apply to states. This is controversial and relevant because of the current 
situation our industrialized society has with managing land, resources and the deterioration of 
natural systems that overlap with indigenous territories, causing these disputes. The environmental 
degradation we see today is even more relevant as it has resulted in the worst climate change 
crisis. These practices cause not only environmental issues, which involve human rights’ violations 
to the indigenous and surrounding communities, but climate change already hit a point in which it 
has become the real human rights issue of the 21st century3 and it affects everyone. 
However, the concern today is not only the fact that multinationals and governments with 
their business practices seem to push their will to move forward with their deals and agendas that 
involve the extraction of natural resources from indigenous lands. This research pays particular 
attention to the world’s number one commodity and cause of climate change: oil extraction. The 
main issue, more importantly, is that our society has reached maximum capacity and the 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
3 Mary Robinson who served as the 7th and first female President of Ireland from 1990 to 1997, and the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights, from 1997 to 2002, highlighted this matter in the Ted Talk: Why Climate Change is a Threat to 
Human Rights.  
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environment can no longer sustain the same amount of fossil fuel emissions, which cause 
devastating consequences primarily generated by the oil industry.  
This study takes the case of Ecuador vs. Chevron and the Sarayaku people lawsuits 
highlighting Chevron’s extraction practices and patterns to provide context on how these projects 
occur in a similar fashion globally, and how the lack of clear international legal frameworks for 
multinationals inevitably results in irreversible consequences for these communities and the 
environment. I describe specific phases of how these lawsuits unfold to also understand why 
indigenous peoples have been strongly involved and have taken leadership in these issues, 
working together with other international allies to seek justice.  
As a case study, I use the most recent proposal: The Yasuni ITT4 deal brought up by 
President of Ecuador Rafael Correa, acknowledging the experience Ecuadorians already had with 
Chevron in Ecuador. I connect the role of the state, international law and oil multinationals in 
Ecuador, overlapping with the rights of nature and of thousands of Amazon indigenous peoples. I 
describe how these indigenous communities have been affected—their well-being, health and 
cultures, due to the lack of proper and informed consultation5 and imposed will of the government 
and oil companies. This case also emphasizes how the indigenous and Ecuadorians in general, 
have endured the shifts in the Correa government to move forward with its agenda that involves 
opening up more areas in the Amazon for oil extraction, even as Correa campaigned and was 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
4 The Yasuni ITT park, part of the Amazon rainforest is the most biodiverse place in the world.  
5  “Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) is one of the most important principles that indigenous peoples believe can protect their 
right to participation. It is embedded in the right to self-determination. The duty of states to obtain indigenous peoples’ FPIC entitles 
indigenous people to effectively determine the outcome of decision-making that affects them, not merely a right to be involved.” --UN 
Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. FPIC is an emerging standard in the dialogue on Indigenous Peoples 
rights; some argue that it is becoming part of customary international law. “Free, Prior and Informed Consent: Protecting Indigenous 
Peoples’ rights to self-determination, participation, and decision-making,” Cultural Survival, accessed Dec. 24 2015, 
https://www.culturalsurvival.org/publications/cultural-survival-quarterly/free-prior-and-informed-consent-protecting-indigenous.  
FPIC is known as Convention ILO 169, which is a legally binding agreement once ratified by a country. Ecuador has ratified this 
convention.  
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elected under a Plurinational6 campaign, which was critical in Ecuador. Moreover, he became 
president on the promise he would be a proponent for nature’s rights to be included in the 
Ecuadorian Constitution. The changes in the Correa government take place, despite the fact that 
Ecuador, as well as Bolivia, are the only two countries in the world where nature’s rights are highly 
regarded by the indigenous, and again, are part of their Constitutions. The amount of indigenous 
peoples in both countries make them unique and demonstrate the importance of Mother Earth or 
Pachamama7 maintaining the well-being and cultures of the indigenous; generally, this 
demonstrates the special and unique way they relate with nature and also their ever-present 
concern about climate change. 
This case study will show how after unstable governance periods, since 2006, Ecuador 
finally transitioned to what appeared to be a “new force” of political change under the leadership of 
presidential candidate Rafael Correa, who represented ideas geared toward a Plurinational state 
under Movimiento Alianza PAIS8, aiming to eliminate neoliberal practices. However, globalization, 
described as IMF/free market policies as a key factor for these changes, has not only influenced, 
but also destabilized Ecuador’s politics and the original ideals of Correa’s movimiento, affecting 
indigenous communities that faced colonialism when Europeans first arrived in America, and today 
who continue to face second-class citizen treatment, exemplifying a form of neo-colonialism. 
Despite Correa’s previous fear of neoliberal practices that involved a populist campaign to 
gain votes from many indigenous communities, multinationals with their global politics informed by 
capitalism are not only influencing Ecuador’s politics, but are also affecting its economy and the &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
6  Ecuador is a Plurinational state. Plurinationalism under Correa’s perspective, “means admitting that several different nationalities 
coexist within the larger Ecuadorean state, which is obvious in [the] country and need not scare anyone… Everyone should have the 
same opportunities… Plurinationalism […] basically means recognizing the different peoples, cultures and worldviews that exist, and 
for all public policies, such as education, health and housing…” (ECUADOR: New Constitution Addresses Demand for ‘Plurinational’ 
State, Inter Press News Service 2008) http://www.ipsnews.net/2008/05/ecuador-new-constitution-addresses-demand-for-
lsquoplurinationalrsquo-state/  
7 The name Pachamama is translated into English as Mother Earth since pacha is a Quechua word that means earth, cosmos, 
universe, in English and mama means "mother." 
8 Movimiento Alianza PAIS is the political party formed by Rafael Correa meaning PAIS (Country) Alliance Movement. 
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sovereignty of indigenous people through the exploitation of their territories, while jeopardizing their 
self-determination protected under the Constitution, as well as nature. This is a pressing concern 
as multinationals and the Correa government continue to profit from oil and extractive practices. 
Given the events that have been happening since 2006 to present, in this particular case study, I 
look at the shifts that have taken place within the Correa’s presidential terms and its effects, from a 
plurinational to a neoliberal state demonstrating the ways how the Constitution and indigenous 
rights through more totalitarian practices have been violated, which will help us understand what 
the responsibilities of the international community should be in order to protect the indigenous and 
nature. 
The focus of this thesis will then be directed toward the Yasuni ITT because first, this is the 
most biodiverse area in the world and since it is open for oil exploration, it means that climate 
change will continue to increase. However, in light of climate change, we must take immediate 
action to address this critical problem. In the words of Ireland ex-President and ex-United Nation 
High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary Robinson, “…we have to go to zero carbon emissions 
by about 2050, if we're going to stay below two degrees Celsius of warming. And that means we 
have to leave about two-thirds of the known resources of fossil fuels in the ground.”9  
I introduce this particular issue to highlight the need for an international legal binding 
agreement and effective judicial mechanism (international versus domestic) that can bring 
corporations and states to justice under international law. Again, my research raises questions on 
what the impact of the international community’s involvement would be in order to protect the 
indigenous and nature. Then, it explores different sides on what an intervention can signify in 
Ecuador’s domestic affairs and as a sovereign state, but one that is jeopardizing the indigenous 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
9 Mary Robinson on Ted Talk: Why Climate Change is a Threat to Human Rights (2015). 
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and nature’s rights. My research also examines the Sarayaku (as only one of the many indigenous 
communities also considered nations with rights and sovereignty), which is conformed by about 
2,000 people, and the consequences of environmental degradation they face. However, it will also 
show that their activism (bringing these issues to the forefront while working with other allies, which 
is not an easy task), has functioned in this process as way of holding accountable the state and 
MNCs for their actions. In this area, I highlight that because their cultures are closely related with 
nature, when there is environmental damage that compromises their territories, they experience a 
form of ethnocide,10 rendered powerless to what is happening to their surroundings and everyday 
lives. 
Given the difficult areas I have highlighted, the central question of my thesis explores both 
the specific problems in this area of the world and, on a larger scale, the global issues involved, 
such as climate change, human rights violations and corporate social and legal responsibilities. 
Thus, my research question includes two-parts: 
1. Using the case of Ecuador vs. Chevron, the Sarayaku as forefront leaders, and the Yasunit ITT 
deal proposed by the Correa government while giving specific focus to the oil industry and climate 
change, under what circumstances can or should the international community intervene in 
domestic affairs?  
 
2. What is the best mechanism to address violations of human rights (in this case indigenous 
peoples’), which stem from environmental degradation of their lands? 
 
As part of my hypotheses, I contend that despite the difficulties with intervention and 
whether it should be allowed, and people being for and against it because of issues of sovereignty, 
a global intervention response to such violations will be more effective than a domestic one. This is 
my suggestion here because, unfortunately, as my research shows, states and MNCs abuse power &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
10 In the UNESCO Declaration of San Jose of 1981, ethnocide was described as an ethnic group being denied the right to enjoy, 
develop and transmit its own culture and its own language, whether collectively or individually. This involves an extreme form of 
massive violation of human rights and, in particular, the right of ethnic groups to respect for their cultural identity, as established by 
numerous declarations, covenants and agreements of the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies, as well as various regional 
intergovernmental bodies and numerous nongovernmental organizations. (UNESCO and the Struggle Against Ethnocide, 
Declaration of San Jose, 1981) http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0004/000499/049951eo.pdf  
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(i.e., Correa with its more recent totalitarian government, and Chevron with its practices). I argue 
that international tribunals can more effectively try such violations compared to domestic tribunals. 
Also, I demonstrate that law and processes will be more effective if they apply to MNCs as well as 
states, because of the lack of hard international legal frameworks11 that can hold them accountable 
for their practices as opposed to soft law represented in ILO 169, as one instance. This is because 
MNCs are also causing the same violations as states, and they do even more knowing that states 
allow them, which is why international tribunals could function more effectively than domestic 
tribunals to achieve justice, as corruption occasionally constitutes part of the equation. Lastly, a 
discussion on the intersection of the environment and human rights will ensue.  
I acknowledge that at international level, ratifying treaties is difficult because every state 
has different interests. However, because of today’s reality with climate change, this matter 
emphasizes the fact that every state and multinationals must agree with the problem and must act 
by signing a legally binding agreement so that climate change can be controlled and accountability 
for their actions can result. I also describe a set of recommendations including initiatives coming 
from technological and scientific advancements to change practices, and mediate climate change 
and human rights violations stemming from these environmental issues.  
Finally, I propose that, as a result of what my case studies show, the best mechanism to 
address human rights’ violations stemming from environmental degradation would be to apply the 
principle of universal jurisdiction12 to such violations, which will allow for intervention to halt such 
violations and an international tribunal in which to try them. This, again, will be illustrated drawing 
from the Chevron case in Ecuador, and the Yasuni ITT deal, while briefly highlighting other 
examples of similar cases in California, the Arctic and Nigeria. Here, my goal is to voice a unified &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
11 Hard law represents the law that is actually legally binding as opposed to soft law that is followed on voluntarily bases.  
12 In chapter 3, I dedicate a section and expand on what universal jurisdiction is and how it will work in this case and as a legal 
framework.  
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account to ensure accountability for all the MNCs that are disrespecting human rights under 
environmental violations, which could instead be brought to justice under international law and 
environmental crime frameworks.  
My research contributes by filling a gap in the literature in which the relationship of the 
indigenous with the land and in relation to climate change has been overlooked, under-theorized or 
approached half-heartedly. Lastly, my contribution pushes for a legal jurisdiction and new policy 
where universal jurisdiction could look at economic advances that cause human rights violations 
due to environmental degradation as crimes against humanity. This part of my research is strongly 
influenced by international Spanish Jurist, Baltasar Garzon, and some of his most recent ideas, 
(i.e., crimes against humanity akin to torture or genocide in reference to environmental atrocities), 
which shed new light on this area. I represent these elements with the case of the Ecuadorian 
Sarayaku and, more broadly, Amazonian and other rainforest indigenous groups who continue to 
face a form of ethnocide and detrimental consequences due to the damage caused in their natural 
habitats and their cultures. This research calls for clean energy, new technologies and innovative 
sustainable business models, in lieu of traditional extractive practices, which contribute to global 
warming. 
Chapter 2: Background of Involvement in Issue, Methodology  
Background Story  
I realize that universal jurisdiction could function as an effective judicial system to resolve 
international matters caused either by individuals, governments and even multinational companies 
(MNCs) abroad, particularly involving environmental and human rights issues. This realization 
came into play after a long process of understanding the role multinationals play abroad when 
domestic conflicts occur. I grew up in Colombia in the 1980’s, and this period in history provided 
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me with firsthand experience and some critical consciousness about crucial regional and global 
conflicts. Whether domestic conflicts were caused as a result and reaction to the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF)13 and neo-liberal practices imposed by the United States on Latin American 
countries and around the world; whether these conflicts were created due to inherited corruption in 
politics; whether they were due to Colombia’s richness in natural resources; whether they were due 
to the drug boom and trade or several other factors, it is clear that economic interests, particularly 
coming from MNCs trying to function as normal in the middle of these domestic conflicts, has, more 
importantly, caused a backlash and a strong negative effect in communities within states.   
I saw how the establishment of state oil companies in certain areas, and significantly, the 
establishment of multinationals, were discussed by the government as providing opportunity and 
benefits for the people. However, I also understood the other side of the story. Many people 
complained about these oil companies because they were affecting their well-being, causing 
environmental issues and even difficulties to access the roads that took them home. Moreover, in 
more important cases, they were forced to leave by pressure or fear of being surrounded by 
petroleras14 as this meant an increase in the armed conflict in the respective areas.  
As a result, many residents were scared to live around the established oil areas. In many 
cases, this meant that an armed group would come and blow up the oil pipelines so that the 
government would pay attention to the unresolved conflict. This inevitably meant internal violence &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
13 The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank were created in 1944 at a conference in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, 
and are now based in Washington, DC.  Originally designed to promote international economic cooperation and provide its member 
countries with short term loans so they could trade with other countries (achieve balance of payments). Since the debt crisis of the 
1980's, the IMF has assumed the role of bailing out countries during financial crises (caused in large part by currency speculation in 
the global casino economy) with emergency loan packages tied to certain conditions, often referred to as structural adjustment 
policies (SAPs). The IMF now acts like a global loan shark, exerting enormous leverage over the economies of more than 60 
countries. These countries have to follow the IMF's policies to get loans, international assistance, and even debt relief. Thus, the 
IMF decides how much debtor countries can spend on education, health care, and environmental protection. The IMF is one of the 
most powerful institutions on Earth -- yet few know how it works. (Global Exchange) 
http://www.globalexchange.org/resources/wbimf/oppose  
 
14 Oil company base, these are located in random places all around where they extract oil.  
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and poverty for the communities who were not necessarily benefiting from living there or from 
these deals. This was the kind of situation with the armed conflict15 at the time, and that would 
automatically involved innocent people in the new sensitive zones due to power and control 
pressures over the area. The establishment of some multinationals despite these on-going conflicts 
demonstrated to locals and many Colombians that the multinationals did not seem to worry or care. 
The government and the military also protected these multinationals, even when socio-political 
issues pending were in place and yet to be resolved within the different Colombian armed groups.  
I moved to the United States in 2001 primarily as a result of these complex conflicts, and 
throughout the years, I specifically came to realize the role of oil multinationals in domestic issues 
back home and in several other Latin American countries rich in oil. In this master’s thesis, I have 
the opportunity and the responsibility to elaborate more on these issues. It is a long journey; this 
study explains how I became involved with my most recent professional and academic work, and 
why I also developed my research based on this experience.  
Involvement in Issue 
When I transferred to the University California, Berkeley (Cal) in 2006, I witnessed that 
British Petroleum (BP) offered the school a $500 million contract, the largest contract ever offered 
to a public educational entity. This deal caused controversy among many students and professors 
because it demonstrated the increased relationship between corporations and universities or the 
“corporatization” of academic research. Common arguments revolved around cheap or free labor, 
environmentally unsustainable research, ecological dangers of biofuels, and BP’s long history of 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
15 There is not a specific date but, instead, an accumulation of events that continued to lead to the armed conflict in Colombia. This 
has been an ongoing “low caliber” and symmetrical war between the Colombian government, the guerrilla armed forces, paramilitary 
groups and other independent criminal groups fighting each other to increase their influence in Colombian territory. It is clear that 
the Cold War created a state of political and military tension after World War II (as in many other countries around the world) but in 
Colombia the pressure between Western and Eastern Blocs competing to influence Latin American politics was a crucial factor to 
accentuate the conflict and division.  
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environmental irresponsibility. While speaking further with several professors and activists, and 
understanding the impacts, I was very disappointed with the undemocratic process that was taking 
place in order to pass this Cal and BP deal. The UC Regents16 and other staff did not allow us—the 
students, professors, activists and other leaders from the community to participate in their meetings 
because we opposed this deal and wanted to expose BP’s non-transparent modus operandi.  
As I was actively involved in the teachings of the implications of this deal, I witnessed the 
harsh ways and entirely undemocratic process.17 It made me realize how powerful the private 
sector could be to influence politics under unethical practices and economic interests. I also 
understood more clearly, the power that the oil industry and similar industries have to influence 
public and private sectors, including education and the consequences their marriage represent. 
Significantly, I understood that climate change is one of the most important issues in history today 
that needs urgent attention; so accepting money from the multinational enterprises that cause the 
most climate change (i.e., oil, coal and mining industries) jeopardizes these efforts. Equally 
important was the effort to have educational entities divest from the oil industry when funds are 
offered to public or private universities, if we are to tackle climate change, which in the last few 
years has not only involved environmental, but also human rights violations. 
At the time this deal was taking place, I already knew that in the 1990’s back in Colombia, 
BP had been a root cause of human rights violations. A report by Amnesty International on 
Colombia explains these violations, 
Allegations that British Petroleum (BP) [was] involved in providing lethal training to the Colombian    
Police -- through the services of a British-owned private security firm -- are, if correct, a dangerous &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
16 The University of California is governed by The Regents, which under Article IX, Section 9 of the California Constitution has "full 
powers of organization and governance" subject only to very specific areas of legislative control. The article states that "the 
university shall be entirely independent of all political and sectarian influence and kept free therefrom in the appointment of its 
Regents and in the administration of its affairs." Quoted directly from the University of California Regents on about the board of 
Regents. For more information, see: http://regents.universityofcalifornia.edu/about/index.html  
 
17 For more information on some of the events that took place and the undemocratic process, please refer to the following article 
that describes more on the issue: https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2007/03/04/18372601.php  
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policy which could lead to serious human rights violations against the local community […] In the 
context of the current human rights crisis in Colombia -- in which the Colombian security forces 
have been responsible for widespread extrajudicial executions, torture and "disappearances" of 
civilians -- it would be extremely difficult to guarantee that any form of military, security and police 
training arranged by a private company to protect their own interests is not directly or indirectly 
contributing to further abuses against the local population18  
 
These were the kinds of detriments that oil multinationals were bringing to Colombia. They were 
increasing the armed conflict and environmental harm, such as oil spills, and this is when I began 
strongly opposing the UC Berkeley – BP deal.19 
   
Figure 1   
 
Growing Political Consciousness  
At this point, some of the students and professors founded StopBP - Berkeley, working 
together with the Phoenix Coalition for the Democratization of the UC Regents. I reached out to 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
18 Amnesty International. British Petroleum Risks Fuelling Human Rights Crisis Through Military Training. 
http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/links/aicolombia.html  
 
19 Within the StopBP - Berkeley movement one of my roles was to educate students and Professors on why I was advocating to stop 
this deal and elaborating on the background of BP and its involvement accentuating the conflict we had in Colombia with its non-
transparent tactics while expanding business.  
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multiple organizations for support to be able to bring these irresponsible actions out in the open 
and to try to convince the UC Regents to not sign the deal. Amazon Watch, a non-profit 
organization that works for the protection of the Amazon rainforest, environmental and indigenous 
people's rights in the Amazon basin, was on my list. While already embarked on a social, 
educational and environmental justice campaign to spread awareness on these issues, in 2007 the 
contract between UC Berkeley and BP was signed. Corporate sponsorship in the best public 
university in the nation, academic freedom, politics, and environmental and human rights violations 
became my intellectual quest. A few years later, BP’s environmental irresponsibility spectacularly 
exposed itself when the Deepwater Horizon oil spill happened in the Gulf of Mexico.   
 Figure 2  
Methodology: Research Strategies 
I graduated from the University of California and became more engaged with public policy 
and social justice work. Already aware of the intersections I highlighted, in 2013 I started my work 
directly with Amazon Watch (AW) in Corporate Accountability Research. From my Berkeley years 
to the time I started my work with AW, I had made contact with them and participated in some 
educational sessions that created awareness and looked for the support of the international 
community on several issues. At this time, I was more involved with issues the U’wa people20 from &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
20 U’wa people are a peaceful culture of more than 7,000 people who live in the remote Andes of northeastern Colombia, along the 
border with Venezuela. Both the U'wa and the cloud forest they inhabit are among the last of their kind in the world. They are known 
as the “thinking people who know how to speak well”. U’wa means “people”. 
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Colombia were facing since the early 1990’s with Occidental Petroleum (Oxy), a United States 
based corporation. The matter revolved around negotiations with the Colombian government for oil 
exploration rights on U’wa traditional lands.  
Finally, after speaking directly with former Program Director, and today’s Executive 
Director from AW, Leila Salazar-Lopez, we realized we shared similar values and were on the 
same page on these issues. As I did not see many Latinos or indigenous, and more importantly, 
Latinas in this organization and similar environmental and human rights organizations with an 
emphasis in Latin America, that worked for the protection of environmental and indigenous rights, it 
was important to me that we were both women activists with a similar ethnic and cultural 
background. This also reflects some of the lack of diversity within these organizations and also 
speaks of my positionality in my research.  
When it came to indigenous peoples and leaders, I had the chance to interact with several 
of them, but I did not want to make them feel like they were being observed or studied as 
spectacles21 because some were more traditionally indigenous. However, it is also important to 
understand that several of them have assimilated and acquired more of the “western” ways and 
clothing, but one should not forget they come from these indigenous communities and the Amazon 
rainforest. In general, I did not want them to see me as “white”22 or some other foreign person they 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
 
21 I use the word “spectacle” because, unfortunately, among many other people from other backgrounds, and more specifically 
white, indigenous presence seems to be perceived as if they were from another “planet”, one can still perceive this sense of 
otherness and “exotic”. In other words, “spectacle” becomes a version of the other, as Europeans tended to look down on those they 
colonized. Another instance is that I never felt comfortable taking photos of them or wearing much of their traditional jewelry and 
such, even less without understanding the meaning and importance behind each item. It is important to highlight this and make this 
distinction because despite this being ok in some cases for the support, the exchange and shared goals and experiences with the 
indigenous, still many non-indigenous people act under wrong notions, perspectives and motivations. 
 
22 “White” among many indigenous communities involves Caucasian and also people who are non-indigenous. Generally, within 
their perspective today, white involves people who are not from their own ethnic background, community and origin. For the concept 
and understanding of race and ethnicity commonly used in the United States, this would be different. Among indigenous 
communities, even if I am -brown- or Latina in the U.S., for them I could be another kind of white. This is why in my interactions with 
indigenous people, I was careful. I did not want to be seen or behave as more of a typical white or Caucasian from the U.S. or 
Europe the indigenous are used to, but as a Colombian advocating for these issues.  
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have traditionally worked with in their pursue for justice with the issues that affected them directly. 
Despite our own cultural differences, instead they understood I was a Colombian citizen and 
activist living in San Francisco, advocating for these issues that affected our countries, and 
vulnerable communities such as theirs. 
 I explained to them that I was coming from the same land (in my case Colombia) and 
understood these issues in the Amazon rainforest and in other forests in our country/ies. I was a 
Colombian citizen who spoke one of their languages (Spanish) and could relate to them in a more 
similar fashion, now in a foreign country (i.e., the United States). I had also experienced some of 
the issues with oil multinationals we faced in Latin America, and could therefore speak from my 
perspective as a Colombian citizen who had managed to connect with an organization and people 
who advocated for these issues. 
When I became involved with AW, I wanted to work towards the creation of awareness and 
accountability to hold responsible oil multinationals for their actions abroad. I wanted to help 
bringing justice to the most vulnerable communities such as these indigenous who suffered the 
most consequences of environmental degradation and climate change, despite being the ones 
causing it the least. I will explain in more detail my work, but I wanted to highlight that working 
together with AW for the last few years, and after seeing all the hardships in trying to hold 
accountable state and non-state actors, reinforced the fact that universal jurisdiction could work 
well to bring these environmental and human rights violations to justice. The universal jurisdictional 
approach as an alternative will unfold in later chapters. In this chapter, I describe my experience 
and exposure to this issue that actually had already been happening long before I embarked on my 
master’s program, and even previous to connecting with AW. This is why I had already decided the 
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area I wanted to prioritize when I started the MAIS23 program, including the choices in courses I 
was going to take, my research and internships. However, I decided to intern in 2015 once again 
with AW, which complemented my later findings and entire research.  
In terms of fieldwork, I considered travelling to Ecuador to do research, participant 
observation and interviews directly with the communities being affected. But soon after, I realized I 
did not need to be there at all, as I had already had the understanding and exposure to some of the 
issues these communities were facing caused by oil MNCs, and several contacts in case I needed 
to further explore certain areas. More importantly, I did not want to go to the areas and people that 
I already knew were being affected and had worked with. Instead, I decided that by highlighting the 
issues they are facing in their communities, which I bring through my case studies, I was going to 
be able to raise more awareness and arrive at my ultimate goal—a deep analysis of the 
international and environmental legal frameworks and mechanisms that are not working and those 
that still need to be established. The lack of international binding agreements for both state and 
non-state actors are, in fact, affecting the indigenous through the violation of human rights caused 
by the environmental degradation they originate, and the simultaneous increase in climate change.  
My understanding of the environmental conditions left by oil companies in Ecuadorian 
indigenous lands also overlapped with those faced by indigenous communities and campesinos24 
in Colombia. Going to the Northeastern Ecuadorian Amazon was not really going to make much 
more of a difference, as I had already plenty of resources here I could work with, and my previous 
experience and access with AW. Again, I had already established contacts, and the opportunity for 
prospective new contacts (at least having easier access to them), as more resources that would 
clearly help me in this study. More importantly, having the direct access to indigenous leaders in 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
23 MAIS stands for the University of San Francisco’s Master of Arts in international Studies. 
24 Peasants, farmers.  
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the Bay Area as they came to represent their communities abroad became my fieldwork space. I 
was actually able to do participant observation and analysis on the needs of the communities they 
actually came to represent. Thus, in order to conduct this research while using my previous 
exposure to it, my methodology reflects a mixed approach by which I use primary and secondary 
research resources.  
Primary Research 
                         Participant Observation & Ethnography Work 
As primary research, I did participant observation in the Bay Area where Amazon 
indigenous leaders came to represent and discuss their local issues with international allies thanks 
to the efforts of organizations such as AW by flying them here. These interactions mostly took 
place at the Oakland office where all the issues were presented and discussed with a broad range 
of members from other communities, in which they joined forces to tackle overlapping issues, 
particularly in relation with the oil industry. In this case, oil multinational Chevron was the 
antagonist and talking point. While I was an ally and advocate pursuing the protection of their rights 
and the environment, I also did participant observation in some of the rallies where activism was 
crucial. Some rallies took place outside the Chevron Headquarters in San Ramon, California. I 
participated in the planning of AW annual celebration where some indigenous and other 
organizations such as Green Peace USA and the Sierra Club joined forces. I witnessed the 
highlights on how they confronted the challenges of climate change and how they worked 
advancing real solutions that respected both, human rights (indigenous rights) and the 
environment. In general, I had the chance to see the connections between the efforts made 
between the organization and the needs of the indigenous exposed to these issues, including 
climate change. 
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I also participated in a series of webinars offered by Climate Action25 and followed updates 
by the Environmental Action since the beginning of summer and continued to follow up to the end 
of the year and before the COP21,26 taking place in December 2015. In these international 
discussions, I saw an effort to have the international community come together and call out some 
of the pressing issues with climate change and indigenous peoples, including the effects of the oil 
industry first, as well as coal and mining industries. I was also exposed to some of the initiatives 
including clean energy that I describe in the later chapters on initiatives and recommendations. 
Lastly, as part of my active participation and observation, I joined events offered by 
Climate One27 and other climate events in the Bay Area. For instance, I participated in the Stanford 
Know Tomorrow by Students for a Sustainable Stanford28 joined by the Climate Reality Project29. 
My physical participation in their live events provided me with critical resources to understand what 
change-makers are looking into to make a difference and the strong involvement of indigenous 
peoples from all along the Americas, while stimulating momentum for the issues at hand. My 
participation at Stanford University’s event was crucial to also understand more about educational &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
25 Climate Action was established in 2007 (headquartered in London, UK) working in a unique, contractual partnership with the 
United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) – the world’s foremost body on environmental protection and stewardship. It 
establishes and builds partnerships between business, government and public bodies to accelerate international sustainable 
development and advance the ‘green economy’. http://www.climateactionprogramme.org/  
 
26 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference, COP21 is the 21st yearly session of the Conference of the Parties to the 1992 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the 11th session of the Meeting of the Parties to the 1997 
Kyoto Protocol. The conference objective is to achieve a legally binding and universal agreement on climate, from all the nations of 
the world. Leadership of the negotiations is yet to be determined. 
 
27 Climate One is a space forum for discussion among climate scientists, policymakers, activists, and concerned citizens. Their live 
events are recorded and distributed to a global audience. By gathering inspiring, credible, and compelling information, they provide 
an essential resource to change-makers looking to make a difference. https://climateone.org/  
 
28 Students for a Sustainable Stanford was formed in the Spring of 2000 to encourage green building on campus and to reduce 
Stanford's greenhouse gas emissions. Since then they grew and evolved into one of the most prominent environmental-focused 
student groups at Stanford university and have extended their work to diverse issues, from local topics like water and food to 
international problems like climate change. http://studentsforasustainablestanford.weebly.com/  
 
29 Climate Reality Project’s mission is to catalyze a global solution to the climate crisis by making urgent action a necessity across 
every level of society. One of its goals is to help reaching net zero carbon emissions and they are trying to unite millions to make 
world leaders seize this historic moment and sign a strong agreement in Paris in December 2015 at the COP21 and work to 
continually reduce emissions and expand renewable energy in the years that follow. https://www.climaterealityproject.org/  
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institutions divesting from the industries that cause the highest fossil fuel emissions. I confirmed 
that many students at public and private universities are more aware of this issue today, and 
continue to advocate for it so that climate change can be controlled. Related to this area, I also 
highlight issues of morality or moral responsibility (in other cases I describe it as social and legal 
responsibilities) in accepting funds from these specific companies and industry that are strongly 
affecting communities such as the indigenous. The concern is that they are the direct cause of 
these issues and other irresponsible practices. In this study, I have designated an area on the 
relationship between morality and social responsibility in regards to the oil industry.  
Secondary Research 
As part of my secondary research, I collected data through research that includes a broad 
range of academic material such as books and journals, reflecting part of where my research 
theory builds its grounds. Some of these areas consist of a legal discourse, which involves the 
international legal frameworks and the intersection of human rights and the environment that apply 
within this study. I also highlight a socio-political and activist discourse concerning all those people 
and governments worldwide involved with these issues. My specific focus area is Ecuador because 
of the issues with oil exploration and importance of the Amazon rainforest in the global natural 
equilibrium. This is why I dedicate a complete section to clearly state and understand the science 
behind climate change and the level we are facing today. I do so while also highlighting 
technological perspectives as an approach that describes the actual problems with environmental 
degradation and climate change at a larger scale but affecting first the indigenous. Finally, I expand 
on a philosophical discourse in regards to morality, social responsibility and the role of the 
international community, which will also be regarded as the social and legal responsibility of states 
and MNCs. Furthermore, I use content analysis using websites and reports by international NGO’s 
and think tanks (some of them already mentioned), which report on the science behind climate 
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change, and human rights violations on more vulnerable communities such as the indigenous. 
Much of their data report how these are caused by irresponsible business practices. I place 
particular emphasis on the Sarayaku indigenous group, who sued first the Ecuadorian government 
to then be able to hold Chevron accountable for the largest environmental oil spill in the Amazon 
rainforest. This lawsuit, represented as one of my case studies, will demonstrate that changing 
business practices and applying international law to MNCs is imperative.  
Some of the online sources I used and followed closely throughout my research include: 
NASA, the Suzuki Foundation, The Carter Center, AIDA Environmental Law for the Americas, The 
Pacha Mama Alliance, Amazon Watch, Sierra Club, Solar Impulse, The Council on Foreign 
Relations, The Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law, World Resources Institute, 
Business-Human Rights Organization, White House Climate Change, Climate Reality Project led 
by Al Gore, Business Social Responsibility, various United Nations reports, booklets and 
magazines form Cultural Survival and Amazon Watch among others. I also signed up for updates 
and latest reports on the climate change area from Corporate Accountability International, 
Environmental Action, The White House, The League of Conservation Voters (LCV) and again, 
Climate One. I used updates and reports coming directly from the CONAIE30 and CONFENIAE31 
sites, which speak directly about the Ecuadorian indigenous communities’ more pressing issues.  
Social media have also been extremely helpful because I have been able to follow updates 
on news, reports and perspectives from the leaders of these communities, particularly the 
Sarayaku who again are at the forefront, which I highlight in my research. I also screened world 
leaders taking the most radical initiatives to attack climate change while working with the &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
30 CONAIE stands for Confederación de Nacionalidades Indígenas del Ecuador (Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of 
Ecuador) 
 
31 CONFENIAE: Confederacion de Nacionalidades Indigenas de la Amazonia Ecuatoriana (Confederation of Indigenous 
Nationalities of Ecuadorian Amazon) 
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indigenous on the environmental issues causing the human rights’ violations. They include figures 
such as Al Gore, Leonardo DiCaprio, Elon Musk, Bill Gates and Naomi Klein among others. For 
this, I used Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Linkedin and news reports. I also subscribed for on-
going petitions and emails that relate to climate issues in order to stay updated on what the crucial 
goals were to be achieved before the COP21. And, as time passes more immediate actions have 
been needed.  
 I dedicate a section in which I used some qualitative data analysis collection on climate change 
deniers from the United States. I demonstrate how they receive private sponsorship for 
campaigning and lobbying and the impact this has, as they are involved in making the decisions 
that can compromise solving the climate change issue, particularly when they feel pressure from 
sponsors such as oil companies. In this section, I emphasize on the international standards needed 
for leveling too the fossil fuel release globally, and taxing carbon emissions, mostly caused by the 
oil industry.  
Lastly, my internship, as a primary resource, provided me with firsthand research and 
reports on the most pressing issues. Even the translations I did for AW from reports and national 
Ecuadorian newspaper articles provided me with the updates at local and national levels at the 
time. I also followed news articles by The Guardian, New York Times and Inter Press Service 
Agency as main news-reports’ sources. While I did not execute formal interviews, I had informal 
talks and conversations with some key stakeholders, including those participating in the Climate 
One forums. My conversations involved issues from this research and in relation to those 
highlighted at the forums. I also asked the specific research question from my study, directly to the 
panelists at the forums and other related questions in the Q & A sections, which contributed 
tremendously to my research. My previous work and the role on my internship exposed me to 
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researching corporate standards, policies and best practices (Corporate Accountability Internship). 
I continued to be involved until the conclusion of my thesis to advance my knowledge. 
Chapter 3: Review of the Literature  
 
Best Mechanism to Address Human Rights Violations Stemming from Environmental 
Degradation, Climate Change, Indigenous Peoples, Sovereignty & Intervention 
 
 The central thesis of my study investigates the best mechanism to address violations of 
human rights stemming from environmental degradation, caused by multinational corporations32 
(MNCs) abroad. It also explores the circumstances under which the international community can or 
should intervene in domestic affairs when states allow the exploitation of natural resources, which 
also bring environmental degradation that ultimately causes the same human rights’ violations 
while failing their own citizens. In this particular area, we are presented with the fact that currently, 
international law only applies to states but not MNCs, which also play a big role when it comes to 
human rights’ violations with the environmental problems they seem to be causing abroad while 
affecting many people. I give specific focus to the oil industry33 and climate change as the real 
human rights issue of the 21st Century. I dedicate a complete section to climate change in which I 
explain what it is, the science behind it and its relevance currently to understand the risks and 
severity we are facing today (particularly more vulnerable communities such as the indigenous) in 
order to understand the need to come to terms with the issue and develop measurements to solve 
it and why the involvement of the international community is imperative. Climate change, as a 
change of climate attributed directly or indirectly to human activity, which alters the composition of 
the global atmosphere in addition to natural climate variability, has, uniquely, reached the highest 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
32 Multinational corporations (MNCs) are also known as multinational enterprises (MNEs), international corporations, transnationals, 
global or stateless corporations, which are “national firms with international operations” (Hu, Yao-Su. "Global or stateless 
corporations are national firms with international operations." California Management Review 34, no. 2 (1992): 107. 
 
33 The oil industry appears to be today the number one cause of climate change.  
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consensus among scientists agreeing that it has been caused primarily by human use of fossil 
fuels with the release of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases into the air.34 This is why oil 
extraction becomes a crucial point of reference in the subject matter of this research and why many 
indigenous peoples and several other communities worldwide who are at risk, have also become 
leaders at the forefront of the climate change issue. I examine the Ecuador vs. Chevron and the 
Sarayaku people lawsuit(s) highlighting key moments, and then the Yasuni ITT deal proposed by 
the Correa government as my case studies and analysis. I explore these case studies, because 
they grasp the issues with human rights’ violations (again, in this case mostly with the indigenous) 
and environmental degradation, while supporting my thesis for a mandatory regulating international 
environmental binding agreement. This is in order to avoid these violations and simultaneously 
climate change, whether caused by state or non-state actors. These two cases will be further 
explored in the following chapter.  
 This chapter frames the theoretical debates on the intersection of environmental 
degradation and human rights caused by state and non-state actors and the international legal 
processes in which to have a clear legal framework and bring justice. As previously mentioned, 
presently, international law does not apply to MNCs, but because of some of the more non-
sustainable practices that are drastically affecting populations globally and significantly increasing 
global warming; and, despite the difficulties in making international law a mechanism that could 
apply to hold actors responsible due to sovereignty, national interests, and states general 
reluctance, it has become more evident that this must change. The first section of this chapter puts 
into perspective and fills the gap in the literature with regards to the unique relationship indigenous 
peoples have had with the environment (nature) and land, and their laws being the oldest of all. In &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
34 “Observed changes in climate and their effects,” Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), accessed August 20, 2015, 
https://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/mains1.html.  
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a subsequent chapter, I bring this theory together in relation with climate change and why 
indigenous peoples are at the forefront of the issue, working with other allies worldwide while 
leading a movement to change these practices. I frame the concept of modernity to display many 
of the subsequent changes in practices and culture, in many cases imposed and in others adopted, 
the ones contested and still to be defined, and those that must change.  
Related to this argument, the second section expands on questions of whether a state’s 
sovereignty is absolute. Then, I highlight indigenous people’s sovereignty and self-determination, 
making us re-think the concept of state and nation-states and where they fall within these notions, 
and next, when international intervention should be allowed. The third section also frames from a 
theoretical perspective the debate on whether international law should apply to MNCs. The fourth 
section on this chapter examines the intersection of the environment and human rights. Finally, the 
chapter puts into perspective under known theories, whether international tribunals can be more 
effective than domestic tribunals, as mechanisms to achieve punishment and justice, and it 
concludes with the discussion of the hypotheses of this project and research thesis.  I argue that 
the best mechanism to approach these violations would be to apply the principle of universal 
jurisdiction to such violations. This would allow for intervention to halt such violations and an 
international tribunal in which to try them, while applying international law to both state and non-
state actors (MNCs).  
Background 
Chthonic Laws: Where the Indigenous Fall within the Sovereignty Debate 
As stated in the opening chapter, the American continent has since the beginning been 
inhabited by its own people—indigenous nations, who are today very much present and strong in 
their convictions. They have had a special relationship with nature and land as their mother, 
representing a relationship that differs with the view of Europeans who first arrived in the Americas. 
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John Locke contributed his property and labor theory affirming that, “ the labour of his body, and 
the work of his hands, […] are properly his. Whatsoever then he removes out of the state that 
nature hath provided, and left it in, he hath mixed his labour with, and joined to it something that is 
his own, and thereby makes it his property”35 in other words, the new owner. It is precisely this 
perspective, one that introduces a “new way of doing things”, at least from the perspective of 
European newcomers in the Americas, while it starts to constitute a part of modernity from the Old 
to the New World.  
Modernity in the New World 
Anthony Giddens describes modernity as the “modes of social life or organization which 
emerged in Europe from about the seventeenth century onwards and which subsequently became 
more or less worldwide in their influence”36 Some experts argue that our social systems represent 
instead post-modernism, the post-industrial or even post-capital era in which we live today. 
Giddens exposes Jean-Francois Lyotard’s notion of post-modernity where people become placed 
in history as beings having a definite past and a predictable future, where “coherent epistemology” 
is achievable as well as “generalizable knowledge about social life and patterns of social 
development”37. However, he takes a different direction and asserts that this actually demonstrates 
being entangled and caught up in a world of events that seem outside of our control but remain to 
be better understood.38 Instead of new terms such as “post-modernity,” Giddens affirms that on the 
contrary, “we are moving into [a period] in which the consequences of modernity are becoming 
more radicalized and universalized than before”.39 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
35 Locke, John, and Peter Laslett. Locke: Two Treatises of Government Student Edition. Cambridge University Press, 1988. 
36 Giddens, Anthony. The Consequences of Modernity. Stanford, Ca.: Stanford University Press,1990. 1 
37 Ibid.  
38 Ibid., 2 
39 Ibid., 3 
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Though the “new way of doing things” as framed by Locke may be valid in some other 
cases, this perspective is one that at a great extent still clashes with indigenous people’s view on 
land in the Americas. Despite their applied labor in the land, they also have had their own systems, 
a unique way to relate with nature, and a different approach to manage the land with their 
communities compared to that of Europeans possibly including Locke. In many cases, the land has 
been shared, what makes it communal and not individual property. They also have provided the 
land with time to rest to maintain their ecological systems, while the indigenous have, 
simultaneously, been able to preserve their cultural practices and traditions, specifically, their well-
being.  
This is precisely what has escaped the scholarship, and what has to be mediated, which I 
propose in this area. This is a critical area I highlight in this research, which I also connect with 
issues of climate change, because of the way, we have continued to relate with nature as opposed 
to that of indigenous peoples’. In order to fill this gap, critical studies and understanding on 
indigenous practices as well as inclusion of their own systems such as chthonic laws, land 
management and their traditions have to be taken into account in mainstream legal systems in 
order to stop further violations of human and indigenous rights, and so that in practice they are fully 
and not just partially regarded or recognized. This would acknowledge indigenous peoples not just 
partially but as fully humans with equal protections, while eliminating practices that were 
preconceived based on colonialism, reflecting too on the ongoing and prevalent conflicts they 
continue to have with sovereignty on their lands.40 Otherwise, we will continue to see the ongoing 
contestations while indigenous continue to fight for the respect they deserve as any other culture 
and nation. &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
40 See Villazor, Rose Cuison. "Blood Quantum Land Laws and the Race Versus Political Identity Dilemma." California Law 
Review (2008): 801-837 (to also grasp more on the juxtaposition of the racial and political meaning of indigeneity, the legal 
construction of political indigeneity and the narrow construction that undermines blood quantum land laws enacted to reverse effects 
of colonialism).  
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Chthonic Laws and Indigenous Peoples 
Patrick Glenn described chthonic laws as the oldest of all legal traditions41. These 
traditions and the described land property issues usher in modernity in the New World. Based on 
E. Goldsmith’s concept to describe best the kind of law people who live ecological lives, Glenn 
shows their unique lives in close harmony with nature where experience, memory and orality are 
strong tools for their legal affairs and decisions. I use both of their concepts and draw on Glenn’s 
chthonic laws and tradition theory to highlight that indigenous practices and their relationship with 
nature for millennia makes their laws the oldest of all, along with their culture and customs being 
defined by this relationship. This is why contemporary contestations on land continue to take place 
and why this today, affects the well-being of the indigenous. This is why despite not written laws 
and land issues still being prevalent today, European laws in indigenous lands continue to be 
debated and have to be re-thought, and in critical cases, land needs to be re-allocated or re-
distributed back to the indigenous. Land laws and appropriation of natural habitats, today, have to 
be re-established still, even if first colonizers tried to own them and imposed their will in the New 
World under violence, colonialism and in new forms of government.  
Today, this controversy is also relevant because of the current situation our “industrialized” 
society has with land, resources and the deterioration of natural systems, which is creating 
environmental issues that are affecting everyone. On The Struggle to Govern the Commons, the 
authors highlight Hardin’s human factors that drive environmental change42. They make emphasis 
to the second factor, “… the way in which humans organize themselves to extract resources from 
the environment and eject effluents into it—what social scientists refer to as institutional 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
41 Glenn, H. Patrick. Legal traditions of the world: Sustainable diversity in law. Oxford University Press, 2014. 
42 Hardin, Garrett. "The tragedy of the commons." science 162, no. 3859 (1968): 1243-1248. 
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arrangements”43, which goes back to Locke’s idea on state of nature and the commons, 
representing the way Europeans may have thought of themselves in relation with land and labor 
arrangements in the Americas, as opposed to the way native Americans organized and used 
natural resources and their lands.  
When Europeans started to lay claim on indigenous lands, they frequently slaughtered the 
entire native families including women and children, and survivors suffered the consequences of 
diseases brought by westerners, slavery and new imperial impositions in the New World.44 Anthony 
Giddens’ theory of modernity, which introduces the modes of social life and organization that 
emerged in Europe since the seventeenth century45, shows these modes becoming a strong 
influence worldwide. Arjun Appadurai, on the other hand, offers a concept of modernity as the new 
global cultural economy influenced by globalization that "cannot longer be understood in terms of 
existing center-periphery models"46 and where the media and migrations have a crucial role. 
Through Gidden’s theory, I analyze society’s “post-traditional ways” and highlight that the presence 
of indigenous nations today, despite so much violent acts throughout history to displace and 
eliminate them. Their traditions have been maintained and preserved for millennia and continue to 
survive and, currently, they indicate to our “modern” society the need to return to those “pre-
modern” practices, if humans are to continue to exist.47  Through Appadurai, I explain that 
globalization, in fact, imposes notions of how cultures should be and what societies are forced to 
“do” under those who impose power over them, what I describe as a form of neo-colonialism.  
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43 Dietz, Thomas, Elinor Ostrom, and Paul C. Stern. "The struggle to govern the commons." science 302, no. 5652 (2003): 1907-
1912. 
44 Anaya, James. "International Law and Indigenous Peoples: Historical Stands and Contemporary Developments." Cultural 
Survival. March 19, 2010. Accessed May 18, 2015. https://www.culturalsurvival.org/ourpublications/csq/article/international-law-and-
indigenous-peoples-historical-stands-and-contempory. 
45 Giddens, Anthony. The consequences of modernity. John Wiley & Sons, 2013. 
46 Appadurai, Arjun. “Modernity al large: cultural dimensions of globalization,” Vol. 1, U of Minnesota Press, 1996. 
47 In the later part of my research I discuss in more detail “existence” with a focus on environmental damage and climate change 
issues. 
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I also use Gidden’s theory to expand on the concept of state or nation-states either from 
the standpoint of the developed or developing world, which started to become crucial as they are 
directly linked to the results of imperialism and international legalities—a modern creation that 
inevitably involves lands and territories. Independently of its origins and as seen in the New World, 
international law as an imperial practice did not seem to help indigenous peoples of the Americas; 
on the contrary, its enforcement or lack of it to protect the indigenous throughout the North and 
South, served to expropriate them from their own lands48, at least while colonialism took place, and 
today continues to take place in other forms of neo-colonialism under exploitation by industrialized 
countries and multinationals over less developed regions.49 Today this is reflected in the lack of an 
international legal binding agreement that should also apply to MNC’s to avoid similar problems. 
Nation-States and Self-determination: Understanding of Concept 
World War II and the Holocaust pressures the world to redefine international laws and the 
states’ sovereignty, and because of the barbarity of these events at home and not abroad, 
Europeans were forced to realize that the sovereignty of nations was not only based on states’ 
territorial spaces but, more importantly, on their nations’ self-determination while driving the 
establishment of the United Nations.50 However, from an indigenous perspective, the concept of 
self-determination and sovereignty proposed by the U.N. may raise questions, as the application 
differs with other nations. For instance, nations that have a history of colonial power do not seem to 
deal with these issues, while indigenous nations do despite their long self-determination and 
struggles to maintain their sovereignty. The concept of nation for indigenous groups does not 
provide full sovereignty. 
 &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
48 Anaya, S. James. Indigenous peoples in international law. Oxford University Press, 2004. 
49 In the following section I will expand on international law and indigenous people, and how if it is to impact them positively, then it 
needs to have more weight in order to protect them. This is particularly  true with the role of MNCs and states in indigenous lands.  
50 UN Charter was signed in 1945 after the failure of the League of Nations, which dissolved in 1946 after the end of WWII. 
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Indigenous Movements in Latin America: Ecuador 
Historically, indigenous peoples have resisted for many years and several generations, 
and some have survived colonization and even today, continue to overcome other hegemonic 
forces, including pressures from the governments, and other people who discriminate against them 
and still attempt to displace and erase their culture(s) because of self-interests.51 These resistance 
patterns have happened along and throughout the American continent. For instance, in the 1980s 
and 1990s indigenous peoples across the Americas “…organized, mobilized, and participated in 
national and international political processes to demand cultural recognition and political rights, 
[and in the 21st century] few would disagree that [indigenous peoples] are among the most 
important social actors in the struggles over the future of Latin American democracies.”52 
 In Ecuador, particularly in the 1990s, indigenous social movements rose after experiencing 
constant exclusion and contradictions under the construction of a pluralist nation and democracy.53 
As seen in these examples, resistance and self-determination took place and still takes place 
among many indigenous groups, so if they have been in their lands it is fair to ask, why is it that 
some governments and other private entities insist in eliminating and depriving them from their own 
territories? This demonstrates the different treatment they have received that places them in the 
“less of human” category or second-class citizen treatment. 
 Today, Ecuador, despite its cultural challenges, history, struggles and ethnic diversity, 
functions as a sovereign nation-state that includes indigenous peoples who may have been 
oppressed under the creators of international law centuries ago through colonial practices (i.e., &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
51 Though at great extent indigenous groups have been treated under violent hegemonic tactics such as colonization, including 
slaughter, rape, and general ethnocide as James Anaya frames it and which are still tactics used, hegemony in a Gramscian sense 
has not only taken place by force alone but also, by governments and other entities pushing certain ideas on the indigenous to try to 
influence them to give up their cultures as not longer worthy.  
52 Postero, Nancy Grey. The struggle for indigenous rights in Latin America. Sussex Academic Press, 2004: 1.  
53 Selverston-Scher, Melina. Ethnopolitics in Ecuador: Indigenous rights and the strengthening of democracy. North-South Center 
Press at the University of Miami, 2001. 
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land expropriation). Even today, oppression continues with regards to acquisition of resources and 
power in indigenous lands (i.e. Amazon rainforest), according to current international law experts or 
what can be seen as the lack of an international law that could fully protect the indigenous. 
Throughout history, Ecuador has gone back and forth between “colonial” to “conservatism” to 
“liberal” to more “militant” and to more “socialist” regimes. Ecuador has also experienced a military 
junta regime influenced by the Cold War, following a 20-year period of destabilized economy and 
foreign debt. However, since 2006, Ecuador finally transitioned to what appears to be a new party 
of political change. This new influence came under the leadership of presidential candidate Rafael 
Correa, who as mentioned previously, represented ideas geared toward a Plurinational State. 
Under Plurinationalism, the coexistence of several different nationalities within Ecuador—different 
peoples, cultures and world perspectives are to exist and to be recognized. Correa founded a new 
political party known as the Movimiento Alianza PAIS (Alliance Country). For him, the “constitution 
[represented] a chance to refound Ecuador on new economic, political, and even social principles, 
and to exorcise from its body politic the living ghosts of neo-liberalism, political corruption, elite 
dominance, and social and economic exclusion.”54 
  Despite this rhetoric, which helped Correa himself gain acceptance since 2006 as the 
President of Ecuador while being re-elected for a third term since then, changes from a 
plurinational to a more totalitarian regime have taken place, particularly from 2010 to the present 
time. Correa has misused his power by “…seeking to override Ecuador's democratic institutions 
and amass too much power for himself”55 without traditional popular elections, while he has 
imprisoned nationals and foreigners who speak up against his tactics. Other tactics have included 
the constant forced displacement toward the indigenous communities from their own lands &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
54 Collins, Jennifer N. "Rafael Correa and the Struggle for a New Ecuador." Global Dialogue 10 (2008): 37. 
55 “Profile: Ecuador's Rafael Correa,” BBC News, accessed Dec 25 2015, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-11449110.  
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because of contracts offered to MNCs, which lack free, prior and informed consent (ILO 169) to the 
indigenous to mention a few of his actions. These exclusion patterns fall under what Giorgio 
Agamben qualifies as “state of exception”, a form of modern totalitarianism where civil wars or 
attacks justified with legalities, allow for the physical displacement or elimination of political 
opponents and entire categories of civilians who cannot be integrated or refuse the political 
system.56 Globalization, as a key factor for these changes, has not only influenced, but also 
destabilized Ecuador’s politics and the original ideals of Correa’s “movement.” It has, more 
importantly, continued to affect indigenous communities that faced colonialism, again, when 
Europeans first arrived in America, and today who continue to face second-class citizen treatment 
exemplifying a form of neo-colonialism, represented in the contracts and actions taken by MNCs 
together with the support of the states. 
Sovereignty and Intervention 
 Because of the issues mentioned with the changes and abuses in the Correa government 
despite being elected to represent the ideals of the larger population geared toward a Plurinational 
state that includes indigenous nations from Ecuador, his failures have, in more severe cases, 
worked against the indigenous. Then, under what circumstances can or should the international 
community intervene in domestic affairs?57 
 International intervention in domestic governments involves issues of sovereignty and 
imperial practices. After WWII, international interventions reached a negative connotation globally, 
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56 Agamben, Giorgio. Homo sacer: Sovereign power and bare life. Stanford University Press, 1998. 
57 In this research study, this question is the first part of the two-part question I pose. This is exactly how I frame it: Using the case of 
Chevron vs. Ecuador Sarayaku, and the Yasunit ITT deal proposed by the Correa government while giving specific focus to the oil 
industry and climate change, under what circumstances can or should the international community intervene in domestic affairs?  
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and today, many associate it with a long history in which international law has been violated and 
has served self-interests from colonial powers in developing countries, and other interests such as 
control of natural resources (i.e., oil). Interventions where true humanitarian causes are at stake 
seem to have been overshadowed by those self-interests only, while being justified as 
humanitarian ones. My call for a true intervention is associated with what the role of the 
international community should be in cases such as how to avoid the displacement and how we 
are to protect indigenous peoples from the Amazon rainforest, facing pressures from oil exploration 
coming from their own government or state. Because of this, the indigenous cannot rely on their 
government while experiencing pressures from MNCs. 
 Goldsmith and Posner provide us with a perspective on this reluctance highlighting the 
United States as a major actor in foreign policy and intervention globally as follows,  
From [American internationalists’ perspective], matters only became worse after 9/11. The 
American military response to the al Qaeda threat has raised grave questions of international law. 
So has both the invasion of Iraq—arguably, in violation of the UN Charter—and the conduct of the 
war there. The Bush administration also has forcefully reiterated American opposition to the ICC 
and to Kyoto, and withdrawn from the ABM treaty with Russia; and many of its officials have shown 
skepticism about the value of international law for American foreign policy. International law 
advocates now regard the United States as a rogue state but have no ideas about how to change 
American behavior. Defenders of American foreign policy sometimes argue that nobody pays 
attention to international law, and so therefore the United States should not; and, at other times, 
they argue that weak states are using international law to prevent the United States from acting in 
its national interest. The partisan debate is hampered by lack of understanding about how 
international law really operates. 58 
 
Because of these kinds of approaches by some countries toward foreign affairs, a true intervention 
where the international community could agree on it, also what the U.N.’s role should represent, 
shows that an intervention does not necessarily have to involve wars but sanctions or other means, 
because of what has traditionally made people skeptical and reluctant to any intervention. 
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58 Goldsmith, Jack L., and Eric A. Posner. The limits of international law. Vol. 199. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005: 2. 
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 One source affirms that interventions for humanitarian purposes have involved “... grabbing 
territory, gaining geo-strategic advantage, or seizing control of precious natural resources”59, 
involving again issues of sovereignty. Barkin and Cronin proposed that the essence of sovereignty 
is rarely defined and while legitimate authority and territoriality are key concepts in understanding 
sovereignty, some scholars overlook “how definitions of populations and territories change 
throughout history and how this change alters the notion of legitimate authority”,60 in other words, 
the political legitimation of the nation-state. Thus, sovereignty functions as a variable that is neither 
fixed nor constant.  
 A theory about state sovereignty put forward by Kofi A. Annan suggests that the state 
concept is “…being redefined—not least by the forces of globalisation and international co-
operation [in which states are] to be instruments at the service of their peoples, and not vice versa 
[while] individual sovereignty, [meaning] the fundamental freedom of each individual, enshrined in 
the charter of the UN and subsequent international treaties—has been enhanced by a renewed 
and spreading consciousness of individual rights.”61 Annan also highlights that the charter today 
aims “to protect individual human beings, not those who abuse them.”62 
 Another theory, presented by Patrick Macklem, recognizes indigenous/aboriginal sovereignty 
and self-government, 
The meaning of sovereignty is not entirely shared across particular groups societies or cultures, nor 
does it somehow inhere in the nature of the word. Instead, its meaning or value is a function of 
interpretative acts by those who posses it and those who seek it. Because sovereignty is a contested 
site of interpretation, it remains open to transformation and application to diverse forms of human &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
59 This is a perspective described at the Global Policy Forum. See “Humanitarian Intervention?,” Global Policy Forum, accessed 
Nov. 12, 2015, https://www.globalpolicy.org/qhumanitarianq-intervention.html  
60 Barkin, J. Samuel, and Bruce Cronin. "The state and the nation: changing norms and the rules of sovereignty in international 
relations." International Organization 48, no. 01 (1994): 107-130. 1. 
61 Annan, Kofi. "Two concepts of sovereignty." The economist 18, no. 9 (1999): 1999. 
62 Ibid., 1 
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association.63 
However, its contestability in his own words, “does not in itself preclude the possibility of a shared 
understanding among those who posses it and those who seek it of its meaning and value.”64  
 Then, when should intervention be allowed and when it is not if there seems to be a 
humanitarian cause? According to a report on the Council for Foreign Affairs, the United Nations 
recognizes the importance of sovereignty, for newly independent nations, and those seeking 
independence from colonizers, and more importantly, as long as nothing interferes with the 
domestic jurisdiction of states. After much work within diverse goals, the 2005 UN document 
resulted in that every state's responsibility is to protect its citizens from "genocide, war crimes, 
ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity." 65 And, if a state failed this responsibility, then it 
becomes the duty of the international community “to protect that state's population in accordance 
with Chapter VII66 of the UN Charter.”67 However, questions on helping states build capacity to 
protect their populations and nation-building experiences remain. For instance, Russia and China 
have been reluctant to interventions due to creation of precedent for the international community 
on how to treat their own, and the limitations in power to help put countries back together with the 
appropriate rights and safety of the local communities.68  
 A similar perspective presented by Orford in Reading Humanitarian Intervention: Human 
Rights and the Use of Force in International Law, asserts that during the 1990s, humanitarian 
intervention seemed to privilege democracy, self-determination and human rights over other self-
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63 Macklem, Patrick. Indigenous difference and the Constitution of Canada. University of Toronto Press, 2001:108 
64 Ibid.  
65 Bajoria, Jayshree and McMahon, The Dilemma of Humanitarian Intervention, Council on Foreign Relations, 2013. 
66 Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter: Action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts of 
aggression. “Charter of the United Nations, Chapter VII,” UN Website, accessed Nov. 17, 2015 
http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/chapter7.shtml. 
67 Ibid.  
68 Ibid.  
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interests influenced by imperial practices, however, international relations became influenced by 
wars on terror. In her own words,  
The international community is already profoundly engaged in shaping the structure of political, 
social, economic and cultural life in many states through the activities of, inter alia, international 
economic institutions. Indeed, intervention in the name of humanitarianism too readily provides an 
alibi for the continued involvement of those interested in exploiting and controlling the resources and 
people of target states. The ‘myopia’ of international lawyers about the effects of the new 
interventionism means that, in general, international legal debate fails to address the ways in which 
the destructive consequences of coercive economic restructuring contributes to instability, leading to 
further violence and denial of human rights.69 
Making similar points mentioned previously in regards to abusing power and self-interests. 
 On the other hand, in regards to interventionism Glennon affirms that “justice […] requires 
legitimacy; without widespread acceptance of intervention as part of a formal justice system, the 
new interventionism will appear to be built on neither law nor justice, but on power alone [and] if 
power is used to do justice, law will follow.”70 
International Law and Multinational Corporations (MNCs) 
 In regards to the sovereignty and intervention debate, another area to be considered 
because of its significant relevance, is the impact and influence MNCs have over states, and more 
so when they are in conflict. The debate on corporate social responsibility in international law 
revolves around whether international law should apply to MNCs. There are a few positions on this 
stance. Emeka Duruigbo highlights quoting from the Harvard Law Review 2001, the following 
statement, 
Though corporations are capable of interfering with the enjoyment of a broad range of human rights, 
international law has failed both to articulate the human rights obligations of corporations and to &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
69 Orford, Anne. Reading humanitarian intervention: Human rights and the use of force in international law. Vol. 30. Cambridge 
University Press, 2003: 17-18 and on the myopia of international lawyers in the face of globalization and its effects, see Alston, 
Philip. "Myopia of the Handmaidens: International Lawyers and Globalization, The." Eur. J. Int'l L. 8 (1997): 435. (Quoted on Orford). 
70 Glennon, Michael J. "The new interventionism: The search for a just international law." Foreign Affairs 78, no. 3 (1999): 2-7. 
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provide mechanisms for regulating corporate conduct in the field of human rights. Since the 
nineteenth century, international law has addressed almost exclusively the conduct of states. 
Traditionally, states were viewed as the only “subjects” of international law, the only entities capable 
of bearing legal rights and duties. Over the last fifty years, though, the gradual establishment of an 
elaborate regime of international human rights law and international criminal law has begun to 
redefine the individual’s role under international law. It is now generally accepted that individuals 
have rights under international human rights law and obligations under international criminal law. 
This redefinition, however, has occurred only partially with respect to legal persons such as 
corporations: international law views corporations as possessing certain human rights, but it 
generally does not recognize corporations as bearers of legal obligations under international criminal 
law. 71 
From this review, one sees that international law does not really hold corporate liability for human 
rights violations and is still lacking the articulation on the obligations of corporations in regards to 
human rights and has not provided the sufficient mechanisms for the enforcement of those 
obligations.72  
 However, another view by Paust,73 affirms that ‘… scholars, supported by human rights 
activists, have proceeded to argue that international human rights law imposes direct duties on 
corporations and other private actors.”74 Similarly, a perspective by John Ruggie, declares, “…the 
legal status of corporations in international law has shifted to some extent from the classical 
position, with corporations now considered bearers of duties under international criminal law, 
[which constitutes] a more far-reaching shift, that would more fully integrate private business 
enterprises into the international legal system, [something that] will occur some time in the near 
future.”75  
 This perspective is similar to that of Zerk in which she proposes that the corporate social &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
71 Quote on "Corporate Accountability and Liability for International Human Rights Abuses: Recent Changes and Recurring 
Challenges" taken from “Developments in the Law-Corporate Liability for Violations of International Human Rights Law, 114 HARV. 
L. REV. 2025, 2030-31 (2001) (citations omitted) (emphasis added) by Duruigbo, Emeka. "Corporate Accountability and Liability for 
International Human Rights Abuses: Recent Changes and Recurring Challenges." Nw. UJ Int'l Hum. Rts. 6 (2007): 222-223 
72 Ibid., 223 
73 See, e.g., Jordan J. Paust, The Reality of Private Rights, Duties, and Participation in the International 
Legal Process, 25 MICH. J. INT’L L. 1229, 1242-43 (2004) 
74 Duruigbo, 223 taken from Jordan J. Paust, “The Reality of Private Rights, Duties, and Participation in the International 
Legal Process”, 25 MICH. J. INT’L L. 1229, 1242-43 (2004) 
75 Ibid., 224 
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responsibility (CSR) movement being one of the most critical social movements of our time, is in 
fact providing more regulation of multinationals than what people may think despite international 
law having its limitations. In fact, Zerk assures that the obstacles to have better regulation on 
MNCs behavior more than legal, are political influenced.76   
Universal Jurisdiction  
 Lastly, Baltazar Garzon exposes a theory that touches similar vein in which to push 
forward the idea that economic and environmental crimes could follow under crimes against 
humanity, akin to torture or genocide, demonstrating this intersection. In an interview with The 
Guardian, he reassured, “… those of the so-called vulture funds that undermine countries’ debt 
restructuring, or companies that turn a blind eye to the abusive exploitation of natural resources,”77 
highlighting acts that will be considered criminal to be pursued under universal jurisdiction. From 
the same article, his proposed mechanism is presented, 
The mechanism for prosecution would be universal jurisdiction [meaning under international 
criminal law], a provision in international law that allows judges to try cases of human rights abuses 
committed in other countries. The doctrine would be particularly helpful in going after large 
corporations, as it would allow the law to equally pursue perpetrators regardless of where their 
headquarters are located.78 
 
Garzon’ view overlaps with that of Duruigbo’s and those recommended under the Harvard Law 
Review 2001. As described, international human rights law and international criminal law began 50 
years ago to redefine both, the individual’s role under international law as well as legal persons 
such as corporations. More importantly, it will and must continue to do so as long as we continue to 
see violations.  
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Cambridge University Press, 2006. 
77 Ashifa Kassam, “Spain's campaigning judge seeks change in law to prosecute global corporations,” The Guardian, Aug. 20, 2015. 
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 Furthermore, within the same area and also involving the debate over the intersection of the 
environment and human rights violations caused by multinationals, Bantekas offers a perspective 
in regards to the liberalization of trade at the global level. He emphasizes first, that because the 
turnovers of multinationals, in many cases, are higher than the GDP of many less developed 
countries (LDCs), it ultimately becomes a deregulating opportunity and more corruption as the 
LDCs have less control or enforcement under domestic laws.79 In his own words, 
Since the addressees and bearers of human rights, labor, and environmental obligations under 
traditional treaty and customary international law have been States, MNEs have been able to hide 
behind the State “veil,” asserting that whatever violations under international law the host State had 
committed were attributable to the State – the MNEs being non-State actors with no legal personality 
to bear rights or duties under treaty or customary law.80 
This shows that unless states comply with international environmental treaties at domestic legal 
level, there is not other legally binding instrument to hold corporations accountable for 
environmental issues and human rights. 
 Zia-Zarifi agrees that MNCs, particularly oil and mining companies, are among the largest 
global entities whose “widespread activities in search of resources and markets bring them into 
contact with a variety of tragic human and environmental situations across the globe.”81 He adds, 
… Resource extraction MNCs are particularly prone to associate with egregious violators of human 
rights because they have to dig for resources where they find them, typically in the developing 
world, and where the resource is one of the main sources of income for the government; all this in 
addition to the massive physical presence demanded for resource extraction work, including 
construction of large-scale infrastructure and intensive use of labor.82 
 
This demonstrates that in a need to win contracts with MNCs, states allow practices by which 
human rights are prone to be jeopardized. The high cost these practices bring to the environment 
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80 Ibid. 
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with the exploitation of natural resources (meaning more climate change worldwide) is limited and 
justified with quick temporary money fixes and self-interests. Both, Bantekas and Zia-Zarifi agree 
on the fact that the more MNCs invest in LDCs, the more dependency and the more likely 
corruption is to occur. 
International Tribunals vs. Domestic Tribunals  
 
Finally, this chapter discusses the debate over whether international tribunals are more 
effective than domestic tribunals83 as mechanisms to achieve punishment and justice for such 
violations. Born provides a theory that challenges the conventional view of contemporary 
international adjudication, 
…These tribunals offer a highly successful, alternative model to traditional public-international-law 
adjudicatory bodies, [and despite diverse conclusions on these tribunals] international tribunals differ 
fundamentally from national courts […] The new generation of these international tribunals has [had] 
the power to exercise what is effectively compulsory jurisdiction and to render enforceable decisions 
that can often be coercively executed against states and their commercial assets. 84 
 
Born’s perspective again, describes international tribunals as eminent and strong alternative 
models. 
 Another theory by Posner and Yoo argues that “dependent” tribunals where judges are 
appointed by the state parties to resolve disputes but who can be replaced if they do not “please 
the state parties” are more successful than independent tribunals. Independent tribunals such as 
the International Court of Justice, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, and the new 
International Criminal Court are considered independent when the “judges are appointed in 
advance of any particular dispute and serve fixed terms.”85 They argue that “…the evidence does 
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83 By domestic tribunals, I refer specifically to whether a country should be left on its own, without the influence of international 
agreements or other states to decide in its own court, specifically, decisions over the actions and behavior of their own MNCs 
abroad even when these violations may interfere with the lives and well-being of other people abroad.  
84 Born, Gary. "New Generation of International Adjudication, A." Duke LJ 61 (2011): 775-776. 
85 Posner, Eric A., and John C. Yoo. "Judicial independence in international tribunals." California Law Review (2005): 1-74. 
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not support [the contrary], and, moreover, that the evidence is more consistent with [their] thesis: 
the most successful tribunals are dependent.”86  
However, an opposing perspective by Helfer and Slaughter identifies Posner and Yoo’s 
proposed theory of dependent tribunals, which mean “ad hoc tribunals staffed with judges closely 
controlled by governments through the power of reappointment or threats of retaliation”87 a 
shortcoming. Helfer and Slaughter criticized the two authors when they refer to independent judicial 
decision makers as “suspects” because they could be prone to “allow moral ideals, ideological 
imperatives, or the interests of third parties to influence their judgments.”88 Helfer and Slaughter’s 
theory on international tribunals or “constrained independence” argues that independent 
international tribunals are established to “…enhance the credibility of their commitments in specific 
multilateral settings and then use more fine-grained structural, political, and discursive mechanisms 
to limit the potential for judicial overreaching.”89  
Zartner offers another perspective in regards to legal tradition in shaping cultural 
perceptions about justice and she relates it more specifically to transitional justice, 
Instituting more effective post-conflict transitional justice requires that closer attention be paid to 
the local understandings of law in making assessments about justice and the best way to achieve 
peace and harmony in post-conflict societies. For those who work to assist these communities as 
they rebuild, understanding the local community's perspective on law and justice and the 
appropriate mechanisms for achieving peace and reconciliation post-conflict will be more effective 
than simply imposing Western ideals about justice being handed down with a judicial decision.90 
 
Zartner highlights transitional justice as an instance, but understanding the cultural elements and 
perspectives in each community in regards to what is important in order to resolve conflict while 
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88 Ibid., 901 
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hoping to bring justice, can perhaps help advance more of this goal than just acting based on what 
westerners or outsiders may believe will bring them justice.   
My Position: Quick Overview of what I Propose  
Because of the issues presented in the Ecuador vs. Chevron case, the Sarayaku and the 
recent proposal by the Correa government with Yasuni ITT deal, highlighting key moments of the 
development of the lawsuit against Chevron, which represents a MNC based in the United States, I 
demonstrate what can be considered flaws with the case being heard at domestic courts (U.S. and 
Ecuador) as opposed to international courts (Inter-American Court of Human Rights and Canada). 
However, with the outcomes while investigating my case studies that will unfold in the next 
chapters, it will be demonstrated that international courts are better suited to decide cases in which 
MNCs violate environmental and human rights abroad. This is true because soft law, defined as 
“normative provisions contained in non-binding texts,”91 that is, soft rules or quasi-legal 
instruments, but that do not have any legally binding force included in treaties, nonbinding or 
voluntary resolutions, recommendations, codes of conduct, and standards, does not make it 
mandatory.  
Thus, my findings suggest that the application of international treaties and law to MNCs as 
well as states is crucial and necessary for them to actually abide by the rules. The Chevron case 
represents a U.S. oil multinational supported by their state—the U.S. and its judiciary under the 
common law system for their legal rulings. Zartner explains that legal tradition matters and “states’ 
legal cultures and institutions and [their] treatment to international law are inextricably linked.”92 
Building on Simmons (2009), Zartner confirms, “…common law states emphasize judge-made law &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
91 Quoted from Shelton, Dinah, ed. “Commitment and Compliance: The Role of Non-binding Norms in the International Legal 
System,” Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000 on Oxford Bibliographies: Teresa Fajardo, “Soft Law,” Oxford University Press, 
accessed Nov. 27, 2015, http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199796953/obo-9780199796953-0040.xml.  
92 Dana Zartner, “Courts, Codes, and Custom Legal Tradition and State Policy toward International Human Rights and 
Environmental Law, page 16.  
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through the use of precedents [while] treaties are the anti-thesis of this, and thus create additional 
hurdles for common law ratification. [And] civil law systems, on the other hand, largely based on 
written codes and minimal use of precedent, are a ‘natural analogy’ to treaties, thereby facilitating 
ratification.”93  
Through the Chevron case, my work will present the influence that, in fact, MNCs can have 
in their own judiciary when there is supposed to be legal precedent, and as a result it can affect 
judicial rulings and political decisions. This will also show why the trust in their legal decisions at 
domestic level under their common law system for international cases can fail or be questioned by 
other states. The U.S. itself questioned Ecuador with its own domestic ruling for the Chevron case, 
then, what legal system could work better for international business transactions and to regulate 
MNCs? Can it be said that MNCs that come from civil law states are better players at international 
level for international business transactions as they are more prone to ratify international 
agreements? This puzzle will be explored in my next chapters, bringing too matters of global 
leadership. Though there is tradition and many fear change, and accountability under international 
commitments, domestic courts and decisions can also be prone to corruption influenced by money 
in politics and decision-makers.  
Thus, international agreements in support of international courts can mediate differences 
between diverse legal systems and application and regulation of MNCs/international business 
transactions. This is particularly true if each state has their unique way of handling international 
business transactions and legalities. While legal culture matters and makes each state prone or 
reluctant to conform to international agreements, then the application of international law to states 
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as well as MNCs, while requiring the signing of international agreements can ultimately help 
regulating and mediating their major differences while MNCs can hold accountability.  
What I propose also has resonance with what Garzon, Duruigbo, Helfer and Slaughter 
propose. My case studies prove that despite MNCs, supposed to follow the standards they present 
under their corporate socially responsible investments and engagements, and those by the states’, 
can actually commit violations also allowed by the states, while they ultimately also become 
involved in environmental and human rights violations as long as states allow it. Hence, their 
principles end up broken without clear corporate social standards or accountability.  
For this reason, the thesis of this work argues that the best mechanism to address 
violations of human rights stemming from environmental degradation would be to apply the 
principle of universal jurisdiction to such violations under international criminal law under the Rome 
Statute94, which will allow for intervention to halt such violations and an international tribunal in 
which to try them. Because of the evidence I collected from my case studies, my research 
demonstrates that bringing corporations under international law as well as states is more effective 
for social, corporate, and legal accountability and responsibility. Finally, I argue that a mandatory 
non-negotiable international environmental binding agreement is imperative to avoid these 
violations and the rise of climate change. I highlight that with the participation of the international 
community at the COP21 happening this upcoming December 2015; the signing of this agreement 
will be crucial. And, because of the issues described, moving away from the oil industry must take 
place while new technologies including clean renewable energy, and more sustainable practices 
and policies are necessary. &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
94 The Rome of the International Criminal Court (often referred to as the International Criminal Court Statute or the Rome Statute) is 
the treaty that established the International Criminal Court (ICC). It was adopted at a diplomatic conference in Rome on 17 July 
1998 and it entered into force on 1 July 2002. The Rome Statute established four core international crimes: genocide, crimes 
against humanity, war crimes and the crime of aggression.  
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Chapter 4: Ecuador, a Brief History & Rafael Correa from 2006 up 
Today 
 
The oil-impedes democracy claim is both valid and statistically robust; in other words oil does hurt 
democracy … There is at least tentative support for three causal mechanisms that link oil and 
authoritarianism: a rentier effect … a repression effect … and a modernization effect.95 (Michael 
Ross, quoted on Watts)  
 
 Today, Ecuador, despite its cultural challenges, history, struggles and ethnic diversity, 
functions as a sovereign nation-state that includes indigenous peoples who may have been 
oppressed under the creators of international law centuries ago through colonial practices (i.e., 
land expropriation). However, even today, oppression continues with regards to acquisition of 
resources and power in indigenous lands, according to current international law experts. Again, 
throughout history, Ecuador has gone back and forth between “colonial” to “conservatism” to 
“liberal” to more “militant” and to more “socialist” regimes. Ecuador has also experienced a military 
junta regime influenced by the Cold War, following a 20-year period of destabilized economy and 
foreign debt.  
 However, since 2006, Ecuador finally transitioned to what appears to be a new party of 
political change. This new shift took place under the leadership of presidential candidate Rafael 
Correa who was to represent Ecuador as a Plurinational State. As a plurinational state, Ecuador 
was to function as a multinational state (not to be confused with MNCs96), which meant that it 
would embrace and include all the different indigenous nations within Ecuador who had traditionally 
and at great extent been excluded from different political processes. Because of the long history of 
neoliberal influences that had made Ecuadorians lose trust in their representatives, and because of 
the many indigenous nations in Ecuador who rose up, particularly in the 90s due to the failures in 
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95 M. Ross, “Does Oil Hinder Democracy?,” World Politics, Vol. 53 (2001), page 325-61. Also see: Watts, Michael. "Resource curse? 
Governmentality, oil and power in the Niger Delta, Nigeria." Geopolitics 9, no. 1 (2004): 50-80. 
96 MNCs meaning multinational corporations.  
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past governments affecting them the most, under Correa’s new founded political party, Movimiento 
Alianza PAIS (Alliance Country), there was originally some faith. Implementing the sumak 
Kawsay97, an indigenous way of living, and as noted by Blanca Chancoso, an indigenous activist, 
in this particular period it represented three main principles including “reciprocity, solidarity and 
gender complementarity.”98 
 Despite Rafael Correa’s previous fear of neoliberal practices99 as he demonstrated and 
criticized prior to being elected, which ultimately came to represent more of a populous leadership, 
particularly in the last term of his candidacy, he allowed radical changes in his governance in which 
multinationals with their global politics informed by capitalism have been able to influence not only 
Ecuador’s politics, but have also its economy and the sovereignty of indigenous people through the 
invasion of their territories. These actions exemplify neoliberalism instead of plurinationalism, and 
in Ecuador, it has resulted in a conflict that jeopardizes indigenous self-determination protected 
under the Constitution, while human and indigenous rights are violated. This is a pressing concern 
as multinationals and the Correa government continue to profit from oil and extractive practices, 
while heavily affecting the indigenous, and communities from the surrounding areas.  
 Given the events that have been happening since 2006 to present, I look at the shifts that 
have taken place within the Correa’s presidential terms and its effects, from a plurinational to a 
neoliberal state to find out the ways how the Constitution and indigenous rights through more &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
97 Sumak kawsay is a Quechua word, which means "good living" in reference to living in harmony with our communities, ourselves, 
and most importantly, our living, breathing environment. 
 
98 See Becker, Marc. Pachakutik: Indigenous movements and electoral politics in Ecuador. Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2010:27 
 
99 Under Harvey’s neoliberal definition, neoliberalism represents a political economic practice in which human well-being can best be 
advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong 
private property rights, free market and free trade. The role of the state is to create and preserve an institutional framework to such 
practices [in which it] guarantees the quality and integrity of money. See: Harvey, David, “A Brief History of Neoliberalism,” Oxford 
University Press, 2005. 
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totalitarian practices have been violated, and finally understand what the responsibilities of the 
international community should be in order to protect the indigenous and nature. However, being 
this a specific example, worldwide, this case more importantly, also represents what many other 
indigenous communities around the world are going through in regards to similar pressures with 
their own national governments and MNCs, particularly oil multinationals. 
 Ecuador is rich in resources, and this fact is hard to ignore. Oil extraction has played a 
crucial role in its economy and politics, and continues to be a key player in the sovereignty of this 
nation-state, so much so that Ecuador has strongly re-claimed “oil sovereignty” in the last few 
years. I argue that multinationals under globalization and capitalism continue to influence 
Ecuador’s politics, economy and the sovereignty of indigenous peoples in their own territories. Oil 
companies, in particular, have violated rights such as the right to free, prior and informed consent; 
they have displaced indigenous communities; they have devastated the environment, causing the 
people health problems. Although indigenous people’s rights are protected by the Ecuadorian 
constitution, it is disconcerting because these capitalist interests continue to violate indigenous 
rights with the help of the state. Multinationals continue to profit from oil and extractive practices; 
nevertheless, Ecuador’s indigenous are righteously self-determined to fight for their rights, well-
being and sovereignty. 
Ecuador and Latin America in the Making 
 Since the early 20th century, Ecuador has gone through shifts from the post-WWII era to a 
new constitutional democracy to the instability of a militant technocratic regime in the 1970s 
influenced by the Cold War. These changes had a strong impact throughout Latin America, which 
in Ecuador included a recession, but in the last 10 to 20 years, this nation experienced democratic 
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changes that inspired some optimism. Historical accounts demonstrate that US military interests 
pushed the Ecuadorian government to marginalize all socialist goals. During the Cold War, 
however, after experiencing widespread corruption between government leaders in connection with 
oil concessions, Ecuador’s former President Guillermo Rodriguez Lara nationalized petroleum 
resources and flexed the government's political authority under a more militant regime. 
 Meanwhile, with the goal of destroying “socialism” and transferring other policies that offered 
a “free market” model, these models did not necessarily work for some Latin American countries. 
Therefore, Ecuador and other countries were left to collapse. After the recession, which reached its 
peak in the late 1990s and 2000s, Ecuador had its worst economic crisis and became one of the 
poorest countries in South America with a high inflation rate. Almost half of the country’s financial 
systems went bankrupt; international reserves flew out of the country; unemployment increased 
and the country reached record-level low oil prices. Consequently, Ecuador did not seem to have 
another alternative than to switch and adopt dollarization. Dollarization became the monetary 
system in which the country renounced its own currency and adopted the U.S. dollar.100  Though at 
a naked eye this monetary change does not exemplify neo-colonialism or exploitation, it is a 
reminder of the U.S. having an influence that reflects dependency of a developing country on a 
country acting as a hegemonic power. 
 Due to these processes during this period, like-minded Ecuadorian leaders organized a 
movement to resolve the nation’s distressing economic declination and foreign debt that caused 
this recession. This is when Alianza PAIS was formed under Correa’s leadership as follows, 
A political organization of citizens, organizations, movements and collectives that aimed to fight for 
democracy, equality, sovereignty, solidarity, social justice and diversity to eliminate oppression, &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
100 “Dollarization in Ecuador, a Process in Progress,” Diaz, Julian, accessed Nov.17, 2015. 
http://www.vostroknutov.com/pdfs/teaching/2005spring/1102julian.pdf.   
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domination, inequality, injustice and misery. Its historic goal appeared to build Socialism from El 
Buen Vivir (The Good Living), and to promote a revolutionary process to create an inclusive, 
supportive and equitable society. This ideology promotes Sumak Kawsay (in Quechua) “El Buen 
Vivir”, which again does not mean “easy” living but, instead, in the Americas, it describes an ancient 
way of living in harmony within communities, ourselves and, most importantly, nature. The movement 
promotes equitable development, common welfare, and freedom based on justice and peace. 
Alianza PAIS appears to be committed to the poor, the dispossessed, the cholos, Indians, chazos, 
black and montubios; with the dominated and exploited that have been excluded by the landowner 
and oligarchic Republic and the bourgeois State.101 
As seen through the goals of Alianza PAIS, the distressing economic declination seems to help 
opening up the door of not only an opportunity to improve Ecuador’s economy, but also, it seems to 
appear as an opportunity to serve what would become a movement that would revolutionize the 
entire country. 
The Election 
 In 2006, Correa ran for president and in his presidential campaign, he proposed a 
constitutional referendum on September 28, 2008, to help the country recover from what was left, 
while promoting more “transparency and a fair electoral process during the country’s 
transformation” and a democratic process, 
The years that followed bore witness to large popular marches, a successful coup d’etat, and yet 
another presidential overthrow. In total, Ecuador saw eight presidents in a period of 10 years (1997–
2007), and the majority of Ecuadorians developed a deep distrust of the foundational institutions of 
the state (Congress, judicial system, etc.) and the political parties. In this context, in early 2006, the 
presidential campaign of economist Rafael Correa surged in popularity due to his lack of affiliation 
with the traditional political parties. As his principal campaign issue he called for a new constituent 
assembly that would have full powers.102 
Correa won the election and became Ecuador’s new president, making major changes to 
Ecuador’s Constitution to its latest 2008 version. Two major adjustments and additions occurred: 
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101 Movimiento Alianza, Manifesto Ideologico, (My Translation), accessed. Dec. 15, 2014. 
http://www.alianzapais.com.ec/2015/07/03/manifiesto-ideologico/  
102 “Final Report on Ecuador’s Approbatory Constitutional Referendum of September 28, 2008,” 
Carter Center, Online, accessed. Dec. 15, 2014. 
http://www.cartercenter.org/resources/pdfs/news/peace_publications/election_reports/Ecuador_referendum_report08_en.pdf. 
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Under Chapter 4: Rights of communities, peoples and nations, Article 57 involves 21 rights. For the 
purpose of this case, I will highlight those relevant articles concerning nation-states’ self 
determination and sovereignty of indigenous communities, and the continuing violations of their 
rights: 
Indigenous communes, communities, peoples and nations are recognized and guaranteed, in 
conformity with the Constitution and human rights agreements, conventions, declarations and other 
international instruments, the following collective rights: 
5. To keep ownership of ancestral lands and territories and to obtain free awarding of these lands. 6. 
To participate in the use, usufruct, administration and conservation of natural renewable resources 
located on their lands. 7. To free prior informed consultation, within a reasonable period of time, on 
the plans and programs for prospecting, producing and marketing nonrenewable resources located 
on their lands and which could have an environmental or cultural impact on them; to participate in the 
profits earned from these projects and to receive compensation for social, cultural and environmental 
damages caused to them. The consultation that must be conducted by the competent authorities 
shall be mandatory and in due time. If consent of the consulted community is not obtained, steps 
provided for by the Constitution and the law shall be taken. 9. To keep and develop their own forms 
of peaceful coexistence and social organization and creating and exercising authority, in their legally 
recognized territories and ancestrally owned community lands. 13. To uphold, restore, protect, 
develop and preserve their cultural and historical heritage as an indivisible part of Ecuador's heritage. 
The State shall provide resources for this purpose.103  
And, as an important turning point in Ecuador’s and the world’s history, the former has become the 
first country to have included the Rights of Nature in its Constitution, then following Bolivia, which is 
strongly connected to the state’s and indigenous’ sovereignty, particularly when it comes to the 
dispossession of resources for economic means. Chapter 7, Rights of Nature declares, 
Nature, or Pacha Mama, where life is reproduced and occurs, has the right to integral respect for its 
existence and for the maintenance and regeneration of its life cycles, structure, functions and 
evolutionary processes. All persons, communities, peoples and nations can call upon public 
authorities to enforce the rights of nature. To enforce and interpret these rights, the principles set 
forth in the Constitution shall be observed, as appropriate. The State shall give incentives to natural 
persons and legal entities and to communities to protect nature and to promote respect for all the 
elements comprising an ecosystem.104 
Again, these two inclusions determine the drastic reform that constitutes what Ecuadorians strongly &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
103 “Ecuador's Constitution of 2008”. Constitute Project, accessed Dec. 15, 2014. 
https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Ecuador_2008.pdf  
104 Ibid.  
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advocated for in the referendum, not to mention the support that Correa received in his candidacy 
from the indigenous communities highlighted in the Constitution (due, in part, to his ability to 
communicate with them in their native language: Quechua). 
 However, there seems to have occurred a phenomenon throughout Latin America and the 
Caribbean when around the same period, whereby presidential candidates devised similar ideas to 
Correa’s, setting their agendas to take leadership of their countries in order to recover from their 
own economic decline under a more social agenda (i.e., ALBA or Bolivarian Alliance). Within this 
period, Latin American Presidents seemed to have increased the role and participation of 
indigenous peoples even in their constitutions (i.e., Correa with the addition of Nature’s Rights and 
Evo Morales from Bolivia, exemplifying and representing indigenous). Let us first remember 
Correa’s upbringing that exemplifies someone having been raised in a working-class family, but 
who despite many economic struggles was able to obtain high academic achievements that 
granted him with scholarships to pursue higher education (For example, University of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign), as it was the case of several other Latin American presidents in this period. 
 ALBA (Alianza Bolivariana para los Pueblos de Nuestra América) or Bolivarian Alliance for 
the Peoples of Our America was formed, and a similar socialist and moderate socialist wave grew, 
supported and affirmed by some Latin American presidents with a similar mentality, including Evo 
Morales of Bolívia, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva of Brazil, Rafael Correa himself, Hugo Chávez of 
Venezuela, Michelle Bachelet of Chile, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner of Argentina, Fernando 
Lugo of Paraguay, Fidel and Raul Castro of Cuba and José Mujica of Uruguay, unsurprisingly 
impacted by the struggles from the military’s repressive history left with the coup d’eta after the 
Cold War. In other words, their representation geared toward a more socialist or reformist 
movement came to constitute the Latin American Bloc, which reflects “the weakness of the right-
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wing and conservative opposition and its failure to present plausible alternatives to neoliberal 
formulas that have proven highly unpopular.”105   
                        
Figure 3  
 It is worth noting that their solidarity has become what can be considered the “Bolivarian 
Bloc” in reference to Simon Bolivar’s ideals in the Spanish Revolution. In economic terms, whether 
a leader of a bourgeois revolution, simply a revolutionary reformist, a national liberator or a fighter 
against tyranny, the Bolivarian Bloc invokes the ideals of liberation from imperialist global economic 
and free market models that have proven to not really make countries free; on the contrary, they 
have made some nations even more dependent, which seems to be the kind of liberation Hugo 
Chavez aimed for before he died. 
Economy and Political Context: Neoliberal Practices 
 President Correa started his candidacy with a very similar agenda to the Bolivarian goals. He 
openly stated that his ideal for Socialism as proposed through Alianza PAIS would continue 
because that is what Ecuadorians had voted to bring social justice while helping the nation’s 
poorest citizens (i.e., indigenous). He was re-elected for the second time and continued with the &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
105 Robinson, William I. Latin America's radical Left: challenges and complexities of political power in the twenty-first century. Edited 
by Steve Ellner. Rowman & Littlefield, 2014: 23 
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same ideals to re-claim and re-gain Ecuador’s sovereignty from a long history of struggles 
influenced by global neoliberal politics. According to one speech by Correa at the Presidential 
House addressing the Legislative Commission in his second term as President, he affirms, 
En el Ecuador, supimos resistir y luchar contra el neoliberalismo, y decidimos, entre todos, romper 
con aquel modelo de desarrollo que generó desigualdad, pobreza y muerte; hemos puesto fin a la 
larga noche y triste neoliberal y el Gobierno de la Revolución Ciudadana está desarrollando un 
inteligente programa económico, social y político, enraizado en nuevos valores; estamos aplicando 
una política cuyo centro es el ser humano y que busca recuperar la Patria, altiva, digna y soberana. 
In Ecuador, we learned to stand and fight against neoliberalism, and decided, together, to break with 
this development model that generated inequality, poverty and death; we ended the long and sad 
neoliberal night, and the Citizen Revolution Government is developing a smart socio-economic and 
political agenda, rooted in new values; we are pursuing a policy centered on the human being and 
that seeks to recover the country; proud, dignified and sovereign.106  
Correa built his credibility by claiming a new identity in a country that appeared to have a strong 
anti-imperialist agenda against free market models. He opposed the free-trade agreement with the 
U.S., but supported more democratic processes through the Constituent Assembly, allowing 
citizens to challenge a treaty by bringing it to a popular referendum and allowing citizens to vote. 
He also supported a more balanced taxation depending on citizens’ income, a stronger separation 
of businesses and shares in mass media outlets to avoid control of the media by the rich with 
personal interests, environmentally sustainable alternative developmental projects, lower 
unemployment rate within a few years and higher revenue gains, thanks to negotiations with 
private oil producers that benefited more Ecuadorians. These goals demonstrate his democratic 
politics. One source describes Correa’s policies, 
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106 “Discurso por Segundo Ano de Gestion”. Intervencion Presidente de La Republica, Rafael Correa Ante La Comision Legislativa 
en el Segundo Ano de Gobierno. Quito, 15 de Enero de 2009, accessed Dec. 15, 2014. 
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* “Speech for the Second Year of Correa’s Candidacy,” Intervention of President of the Republic Rafael Correa Before the 
Legislative Commission, Second Term.   
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The constitution contains a number of reforms that aim to regulate and curtail the power of major 
financial groups. Historically, the Ecuadorian state has been controlled, some would say colonised, 
by the country’s most powerful economic groups. The intimate web of relations between Ecuador’s 
economic and political elites made a myth of state autonomy. The state was an arena of battles 
between elites, but not an autonomous actor with the ability to impose conditions and controls on 
them. One of the aims of the new constitution, then, is to decolonise the state, to strengthen its 
autonomy vis-à-vis powerful economic actors.107  
As economics expert William K. Black affirms, “Correa has also shown political skill in ramping up 
social spending in a country where provision was inadequate and poverty reached 64% in 2000 (it 
is now 27%) [and] many Ecuadoreans sense that the oil wealth has at last trickled down to them. 
And Mr. Correa has largely eschewed the expropriations of private companies and the smothering 
economic controls practised by Mr. Chávez.”108 Black also believes (2012) Correa’s track record is 
very successful, as Ecuador did not continue its financial crisis even when Ecuador’s currency 
turned to the dollar. Ecuador continues to have extended trade with the U.S. itself, even when oil 
prices went down in Ecuador in 2008. Moreover, while the U.S. is not happy with Correa’s anti-
neoliberal practices, he still has Ecuadorians’ support. Meanwhile, Ecuador has been able to 
maintain consistent growth of real GDP, as well substantially reduced unemployment, poverty and 
misery. Black adds, “unemployment in Ecuador (4.6%) is less than half of Italy’s rate (11.1%).”109 
Plurinational vs. Totalitarian State: Democracy vs. Economic Needs 
 However, after having earned the credibility and the support from the majority of 
Ecuadorians because of his legacy thus far, Correa continues to face challenges that compromise 
his plurinational politics and the trust of his people. Anthony Giddens formulates the concept of 
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107 Collins, Jennifer N. "Rafael Correa and the Struggle for a New Ecuador." - Centre for World Dialogue. 2008. Accessed December 
15, 2014. http://www.worlddialogue.org/content.php?id=426  
108 Black, William K. "Why Is the Failed Monti a “technocrat” and the Successful Correa a “left- leaning Economist”?" New Economic 
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trust as a condition and result of modern structures of globalized politics110 and it applies to 
experience of Ecuadorians when they may have not been protected by their nation-state. Michael 
Watts in Resource Curse? Governmentality, Oil and Power in the Niger Delta, Niger, exposes a 
case study in this area and provides similar militant events (abduction, hostage-taking, kidnapping 
and extra judicial-killings),111 showing the relations between oil and violence through “governable 
spaces” or “authoritarian governmentality”. Watts explores how “oil capitalism” (what he calls petro-
capitalism) in which the forms of rule and political authority constitute the “governable space,” 
specifically “a configuration of territory, identity and rule.”112  
 After 20 years of economic recession and a long history of distrust in the State, today 
Ecuadorian citizens and other grassroots movements have taken the role of advocacy to push for 
an alternative agenda of sustainable, environmental and long-term positive impact models 
concerning education, employment, health care and such that have replaced neo-liberalist models. 
Jennifer Collins affirms that these kinds of projects, “seek to use the state to protect those at the 
bottom from powerful international and domestic economic forces, but which at the same time is 
unwilling to entrust to the state the role of primary agent of development.”113 This resistance 
movement has been strongly supported by indigenous peoples who have been important 
advocates due to their self-determination and relationship with nature, their culture and 
plurinational inclusive views (i.e., the ones that bring together Ecuador’s diversity and Constitution). 
Also, because indigenous peoples’ territorial rights, where many of Ecuador’s resources are being 
extracted, especially oil, while threatened and jeopardized by international corporations, indigenous 
peoples themselves have become strong advocates in this new resistance.  &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
110 Giddens, Anthony. The Consequences of Modernity. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1990: 30. 
111 Watts, Michael. "Resource curse? Governmentality, oil and power in the Niger Delta, Nigeria" 50. 
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Chapter 5: Chevron in Ecuador, International Law & Diverse 
Judiciaries: A Unique Case that Informs Conclusion of Research 
 
A Series of Events 
Before starting the Chevron case directly, it needs to be clear that there are multiple and 
complex issues I present in regards to indigenous sovereignty, State pressures, and MNCs’ 
deregulation patterns. These are reflected in the several cases that have taken place in this area of 
the world due to oil extraction, demonstrating that Correa’s economic model is significantly based 
on oil extractive practices.  
Prior & Informed Consent, Displacement, Health & the Environment 
 The Sarayaku are one of the oldest settlements of the Kichwa People in the province of 
Pastaza in the Ecuadorian Amazon, and include approximately 2,000 people. Because of oil 
extraction with the approval of the Ecuadorian government in their territories, the human rights 
violations that have taken place in their community represent what continues to happen to diverse 
indigenous communities within Ecuador and around the world. Some of the most pressing human 
rights violations they have faced are highlighted with the outcome from the court decision in which 
the Sarayaku won at the Inter American Court of Human Rights. Some elements of this case will 
be described briefly in order to compare it to the consequences of Chevron’s oil spill in the same 
area from the Ecuadorian Amazon rainforest, which indicates whether it is the state or a MNC, the 
impacts are similar in these communities and the environment. The case outlines the following,  
In 1996, Ecuador signed a contract with the Empresa Estatal de Petróleos del Ecuador 
(PETROECUADOR) and a group formed with CGC (Compañía General de Combustibles, a 
subsidiary of Chevron, in Argentina) and la Petrolera Ecuador San Jorge S.A. for oil exploration and 
exploitation in Sarayaku lands. Between 2002 and 2003, CGC, with the help of Ecuador’s armed 
forces, entered Sarayaku lands without consulting them or obtaining their permission, in order to 
conduct seismic exploration. The company placed almost 1.5 tons of explosives in the forest. This 
forcible entry also caused the destruction of sacred sites and led to various confrontations between 
the Sarayaku, the company, and Ecuador’s armed forces. It also culminated in threats against 
Sarayaku leaders and violence against Sarayaku community members. 
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The Inter-American Commission granted precautionary measures in favor of the community in 2003, 
but the Court did not hand down its sentence until June 2012, after a historic visit by the Court to 
Sarayaku in April of the same year. The Court found that Ecuador violated the right to prior and 
informed consultation, community property rights, and the right to cultural identity. The Court also 
found that Ecuador was responsible for putting in serious risk the right to life and cultural integrity and 
that Ecuador had violated the rights to a fair trial and judicial protection of the Sarayaku People.  
The Court developed its prior consultation standards, reiterating its jurisprudence that consultations 
should be undertaken with good faith, through culturally adequate procedures, with the aim of 
reaching an agreement, and the consultation should be prior, informed, and culturally appropriate. It 
established that the consultation is the duty of the State, and cannot be delegated to third parties. 
Additionally, it affirmed that the State duty to effectively organize governmental apparatus in such a 
way that the consultation can be effectively accomplished.114 
Even with the more recent case of the Yasuni ITT, one sees the state’s duty to appropriate 
consultation has not happened, and instead, the actions by the Correa government have shown 
the contrary. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights decided that Ecuador should clear the 
Sarayaku lands of the explosives. Also, it was decided that prior to any future work in Sarayaku 
territory, there has to be full consultation with regards to environmental impacts, and trainings for 
actors such as the military, workers and Sarayaku people recognizing responsibility for violations. 
Finally, “the Court ruled that the State should pay compensation for both material (90,000 U.S. 
dollars) and non-material damages (1,250,000 US dollars).”115  
                                    
Figure 4 
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   Figure 5 
Discussion and Impact of Ruling 
 As part of the enforcement of the decision and outcomes at the time (2012), the Ecuadorian 
government publicly recognized its responsibility for violations and would comply with responsibility 
for violations, including the removal of explosives that are still in Sarayaku land. The significance of 
this case represents indigenous resistance against oil, logging, and mining throughout the Amazon 
rainforest and it celebrates the solidarity among members of the Sarayaku people in fighting for 
their lands. According to the Sarayaku’s attorney, Mario Melo, “the Court’s decision and intense 
international attention that it received are the result of a strategy of the Sarayaku that could be 
used with the same success by other indigenous communities that face the imposition of 
“development” projects in their lands [and] from a normative perspective, the decision clearly 
establishes criteria for prior and informed consultation that will serve for other cases of 
development-induced violations of indigenous peoples’ rights in Latin America. It also recognizes 
indigenous communities themselves as subjects of collective rights under international law.”116  
 The issues presented within this case again show both, state affairs through domestic and 
international oil companies with national governments, and foreign affairs through the behavior of 
multinationals abroad as deregulators, whether authorized or not by states. Under these behaviors, &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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deregulators threaten the survival of indigenous people, while reducing our clean air and water, 
and increasing climate change. The Ecuador vs. Chevron case represents one of the most difficult 
and unique cases in the history of the United States judiciary in relation to international and 
criminal law, international relations between two countries, international business transactions, 
corporate accountability, corruption, activism, perseverance and hope for justice. This case 
symbolizes the building of precedence under the U.S. common law system, and its legal history 
with international law and MNCs, specifically the oil industry. It also represents the perspectives 
explored under my literature review in regards to whether an international tribunal could more 
effectively try human rights violations than domestic tribunals when they stem from environmental 
degradation.  
United States Lawsuit 
This case evolves with the events that have needed to happen to resolve the issues that 
were caused with Chevron’s oil spill in Ecuador, which irrevocably damaged the rainforest while 
affecting over 30,000117 people. It demonstrates critical questions over whether international law 
should apply to MNCs corporations due to international arbitrations and negligent international 
business transactions. As described by The Wall Street Journal under the business and law 
section, “It would take a legal treatise (or several) to unpack all of the factual and legal issues that 
have arisen in the decades-long dispute between Chevron Corp. and a group of plaintiffs over 
environmental contamination in the Ecuadorian Amazon.”118 By -group of plaintiffs-, the article also 
refers to the thousands of indigenous peoples from the Amazon rainforest, and the many events 
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117 Estimated number of people affected. For more info., see: “Chevron's Chernobyl in the Amazon,” Amazon Watch, accessed Nov. 
24, 2015, http://amazonwatch.org/work/chevron  
 
118 “International Law 101: Why the $9.5BN Chevron Ruling Has (So Far) Led to Nothing,” The Wall Street Journal, accessed Nov. 
24, 2015, http://blogs.wsj.com/law/2014/03/04/why-the-9-5-billlion-ruling-against-chevron-has-so-far-amounted-to-nothing/  
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that have developed alongside for several years. The case, right or wrong, also came to constitute 
a 500-page lawsuit that continues to be disputed internationally, but for the purpose of this work, I 
describe key moments first, to provide a general overview, and second, in order to highlight the 
relevant areas I am exploring and constitute part of the literature review I present.  
The lawsuit started in 1993 when some Ecuadorian citizens of the Oriente region filed a 
class action lawsuit in the U.S. federal court against Texaco with the case Aguinda v. Texaco, 
while simultaneously in 1994 a group of Peruvian citizens living downstream from the same region 
(the Oriente) also filed a class action lawsuit against Texaco in U.S. federal court: Jota v. Texaco. 
The complaints cited that “between 1964 and 1992 Texaco’s oil operations polluted the rainforests 
and rivers in Ecuador and Peru, resulting in environmental damage and damage to the health of 
those who live in the region.”119 However, both of the lawsuits ended up being dismissed by the US 
federal court in 2002 on forum non conveniens120 grounds, meaning that the U.S. considered 
Ecuador to be a more appropriate venue for litigating the claims, and with the dismissal, Texaco 
concurred that the courts in Ecuador and/or Peru would then have jurisdiction over the claims of 
the plaintiffs.121 
Ecuadorian Legal Proceedings  
 
Since the merging in 2001 from Texaco and Chevron, the operations took place without 
appropriate measurements for local residents and the environment. The company dumped billions 
of gallons of toxic wastewater into the rivers, spilled millions of gallons of crude oil, while &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
119 “Texaco/Chevron lawsuits (re Ecuador),” Business and Human Rights Resource Centre, accessed Nov. 24, 2015, 
http://business-humanrights.org/en/texacochevron-lawsuits-re-ecuador. For more information, see the case at: 
http://www.theamazonpost.com/wp-content/uploads/Chevron-Ecuador-Opinion-3.4.14.pdf.  
 
120 Forum non conveniens is a discretionary power that allows courts to dismiss a case where another court, or forum, is much 
better suited to hear the case. This dismissal does not prevent a plaintiff from refiling his or her case in the more appropriate 
forum. This doctrine may be invoked by either the defendant, or by the court. See: Legal Information Institute on Forum non 
conveniens,  accessed Nov. 24, 2015, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/forum_non_conveniens  
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abandoning hazardous waste in hundreds of open-air pits left throughout the region. The result is 
one of the worst environmental disasters in the Amazon rainforest—the most biodiverse area of the 
world. Because of these issues, in 2003 a class action lawsuit was brought against Texaco, which 
was acquired by Chevron in 2001. The on-going issues involve the devastation of the rainforest 
ecosystem, displacement of communities due to contamination and a major health crisis for the 
inhabitants of the area including increased rates of cancer.122 This case has been called into 
question and has been encapsulated in a 500-page long lawsuit, and several other legal orders 
and appeals, but in brief the case has proceeded as follows, 
Judicial inspections of the allegedly contaminated sites commenced in August 2004. In early 2008, 
an independent expert recommended to the court that Chevron should pay $7-16 billion in 
compensation for the pollution. This expert increased his estimate of damages to $27 billion in 
November 2008.  In 2008, Chevron reportedly lobbied the US Government to end trade 
preferences with Ecuador over this lawsuit. Following allegations of judicial misconduct, the original 
trial judge recused himself from the case and a new judge was appointed. Following a successful 
petition in US court to receive unused footage from the documentary "Crude", Chevron filed a 
petition with the court in August 2010 seeking to dismiss the lawsuit based on the company's 
assertion that certain parts of this footage show alleged fraud on the part of the plaintiffs.  
 
In September 2010, the plaintiffs submitted a new assessment of damages for the claims stating 
that the cost would be between $90 and $113 billion. In the same month, the judge concluded the 
evidentiary phase of the lawsuit. On 14 February 2011, the Ecuadorian judge issued a ruling 
against Chevron in the lawsuit. Chevron was ordered to pay $8.6 billion in damages and clean up 
costs, with the damages increasing to $18 billion if Chevron [did] not issue a public apology. 
Chevron indicated that it [believed] the ruling [was] "illegitimate" and "unenforceable", and it filed an 
appeal. On 3 January 2012 a panel of three judges from the Provincial Court of Justice of 
Sucumbios upheld the February 2011 ruling against Chevron. On 20 January 2012, Chevron 
appealed the decision with Ecuador's National Court of Justice. In March 2012, Chevron asked the 
Provincial Court of Justice for the fourth time to block the Ecuadorian Government from enforcing 
the $18 billion judgment against it.   
 
On 28 March 2012, the court ruled that Chevron was not entitled to use an order from the 
international arbitration tribunal, which asked Ecuador's Government to suspend the litigation, to 
block the plaintiffs from enforcing the judgment. In an effort to enforce the judgment, the 
Ecuadorian plaintiffs filed a lawsuit in Canada in May 2012 and one in Brazil in June 2012 targeting 
Chevron's assets in those countries. On 6 August 2012, the Ecuadorian court ruled that Chevron 
had until the end of the day to pay the $19 billion judgment. The award was increased in July 2012, 
after Judge Ortiz calculated various mandatory costs required by Ecuadorian law. In October 2012, 
the Ecuadorian court issued an order permitting the plaintiffs to seize about $200 million of 
Chevron's assets located in the country, in an effort to collect on the judgment against the &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
122 For more information check “Chevron's Chernobyl in the Amazon”, Amazon Watch website: 
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company. On 12 November 2013, Ecuador Supreme Court upheld the August 2012 ruling against 
Texaco/Chevron for environmental damage but halved damages to $9.51 billion. In September 
2014, Chevron reportedly filed a claim against Woodsford Litigation Funding, which had financed 
lawyers working on enforcing the $9.5 billion Ecuadorian judgment against Chevron. Chevron 
claims the judgment was achieved by fraud and bribery.123 
 
Moreover, after all the presented developments within this case, the question becomes, why did 
not this case end with the 2011 ruling in Ecuador awarding the plaintiffs $18.2 billion (which was 
later ultimately reduced to $9.5 billion)?124 As presented by the Wall Street Journal, apparently it 
comes down to enforcement. And, because the multinational has only few remaining assets in 
Ecuador, the Ecuadorian courts are very limited in what they can do to make Chevron pay for it. 
This explains why in order to be able to collect on the judgment, the plaintiffs need to have the 
involvement of another court in another country where Chevron also has assets to be able to hold 
the judgment and implement it.125 
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International arbitration proceedings 
 Back in 2006 and in 2009, Chevron used an international court, the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration at The Hague, filing an international arbitration claim. Chevron claimed that the 
Ecuadorian government had violated international law by “unduly influencing the judiciary and 
thereby compromising the judiciary's independence […] and alleging that the Ecuador government 
had violated an US-Ecuador bilateral investment treaty.”126 Moreover, under diplomatic terms, 
because the U.S. and Ecuador have not signed treaties requiring to recognize each other’s 
judgments, the outcomes can go anywhere, particularly because in the U.S. any of the 50 states 
(not including the federal government) are free to determine how foreign rulings should be treated. 
Ralph Steinhardt, a professor of international law at the George Washington Law School says that 
this is “one of the many weirdnesses of U.S. law,”127 which is why U.S. law is “sort of moot”128 on 
foreign judgments and why Ecuadorian plaintiffs would need to try to enforce the judgment in the 
United States.  
While these processes were developing in 2010, the Hague arbitration panel ruled that 
Ecuador's government “had violated the bilateral investment treaty and international law by 
delaying rulings on the commercial dispute currently pending in Ecuador's courts.”129 In 2011, the 
case was in front of U.S. District Judge Lewis Kaplan with Chevron prime and ready, trying to 
counteract any initiatives to be taken by the Ecuadorian government and the plaintiffs in this case 
before they could ask a U.S. court to enforce it, which in this case counts as a due process right to 
start the procedure. And it is because of this, that the Ecuadorian government and the plaintiffs in 
the Ecuadorian lawsuit, “filed a lawsuit in US federal court seeking an injunction barring Chevron 
from proceeding with arbitration under the bilateral investment treaty [arguing] that due process &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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rights in Ecuador would be denied should Chevron proceed with its arbitration.”130 But interestingly 
enough, in the initial ruling Judge Kaplan “largely approved of the move” by supporting Chevron 
and blocking the plaintiffs and their lawyers from efforts to carrying out the Ecuadorean court’s 
ruling anywhere in the world outside of Ecuador in which Chevron had assets.131  
Already in 2010, the U.S. court had ruled that Chevron could pursue international 
arbitration for the case, while plaintiffs and Ecuadorian government appealed that ruling, but 
Chevron sued in ten different U.S. federal courts to push their will and obtain discovery documents 
from several of the consultants the plaintiffs had engaged in the assessment of damages.132 
However, the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals overturned Judge Kaplan’s initial enforcement 
ruling, expressing skepticism in that a judge in one country (referring to Judge Kaplan) had the 
power to bar any other courts outside the U.S. from recognizing a ruling given in Ecuador. Still 
Judge Kaplan found for Chevron in a 500-page ruling, and in another order, Kaplan intended to bar 
Ecuadorian plaintiffs from trying to enforce the judgment “in any court in the United States.”133 This 
decision was influenced at large by Chevron’s accusation against plaintiffs’ lawyers and 
representatives in which the accused “conspired to extort up to $113 billion from Chevron through 
the Ecuadorian legal proceedings.”134 As a result, Ecuadorians appealed this order.    
Because of these judgments, a legal firm from the U.S. itself filed “its own lawsuit against 
Chevron and Chevron's U.S. legal counsel” alleging that the typical natural process should have 
been fair due process but did not have that course because Chevron “illegally interfered with its 
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representation of the claimants in the legal proceedings.”135 After these events, the case unfolds as 
follows,  
On 19 September 2011, the US federal appeals court lifted the lower court’s order preventing 
enforcement of the Ecuadorian judgment. The court also ordered a stay of the racketeering case 
that Chevron filed against the plaintiffs. On 29 November 2011, Chevron filed a pre-trial motion to 
seize assets of the Ecuadorian plaintiffs in the racketeering lawsuit. In January 2012, US federal 
judge rejected Chevron’s request, stating it could be renewed at a later date. On 5 January 2012, 
Chevron asked the US federal appeals court to restore the injunction enjoining the plaintiffs from 
enforcing the Ecuadorian judgment. On 19 January 2012, the court rejected Chevron’s request. On 
26 January 2012, explaining its previous decision, the court of appeals ruled that Judge Kaplan 
lacked authority to block the enforcement of the $18 billion judgment. On 15 May 2012, the district 
judge overseeing the racketeering lawsuit allowed for the racketeering claims to continue, while 
dismissing claims of fraud. In October 2012 the US Supreme Court refused to hear Chevron's 
appeal of the lower court's decision ruling that Judge Kaplan lacked authority to issue the injunction 
blocking enforcement of the Ecuadorian judgment. In July-August 2013, US federal courts upheld 
subpoenas served by Chevron on Microsoft, Google and Yahoo! demanding private user 
information about environmental advocates, journalists, lawyers and others. Chevron sought this 
as part of its fraud lawsuit against certain Ecuadorian oil pollution plaintiffs and their lawyers.136 
Because of the irregularities that already took place in which Chevron tried to block plaintiffs from 
exposing and pursuing this legal case in the U.S., plaintiffs having the right to purse have already 
tried to enforce the judgment in Argentina, Brazil and Canada, which again are states where 
Chevron has assets. 
                                        
Figure 11 
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Canada Legal Proceedings 
In order to try to enforce the $9.51 billion Ecuadorian judgment, Ecuadorian villagers, and 
rest of plaintiffs filed the lawsuit in Canada back in 2012 because they could pursue Chevron’s 
assets in this country. As a result, the Canadian Supreme Court, in September 2015 ruled that the 
Ecuadorian plaintiffs “were able to sue Chevron and its Canadian subsidiary in Canada.”137 While 
this event took place, as part of the international proceedings, in 2014 at the International Criminal 
Court, Ecuadorian rainforest communities filed a communication “…in respect of Chevron chief 
executive’s acts to prevent the ordered clean-up of toxic waste in the Amazon.”138 
Within all the events that continued to take place, finally a five-judge panel from a 
respected New York appeals court unanimously ruled, “any dispute among Ecuadorian villagers 
over the distribution of proceeds from the historic judgment should be heard in the same courts that 
issued it.”139 U.S. human rights attorney, Judith Kimerling, was keen in requesting the New York 
trial court to issue an order that would entitle her clients—some are indigenous families out of the 
30,000 villagers affected, to have proportional shares out of the proceeds. She also was critical on 
the way Chevron attacked Ecuador's courts as incapable of dealing with the dispute while she 
stated “she could not point to a single instance in the history of American jurisprudence where a 
U.S. court tried to resolve competing claims among foreign citizens over the proceeds of a foreign 
judgment issued in the courts of their own country.”140  
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Again, this unanimous decision becomes an affirmation and rebuke to Chevron and opens 
questions in regards to the unethical approach by Judge Kaplan. It also shows ethnocentric values 
and concerns of superiority the United States as a nation and system reflects in relation to other 
nation-states. It is ironic that first, Chevron asks the Hague international court with a claim accusing 
the Ecuadorian government of having violated international law when Chevron, together with the 
United States, are not even following international law. And second, it is even more controversial to 
see that a U.S. court (led by Kaplan) influenced by one of its own multinational (Chevron) tries to 
make a case to resolve competing claims among foreign citizens over the proceeds of a foreign 
judgment issued in their own court, because this is exactly how the United States legal system 
functions, which reflects a double standard. For instance, some of the issues highlighted in the 
judgment include the following,  
At Chevron's request, Kaplan in 2014 refused to seat a jury and then entered a bizarre and 
unprecedented order that tries to block the Ecuadorians from collecting the proceeds of their 
judgment anywhere in the world. Kaplan refused to even review the 105 technical evidentiary 
reports that demonstrated Chevron had deliberately disposed of its toxic waste in the rainforest, 
decimating indigenous groups and causing an outbreak of cancer that has cost the lives of 
numerous local residents.141 
It is because of these actions that international law plays an important role and must be clear to 
prevent neglect or abuses. Again, understanding international law is critical as it allows us to grasp 
why its development is also one of the primary goals of the United Nations. Accordingly, it defines 
the legal responsibilities of “States in their conduct with each other, and their treatment of 
individuals within State boundaries [including] a wide range of issues of international concern such 
as human rights, disarmament, international crime, refugees, migration, problems of nationality, the 
treatment of prisoners, the use of force, and the conduct of war, among others, [while also 
regulating] the global commons, such as the environment, sustainable development, international &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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waters, outer space, global communications and world trade among others.”142 Understanding and 
following these definitions under international law, it is easy to see why several international 
lawyers then filed an Amici curiae143 or “Friend of the Court” brief, making a controversial call in 
that Kaplan’s decision was in fact a violation of international law, which also happens to be under 
appeal before another federal jury.144  
 The interest of this Amici curiae group was seeing the international rule of law upheld and 
applicable international law applied in in consistence with “Article VI, cl. 2 of the Constitution of the 
United States and principles enunciated in The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 677 (1900), and Sosa v. 
Alvarez-Machain, 542 U.S. 692 (2004).”145 The specific summary reads as follows, 
We seek to call to the attention of the Court of Appeals aspects of public international law that the 
District Court failed to consider and principles of international comity that the District Court applied 
incorrectly. We are concerned that the misapplication of principles of international law and comity 
in this case can have far-reaching and unanticipated effects. These errors warrant reversal of the 
District Court’s imposition of a perpetual constructive trust purporting to govern the ultimate effect 
and disposition of litigation for recognition and enforcement of the Ecuadorian judgment in the Lago 
Agrio case by any other court anywhere in the world.146 
And, the same group declared that they did not intend to express any opinion on the underlying 
statutory and common law claims in this case,147 which again becomes a good point of reference 
for what was earlier discussed based on Zartner’s legal culture. This example also demonstrates 
why the United States reluctance to international legal treaties is not only based on the fact that 
they feel that judging their cases under their common legal system is enough, but also because of 
other personal interests. Despite the United States having a common law system, it still does not &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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believes that the court's decision may affect its interest."  William H. Rehnquist, The Supreme Court, page 89. See: “Amicus Curiae,” 
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justify its actions. In fact, these actions go beyond what they should and can do, and it shows 
instead how this kind of judgment lacks legitimacy and is clearly biased. Again, why then should 
Ecuador trust the United States’ decisions, particularly when the U.S. often absconds from signing 
any international treaty/agreement? This is also the sentiment of many nations around the world in 
regards to the United States.  
U.S. Federal Judge Kaplan’s Investments in Chevron, Biased Judgment 
What is yet more interesting, is that by October 2014, according to financial disclosure 
documents filed by U.S. federal judge Kaplan, the same judge who ruled in favor of Chevron in the 
company’s campaign blocking collection of the $9.5 billion environmental liability in Ecuador, it was 
confirmed that he held investments in three J.P. Morgan funds that have holdings in Chevron. This 
took place at the time of his decision while failing to disclose his investments despite being asked 
“… to recuse himself for bias in favor of Chevron during the company’s retaliatory ‘racketeering’ (or 
RICO) trial,148 which ended in March of [2014].”149 This happened while Kaplan made strong 
emphasis in denying the defendants a jury and ruling in favor of Chevron, which demonstrates “a 
deeply flawed proceeding”150 while contemptuously calling the Ecuadorian villagers who had “won 
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the judgment against Chevron [as] the ‘so-called’ plaintiffs and [also saying that] their case was 
nothing more than a ‘giant game akin to ‘mud wrestling’. [He] also repeatedly disparaged the main 
U.S. legal advisor to the Ecuadorians, Steven Donziger, [to the level of saying Donziger wanted] ‘to 
become the next big thing in fixing the balance of payments deficit’”.151             
    Figure 12 
 
Even one of the leaders of a coalition of villagers that won the judgment against Chevron 
in Ecuador and defendant in the U.S. case, Javier Piaguaje, stated that the failure of Judge Kaplan 
to disclose his assets with Chevron, becomes “another disturbing example” of the reasons why the 
U.S. legal procedure has “no legitimacy”152 in the eyes of the Ecuadorian plaintiffs. The Legal 
Information Institute at Cornell University Law School, describes the 28 U.S. Code § 455 - 
Disqualification of justice, judge, or magistrate judge, as the federal law concerning judicial 
disqualification that makes it an obligation for judges to inform themselves about their personal 
finances and interests and all those involve within family and relatives.153 Donziger, on the other 
hand, affirms his disappointment to also have found out Kaplan’s moves lacking transparency, as &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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well as reinforcing the conclusion of him and the plaintiffs he represented as having had denied a 
fair trial.154 Some of Kaplan’s financial concerns while being the Judge for this case reveal the 
following,  
In his court-mandated financial disclosure forms, Kaplan also reported that he owns shares in The 
American Century Equity fund. The fund advertises in its 2013 annual report that it owns roughly 
1.7 million shares of Chevron stock worth approximately $201 million. Beyond a general reference 
to the names of the J.P. Morgan and American Century funds, Kaplan never mentioned Chevron in 
his financial disclosure forms.155 
Even more complex and greatly higher numbers are reported in other assets Kaplan had in relation 
to Chevron. Ethics Professor at Washington College of Law at American University, Chris Gowen, 
also refers to Federal law requiring U.S. lawyers to disqualify themselves “in any proceeding in 
which the judge’s impartiality might reasonably be questioned [adding that] by not disclosing his 
specific investments in Chevron, Kaplan deprived the Ecuadorians and Donziger of their right to 
seek his recusal on these grounds.”156 Additionally, Donziger stated that Kaplan should “clearly 
disclose down to the last detail and last penny” of any investments he has in Chevron because it is 
“impossible to determine the true extent of Judge Kaplan’s investments in Chevron based on the 
general categories in his financial disclosure forms, which in any event need to be updated [and] 
only he has the ability to do this and it should be done immediately and in transparent fashion.”157 
When Kaplan invited Chevron to present the RICO case while denying repeated requests 
by Donziger and his clients for a jury, he also firmly declared that Ecuador’s original decision was a 
result of fraud while refusing to hear any of the extensive scientific evidence of Chevron’s 
contamination in Ecuador. But, the Ecuadorian plaintiffs think that Kaplan’s decisions are more a 
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product of bribery, corruption and unethical acts,158 displaying too his abused power, particularly 
when the lives of thousands of indigenous peoples have also been at risk. 
    Figure 13 
Because of these unethical actions, Amazon Watch itself has been critical of Kaplan’s actions and 
also caused them to file a complaint to have his conduct reviewed. Paul Paz y Miño, Director of 
Outreach and Online Strategy at the organization declares, “Judge Kaplan’s ethical lapses reflect 
terribly on the U.S. judiciary and undermine the rule of law for everybody,”159 which affirms the 
need to apply international law not only to states, but also to multinationals. He also stated in The 
Washington Times that, Amazon Watch did not consider Judge Kaplan “to be in any way qualified 
to rule on Ecuadorean law, much less the specifics of this case, when he has no knowledge of the 
Ecuadorean legal system, does not speak Spanish and never even visited the affected areas.”160 In 
this case, one confirms that MNCs can acquire and influence so much through money and power 
government representatives as the Chevron case shows, and the U.S. judiciary. The United States 
portrays to other nations that it has one of the most honorable systems in the world but as 
demonstrated with this case, its reluctance to international law and treaties under the justification 
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that they handle their cases under their common law judiciary effectively, will continue to be 
questioned by the international community under these and similar circumstances. 
                                          Figure 14         
BP Oil Spill in Relation to Chevron’s Spill 
The reason to highlight British Petroleum oil spill in the Golf of Mexico in relation to 
Chevron’s oil spill in Ecuador is because it “further highlights the greed and racism of Chevron for 
refusing to settle claims over the far worse ecological damage caused by the company to the 
people of Ecuador’s Amazon region.”161 For instance, with the most recent settlement, “BP 
estimated a total liability for the 2010 spill of about $54 billion, [which is] more than five times 
higher than Chevron’s liability for systematically discharging billions of gallons of benzene-lade oil 
waste into the waterways of Ecuador’s Amazon.”162 What can constitute part of these differences 
and signals greed and racism is the fact that “many of Chevron’s victims in Ecuador are indigenous 
and live in an isolated part of a Third World country,”163 who do not have environmental laws such 
as the Clean Water Act, which was part of what also protected BP’s victims.164 The statement at &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
161 “Chevron’s Greed and Racism Highlighted by BP’s $18 Billion Settlement,” Steven R. Donziger website, accessed Nov. 26, 2015, 
http://stevendonziger.com/2015/07/06/chevrons-greed-racism-highlighted-bps-18-billion-settlement/.  
162 Ibid.  
163 Ibid.  
164 Ibid.  
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Chevron Pit also highlights that when Chevron CEO John S. Watson alleges that the Ecuador 
judgment is too high, he actually means that it is “unfathomable to him that people in the forest 
could actually hold his company accountable.”165  
           
   Figure 15                                                                              Figure 16 
Chevron in Richmond, California 
This same article also futures and questions Chevron’s unsustainable practices by 
mentioning the case when Chevron treated poorly its own community from Richmond, California, 
with a catastrophic explosion at its own refinery. A report on Democracy Now declares that this 
massive explosion sent toxic smoke “… billowing into the air about 10 miles northeast of San 
Francisco [where] more than 15,000 people sought medical treatment for respiratory problems.”166 
Also, Chevron pleaded no contest to six criminal charges related to the fire agreeing to submit to 
additional oversight over the next few years, while having to pay $2 million in fines and having 
restitution as part of a plea deal with prosecutors of the state and county.167 This explosion sparked 
a march where thousands of people condemned Chevron’ safety issues while calling for renewable 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
165 Ibid.  
166 “Chevron to Pay $2 Million for 2012 Refinery Fire in Richmond, CA; 200 Arrested at Protest,” Democracy Now, accessed Nov. 
26, 2015, http://www.democracynow.org/2013/8/6/chevron_to_pay_2_million_for.  
167 Ibid.  
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energy and alternatives to fossil fuels and extractive practices. As I worked with Amazon Watch I 
was able to witness in 2012 the declarations of Richmond’s Mayor and other community activists 
who participated in a forum to denounce Chevron’s unsustainable and unreliable practices. In a 
statement by Richmond Mayor, Mayor Gayle McLaughlin, “The community of Richmond does not 
deserve and will not stand for these kinds of toxic releases that impact our health and safety and 
also impact the sustainability of our planet,"168 while filing a lawsuit against Chevron.  
     
Figure 17          Figure 18 
   
Figure 19                                    Figure 20 
 &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
168 Ibid. Also, similar statements were given at one of the forums held at Amazon Watch in 2012 that demonstrate the uneasiness of 
communities with Chevron’s unsustainable and corrupt practices.  
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Six Major Reasons & the Issues Chevron will see in Canada (Recap) 
 First, the role of Chevron now in Canada (as the nation has accepted to judge the 
Ecuadorian case), will be perhaps, more difficult for Chevron because Canada has a respected 
judiciary, and if Chevron tries to use the same tactics as it did in Ecuador and the United States it 
would be offensive and it would not be able to abscond from responsibility or to remove its assets 
from the country—about 15 billion. Second, Chevron will now be forced to face its environmental 
crimes in public before company shareholders and the global community, which is something that 
the company has avoided for the last 20 years. Third, Chevron’s critical assets in Canada, which 
again are about 15 billion, would cover Ecuador’s judgment. Fourth, for Ecuadorian villagers, the 
cost of litigation became much lower as the case was already heard in Ecuador, and after the 
findings discovered in the United States with Judge Kaplan and the rest of the actions. Fifth, as 
time passes, Chevron continues to face even a higher number due to liability and interest 
payments. Finally, one of the top trial lawyers in Canada, in fact, represents the Ecuadorian 
villagers, and has a fantastic record—40 years of experience and has argued roughly 20 cases 
before the Canada Supreme Court.169  
Despite the years and on-going legal procedures, this case once again is yet to be decided 
and its outcome holds hope and calls for justice and some more peace for the communities 
affected. As part of what can be anticipated, this case will also build precedent in the U.S. common 
legal system in regards to international law and in relation to international business transactions, 
particularly the oil industry. At domestic and international levels, there is accountability for both, the 
state and what constitutes a transnational entity, Chevron, for violating convention ILO 169: 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
169 “Six Reasons Why Chevron's Ecuador Disaster Just Became A Company Nightmare In Canada,” The Chevron Pit, accessed 
Nov. 26, 2015, http://thechevronpit.blogspot.com/2015/09/six-reasons-why-chevrons-ecuador.html.  
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free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) conflicting with indigenous land, cultural identity, life, and 
personal integrity,170 while denying and leaving a mess behind.  
            Figure 26 
Analysis 
 In this chapter, we see the different layers and complexities in legal, environmental and 
human rights issues and lawsuits that have developed in this particular area of the world because 
of its richness in natural resources overlapping with indigenous lands. We have seen the role of 
Chevron representing the behavior of a MNC from the U.S. abroad, and how international law and 
the outcome and decisions of national, regional and an upcoming international ruling play with the 
issues at hand. This case, again, is unique and relevant to consider the main question of this 
research and study, understanding the impacts MNCs can have abroad when international law 
does not apply to them and legal rulings take place, as we saw first at national level, then regional, &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
170 ‘Free prior and informed consent’ (FPIC), is the principle that a community has the right to give or withhold its consent to 
proposed projects that may affect the lands they customarily own, occupy or otherwise use. FPIC is now a key principle in 
international law and jurisprudence related to indigenous peoples and under the United Nations International Labor Organization 
(ILO).  
 
The ILO involves Convention 169 ratified by 20 countries. It covers a wide range of issues, including land rights, access to natural 
resources, health, education, vocational training, conditions of employment and contacts across borders. The fundamental principles 
of the Convention are that indigenous and tribal peoples should be consulted and fully participate at all levels of decision-making 
processes that concern them.  
 
For more info., see: “Free, prior and informed consent (FPIC),” Forest Peoples Programme, accessed Nov 27, 2015, 
http://www.forestpeoples.org/guiding-principles/free-prior-and-informed-consent-fpic.  
 
“Conventions,” International Labor Organization, accessed Nov 27, 2015, http://www.ilo.org/indigenous/Conventions/lang--
en/index.htm.  Also: http://www.uncclearn.org/sites/default/files/inventory/un-redd05.pdf  
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and lastly, an upcoming international ruling. Originally, with the Sarayaku case in their territories, 
Ecuador held and acknowledged its responsibility at the time for the lack of prior and informed 
consent for its practices in Sarayaku’s lands. With the Chevron case and regarding the impacts this 
MNC had in the Ecuadorian state, Ecuador clearly stepped back so that this particular legal case 
could be appropriately handled internationally and with the responsibility it merits to hold 
accountable this MNC for its practices.  
We continue to see that Chevron attributes the misconduct to Ecuador, and, on the other 
hand, we see that the Ecuadorian state is trying to have this MNC take full responsibility for the 
consequences of its practices on Ecuador soil. This lead has been taken, in great part, by 
international allies working with vulnerable indigenous communities, including the Sarayaku who 
should not really be in the middle of a dispute for which they were not consulted and for whom the 
benefits from extracting oil in their lands does not directly benefit them. It is evident that despite 
any corruption or self-interest from the two countries involved, the U.S. and Ecuador, and their 
different legal systems and courts to approach this case, the consequences of the largest oil spill in 
the history of the Amazon rainforest has been particularly unfavorable to the more vulnerable and 
innocent communities. And, at larger scale, these practices and contaminating spill continue to 
drastically impact the environment, and significantly limiting any human livelihood in the area while 
illustrating the wider point that, as a society, we have reached a tipping point and need to act. Our 
dependence on oil and its direct relationship to climate change is unsustainable; thus, where 
malpractice occurs, there has to be enforcement while parties involved have to abide by the law.  
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Figure 27 
             
Figure 28           Figure 29   Figure 30            
 Figure 31     Figure 32 
Moreover, despite the more recent changes in the Correa government to allow certain 
practices and business transactions with national and international enterprises in indigenous lands, 
which can potentially bring similar consequences as the ones described in the case of Chevron in 
Ecuador, the international community will see what these would mean globally. However, whether 
Ecuador continues to respect and abide by the terms of the treaties signed will depend on whether 
the state has ratified these binding agreements for which it should also be held accountable. 
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Chapter 6: The Yasuni: The World’s Most Biodiverse Place as a 
Commodity 
 
The Yasuni ITT deal and the Ecuador - Sarayaku vs. Chevron case have been crucial 
points of reference for this work. These two cases represent the issues with human rights and 
environmental violations (climate change) I demonstrate in this study, which can potentially be 
pursued as environmental crimes affecting first, indigenous communities, and subsequently, the 
entire world. It represents issues of sovereignty and interventions. It represents the sovereignty of 
the indigenous to their land, health issues, death threats, in some cases imprisonment and in 
several others, forced displacement. It brings issues of a democracy in jeopardy, and constitutional 
violations to the Ecuadorians under neoliberal practices of the Correa’s government, including 
abuses and changes of the Constitution and into a more totalitarian government to move forward 
with its own agenda. Highlighting the damage already caused in Ecuador by oil multinational 
Chevron, which violated local, national and international legal frameworks and principles (including 
soft law), this represents a perfect example to build precedent in the oil industry globally. Thus, 
equally important, the Yasuni ITT deal, affirms that the international community must ensure the 
biding of international legal agreements, accountability and shared responsibilities sooner than 
later.  
Yasuni ITT Deal, Ecuadorian State & the International Community 
When it comes to his “citizens’ revolution,” Correa’s critics claim that he has done “arbitrary 
wielding”171, monopolizing the state power against anyone who opposes it. This is precisely the 
case for how everything turned back in 2010 when the Yasuni ITT initiative was proposed. The 
Yasuni ITT (Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini oil field or block 43 in the Amazon Northeast &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
171 See: “Rafael Correa re-elected for third term as president of Ecuador.” The Guardian, Feb. 18, 2013, accessed Nov. 18, 2015. 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/feb/18/ecuador-election-rafael-correa-victory  
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Ecuadorian rainforest) was the proposal by Ecuador’s government to the world to refrain 
indefinitely from exploiting the oil reserves that were found in Yasuni Park. This was an 
unprecedented and unique initiative in the history of humanity. It consisted in maintaining 
indefinitely and underground 846 million barrels of crude oil (the largest proven reserves that the 
country has), equivalent to 20% of the total reserves of the nation, as a contribution to a 
sustainable future for all. According to a speech by Correa,  
…It is a perfectly logical proposal, based on laws, economics and such, which proposes an 
effective solution for mitigating climate change. The primary objective would be to prevent the 
release of over 400 million tons of CO2 in the atmosphere, that would result from the burning of 
more than 800 million barrels of crude oil, while seeking to maintain unchanged the most 
biodiverse area on the planet, the Yasuní National Park.172  
Correa’s proposal indicated a shared responsibility from the international community as oil 
extraction in this part of the world was going to affect the entire planet because of the footprint. The 
Multi-partner Trust Fund Office of the United Nations Development Group confirms, “…to offset a 
portion of the loss, and to create a spirit of global co‐responsibility in addressing environmental 
challenges, Ecuador is asking for support from the international community.”173 Correa said that the 
actual net value of the reserves would amount to about 14 billion dollars, and that not extracting it 
from Yasuni would also affect Ecuador’s economy drastically. He expected the international 
community to pay $3.6 billion or half of the estimated numbers from the untapped oil in a Multi-
Donor Trust Fund of the UNDP for over 13 years. Despite receiving a total of about $100 million in 
pledges (more than expected by 2011), in 2013, Correa stated that the initiative had attracted only 
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172 “Rafael Defiende en La Cumbre Río+20 El Proyecto Ambiental Yasuní-ITT,” El Universo, accessed Nov. 18, 2015. 
http://www.eluniverso.com/2012/06/20/1/1355/rafael-correa-defiende-cumbre-rio20-proyecto-ambiental-yasuni-itt.html  
173 “Multi-partner Trust Fund Office of the United Nations Development Group,” United Nations, accessed Nov. 19, 2015, 
http://mptf.undp.org/yasuni  
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part of his goal and abandoned the conservation plan. But beyond his disregarding, unfortunately, 
there are other crucial issues that took place, representing some of the state’s unclear actions and, 
more importantly, the actual greening of Correa’s politics.174  
For instance, the Ecuadorian government under Correa’s leadership also rejected a 
petition for a referendum on the Yasuni National Park in the Amazon to be opened for further oil 
exploration. The National Electoral Council said that supposedly not enough signatures were 
collected to force a referendum. However, activists around the world, international NGO’s such as 
Amazon Watch, Yasunidos, Ecuadorians themselves, The Pacha Mama Alliance and indigenous 
communities, who reside in Yasuni Park and even those who have been in voluntarily isolation (the 
same communities supposed to be protected under the 2008 Ecuadorian Constitution), worked 
hard to collect the number of signatures needed for a referendum. However, despite enough 
signatures being collected to stop oil exploration in this part of the world, the government still 
disregarded the entire referendum. According to the results from this petition, “the electoral 
authorities validated 359,781 of the 850,000 signatures collected, well under the 583,323 needed 
by Ecuadorian law.”175 Still, there are many other constitutional rights of the Ecuadorian people that 
under the Correa government have been violated.  
 However, the environmental and indigenous people’s protection organization: Yasunidos, 
claims that "almost seven out of 10 signatures were thrown in the bin" making this processed a 
complete fraud. Martin Carbonell, a spokesman for YASunidos, stated that that event was “the end 
of the facade of democracy in Ecuador [...] since the beginning of the process [they had] been 
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174 In addition to being supported by the United Nations Secretary‐General and being administered by the United Nations 
Development Program, Yasuní was being supported by leading environmentalists, scientists, Nobel Laureates, world leaders, and 
celebrities from around the world. See: FAQ at http://mptf.undp.org/yasuni  
175 See: "Ecuador Rejects Vote on Amazon Oil Drilling in Yasuni Park." BBC News. May 6, 2014. Accessed Nov. 18, 2015. 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-27303717.  
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subject to physical and verbal attacks, so [what happened] was not unexpected.”176 He affirms that 
“the whole process to defend Yasuni and the rights of nature is a battle [they] have fought for a 
long time [and that they] can now appeal to the electoral tribunal, to Ecuador's administrative court 
and also to the Inter American court of human rights... [They] will still fight for Yasuni and the 
Indigenous peoples."177 
 Similarly, on December 4th, 2013, the Pacha Mama Alliance, an organization that had been 
in Ecuador for 16 years working in defense of human rights and of Amazon Indigenous Peoples’ 
and Rights of Nature, became deeply involved with the Yasuni ITT case. They resisted the way the 
government was handling the initiative and how indigenous peoples were being treated, threatened 
and even displaced from their own lands because of oil extractive practices. Once they stated their 
opinion and emphasized the lack of free, prior and informed consent—a right these nations have in 
the Constitution, the Ecuadorian government shut down the organization. These exclusion patterns 
fall under what Giorgio Agamben qualifies as “state of exception”.178 The Pacha Mama Alliance 
and, more importantly, indigenous nations faced and are still going through legal processes since 
the government violated their right to freedom of speech, articles 57, 10 and 71–74 of the 
Ecuadorian Constitution. These are the same articles President Correa had reinforced before his 
election. 
  Figure 33      Figure 34                   &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
176 See: John Vidal, “Ecuador rejects petition to stop oil drilling in Yasuni national park,” The guardian, May 8, 2014, accessed Nov. 
18, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/may/08/ecuador-rejects-petition-oil-drilling-yasuni.  
177 Ibid.  
178 Agamben, Homo Sacer.  
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                      Figure 35 
 As I worked directly with some of these indigenous communities and the issues they were 
facing during this crucial time while the Yasuni ITT initiative was taking place, and while doing 
research, I maintain that the Ecuadorian government used repressive tactics and threats directly 
and indirectly. For a moment several international NGO’s including Amazon Watch, also feared to 
be closed down. According to some investigations, a $1 billion deal with a Chinese bank to drill for 
oil in the area while simultaneously seeking donations for the Yasuni- ITT initiative, appeared to be 
one of the main reasons why Correa abandoned the initiative. Oil drilling in Yasuni would help 
Ecuador repaying loans to the Chinese government. An article in the Guardian that also shows 
direct content from the investigations on this China-Ecuador deal describes, 
The Ecuadorian government was negotiating a secret $1bn deal with a Chinese bank to drill for oil 
under the Yasuni national park in the Amazon while pursuing a high-profile scheme to keep the oil 
under the ground in return for international donations, according to a government document seen by 
the Guardian. The proposed behind-the-scenes deal, which traded drilling access in exchange for 
Chinese lending for Ecuadorian government projects, will dismay green and human rights groups 
who had praised Ecuador for its pioneering Yasuni-ITT Initiative to protect the forest […]  
The initiative – which was abandoned by Ecuador's government last year – is seen as a way to 
protect the Amazon, biodiversity and indigenous peoples' territories, as well as combat climate 
change, break Ecuador's dependency on oil and avoid causing the kind of social and environmental 
problems already caused by oil operations in the Ecuadorian rainforest. [at great extent this refers to 
the oil spill Chevron caused and has been disputed for over 20 years] 
"This raises serious doubts about whether the government was truly committed to keeping ITT oil in 
the ground," said Atossa Soltani, from NGO Amazon Watch and a former ambassador for the 
initiative. "While we were promoting the Yasuni initiative to donors, the government was offering ITT's 
crude to China." […]  
[A] "last minute clause [maintains]: The Ecuadorian party has said it will do all it can to help 
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PetroChina and Andes Petroleum explore ITT and Block 31." The objective of the Chinese 
negotiators was in part to "guarantee the supply of crude oil for PetroChina in the medium term", 
while the Ecuadorian government wanted to "obtain access to a favourable line of credit to finance 
priority projects," the document says.179 
The truth is that while this took place, the Ecuadorian government did not only violate multiple laws, 
rights and Constitutional articles but also, Correa’s government seem to have used a double moral 
standard on the Ecuadorians and the world with what seems to be a fabricated initiative that would 
have had strong impact globally. Again, understanding the monetary needs of the state, and also, 
the needs of the world to control climate change and human rights’ violations, this proposal 
becomes an affirmation for the measurements and actions, we as a society, are currently facing 
and need. This is why I propose the question on -what the role of the international community 
should be, whether global governance is a must and whether an intervention response to such 
violations could be more effective than a domestic one to stop the violations-.   
 Because of the role of the state, and in this case, a multinational oil enterprise from China, I 
pose that because of the current situation with Ecuador’s Yasuni, at an international level, law and 
processes would be more effective if they applied to MNCs as well as states for control purposes. 
This could also help avoiding future violations and holding the respective parties accountable, if 
violations were to take place. This is part of my proposed hypotheses and research thesis. And as 
represented in this example, both, MNCs and states become part of the issue and contribute in 
blurring the lines and making the standards even less clear, independently from China’s or 
Ecuador’s laws and politics. These processes also help clarifying Chevron’s and the Ecuadorian 
government’s practices and ways to have handled their business deals, while pointing at each 
other with the responsibility.  &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
179 David Hill, “Ecuador pursued China oil deal while pledging to protect Yasuni, papers show,” The Guardian, Feb. 19, 2014, 
accessed Nov. 18, 2014, http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/feb/19/ecuador-oil-china-yasuni  
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 Today, several of these actions are yet to be resolved and investigated by the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights and Human Rights Watch. But, as far as the more recent 
practices and changes in Correa’s government, a Human Rights Watch report, World Report 2015: 
Ecuador, describes the following events registered as of 2014 that are yet to be determined, 
The administration of President Rafael Correa has expanded state control over media and civil 
society. In 2014, tactics included criminal defamation prosecutions and administrative sanctions 
against critical journalists and media outlets, and aggressive efforts to discredit human rights 
advocates within the country. 
In September, security forces used excessive force to disperse largely peaceful demonstrations in 
Quito, subjecting demonstrators and bystanders to serious physical abuse. The government has also 
used broad counterterrorism legislation to prosecute protesters and indigenous leaders who have 
challenged extractive industry projects. In December 2013, it arbitrarily shut down a prominent 
nongovernmental organization (NGO) dedicated to promoting indigenous and environmental 
rights.180 
And, several other violations have taken place under Correa’s candidature while allowing MNCs, 
particularly from China to move forward with their agendas, and in this case, with oil business 
deals. Some of these tactics have included: excessive use of force against protesters; limiting 
freedom of speech; corruption and political influenced have plagued Ecuador’s judiciary; 
disproportionate criminal charges against protesters; broad powers to intervene in NGO’s 
operations; slowing the process to hold Ecuadoran officials to account for human rights violations 
committed from 1984 to 2008, and, engaging in an international campaign to undermine the 
independence of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, especially the office of its 
special rapporteur on freedom of expression181 among others. These actions make control and 
procedures extremely difficult to track.    
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180 “World Report 2015: Ecuador, Events of 2014,” Human Rights Watch, accessed Nov. 18, 2015, https://www.hrw.org/world-
report/2015/country-chapters/ecuador  
181 Ibid.  
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China in Ecuador     
 However, before moving forward, it is important to understand what is happening with 
international governance and power dynamics. For instance, when it comes to natural resources 
abroad, and specifically, oil drilling, China and the U.S. as two examples of two different 
international governments have played a similar and critical role. Despite their rival and 
“different”182 forms in government and still strong trade relations, today, both nations compete in a 
race to “control” resources; more importantly, they both are trying to control oil reserves and 
contracts in the same territories including those in African countries ,183and more recently, in 
Ecuador. Both nations are acting in a way that they are reshaping the nature of governance in 
some regions. While they both enforce their neoliberal interests and make bids and better offers 
against one another through their own MNCs, the MNCs of the United States have traditionally 
been more involved and have offered to pay more in these business deals while deregulating 
politics. Also, it ultimately ends up increasing oil revenues, while trying to abscond with zero 
accountability in the process with its practices while allowed by states, but China is also going in a 
similar direction, as it is currently being demonstrated in Ecuador.  
 Moreover, China is trying to do its part by offering loans and development advancements in 
countries where the relationships with the U.S. have weakened. But again, these deregulating 
processes do not occur under the will of multinationals only; the role of each state and their 
governments is crucially defining. Ultimately, developing nations have become indebted with China 
and in return they are asked to pay back in oil returns or control over the territories that are rich in &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
182 I quote “different” to make emphasis in their traditional politics and governments (communist vs. capitalist), but I also do it to 
highlight that both, despite being different, have actually acted in a very similar capitalist fashion when it comes to businesses, 
independently from their governments.  
183 See: Shell case http://www.bbc.com/news/world-30699787  http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/1309288.stm  
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/tips/lswc_aguiar_ashlee.authcheckdam.pdf   
http://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1073&context=njihr  
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oil. This is why it becomes necessary to understand the role of China in Ecuador for which it has 
become a key player for the decisions and outcomes regarding the Yasuni ITT oil reserve, and the 
violation of indigenous peoples’ rights. Whether MNCs act independently or are led by their 
governments, just as states, they must hold equal accountability for their actions, which cause the 
same issues. Also, because international law is voluntarily among nations, and the states’ legal 
traditions impact the way they function, interact or do business with other countries (which may be 
violating human rights), it is worth inquiring about the relationship and involvement of those who 
own MNCs’ and the governments. As some of these MNCs are also state-owned or partially owned 
by states, consequently, this means the involvement and accountability of states’ governments who 
influence their global politics reflected in the behavior of these oil multinationals. Also, it has been 
known that many government officials have stocks or partially own these MNCs, which tells well 
too about their politics and interests. I will expand more on this relationship and subject in the next 
chapter. 
             Figure 36 
 China and the U.S. despite their different legal systems and politics as nations display a 
clear reluctance to international agreements, which makes it difficult to even try to hold these two 
nations accountable for actions abroad. The MNCs of these two states may also function in a 
similar fashion (as their decisions are ultimately decided by their own governments), and without 
even less accountability because international law does not apply to them. This issue in particular, 
reiterates my point on the importance of having an international environmental binding agreement 
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that regulates climate change and the necessary responsibilities for both, state and non-state 
actors as a fundamental tool for mediating these issues.  
 However, why is it important to understand the role of these nations and what does it have to 
do today with international law, indigenous territories in Ecuador and oil as the top global 
commodity? Human rights law attorney and policy maker, James Anaya, explains international law 
and indigenous peoples historical accounts and contemporary developments. He describes 
colonization and genocidal patterns, and points out that at some point European theologians and 
jurists started to question the legality and morality of the onslaught, while providing a historical 
approach in international law as follows,  
What emerged from their lectures and writings were prescriptions designed to shape encounters with 
the peoples of the "New World." The dominant sixteenth century juridical view was expressed by the 
Spanish Dominican cleric Francisco de Vitoria who, applying natural law precepts, challenged the 
Spanish claims to Native lands. Vitoria argued that the Indians of the Americas were the true owners 
of their lands, with "dominion in both public and private matters," and upon this premise he set forth 
the rules by which the Europeans could validly acquire Indian lands or assert authority over them. 
Vitoria's work, grounded in the European theocratic worldview of the sixteenth century, was filled with 
cultural biases, and he provided conceptual support for colonial patterns by his theory of just war. 
Nonetheless, within the limitations of that worldview, Vitoria essentially treated the Indians as having 
the same rights and duties as all of humanity. Like all others, Indians could have war waged against 
them for "just" cause; but unless conquest followed a just war, Indians could not unilaterally be 
dispossessed of their lands or their autonomous existence. Vitoria's lectures on the Indians 
established him among the oft-cited founders of modern international law. 184 
Anaya describes that subsequent theorists continued throughout the nineteenth century to include 
non-European native peoples being subjects of what became known as the "law of nations," and 
later, "international law". However, if the law of nations afforded to protect somehow non- 
European aboriginal peoples, it did not necessarily help with stopping the forces of colonization 
and empire while extending worldwide. The same theorists ended up modifying the law of nations &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
184 Anaya, James. "International Law and Indigenous Peoples: Historical Stands and Contemporary Developments." Cultural 
Survival. March 19, 2010. Accessed Nov. 18, 2015. https://www.culturalsurvival.org/ourpublications/csq/article/international-law-and-
indigenous-peoples-historical-stands-and-contempor  
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to regulate “a state of affairs that subjugated indigenous peoples” disregarding how the original 
discipline supposedly started and where these theorists ended up describing the law of nations, or 
international law, as an affair that was concerned with the rights and duties of European and those 
other "civilized" states, keeping it completely in the “positive, consensual acts of those states.”185  
 Thus, Vitoria's “admonishments” that were concerned with the rights of Native Americans 
became just moral statements, and not for the legal practice, in a way that international law 
continued to follow the steps of the “civilized” with not justification whatsoever; even less so when it 
came to the invasion of foreign lands.186 From this point, we can see that imposing order of 
governance to indigenous communities from “imperial” times up to “new imperial” times 
represented by MNCs and states, has continued to follow a pattern rooted in a long history of 
geopolitics, that, has been carried out through the international law of the colonial period to present 
time. Though international law has only applied to states, with today’s developments and the power 
MNCs have (sometimes greater than the power of many states), then how and to whom 
international law should apply must be reconsidered. This is particularly true when it comes to 
MNCs’ actions having the same or more impact than that of states in other countries and their 
people.  
Yasuni ITT Open for Oil Extraction 
 In a news article by The Guardian, it is confirmed that Ecuador [open up] to auction off more 
than three million hectares of pristine Amazonian rainforest to Chinese oil companies, angering 
indigenous groups and underlining the global environmental toll of China's insatiable thirst for 
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energy.”187 Some of the oil companies interested in the bids are China Petrochemical and China 
National Offshore Oil, and Ecuador's ambassador to China stated in opening remarks that, 
"Ecuador [was] willing to establish a relationship of mutual benefit – a win-win relationship."188 
According to Human Rights campaigner, Adam Zuckerman, from the NGO Amazon Watch, which 
protects the Amazon rainforest from oil extraction, "my understanding is that this is more of a debt 
issue – it's because the Ecuadoreans are so dependent on the Chinese to finance their 
development that they're willing to compromise in other areas such as social and environmental 
regulations… the message that they're trying to send to international investors is not in line with 
reality."189 And, this includes Amazon indigenous rights and well-being. 
 In the same report, other correspondents from Amazon Watch said that the deal would 
“violate China's own new investment guidelines, issued jointly by the ministries of commerce and 
environmental protection [taken place that very] last month. [Accordingly] the third clause of the 
guidelines says Chinese enterprises should ‘promote harmonious development of local economy, 
environment and community’ while operating abroad.”190 Meanwhile, the U.S. or American MNCs 
are holding back in the case of Yasuni area and despite its interest in oil extraction here too. And, 
this is because as mentioned, a case where one of its very own oil multinationals, Chevron, has 
been sued by the indigenous communities including the Sarayaku for one of largest oil spills in the 
Amazon rainforest that was not corrected for several years. While this took place in 2013, the 
Sarayaku nation taking the lead in this case was still going through the 20-year long lawsuit against 
oil multinational Chevron for leaving behind the largest oil spill in the history of the Amazon 
rainforest, and not before having to sue their own government. &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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 As the need to consume “earth’s dwindling natural resources continues to grow each year, 
the world’s plant and animal life are coming under increasing threats of destruction. Nowhere is this 
threat more dire than in Ecuador”191 Yasuni was proposed to create a collective responsibility to 
protect life, and a shift to move away from “pollution‐heavy natural resources such as oil,” and to 
move instead toward clean and renewable energy sources fundamental for a sustainable and 
healthy planet. Drilling Yasuni, dramatically increases climate change, and all the negative 
consequences we continue to see with the releasing of about 1,300 million metric tons of carbon 
dioxide emissions into the atmosphere. Again, this is why with not question this vital ecological 
habitat was proposed to be preserved as “a drilling ban [to] preserve biological diversity, protect the 
indigenous peoples, and prevent the exacerbation of climate change.”192 This proposal was a 
revolutionary way to at least start protecting those crucial sensitive areas around the world that 
help tremendously in keeping the Earth’s ecological balance.  
 Despite, the Correa government abandoning this proposal, at least it helped creating more 
awareness around the world about the need to act urgently. As the world’s nations prepare for the 
COP21193 and to reach a binding agreement of climate change, it is clear with the scientific 
evidence that “the larger proportion of reserves must be left underground if we are to keep global 
warming below a 2C rise by 2100,”194 or as another scientific source confirms, “by the end of the 
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century, the oil reserves will need to be at zero, or could possibly even require taking carbon 
dioxide out of the atmosphere, a controversial proposition.”195 This COP21 means that each nation 
has to come to terms first, with how much carbon each nation is allowed to emit, and second, 
which reserves are to be exploited and which are not.196 The Yasuni ITT initiative as a mechanism 
consists of a trust fund administered by the UN and featuring a multi-stakeholder committee 
including Ecuador’s government, civil society and international contributors, while promoting the 
transition from oil extraction -as the current development model- to a more sustainable and cleaner 
model.197 Despite the scientific reports and warnings while many other important world habitats are 
being open for oil exploration, climate change then represents an induced environmental crime that 
in the 21st century causes the most severe human rights violations.  
 Global governance represented by these conservation initiatives, and as described by 
Conservation experts Maria Rosa Murmis and Carlos Larrea presents, 
…An opportunity for [genuine] sustainable development involving local communities. The mechanism 
created for Yasuni-ITT could be applied there. Indeed, it should become a permanent mechanism 
under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC): a fund that developing nations 
with biodiverse and culturally rich areas sitting on top of oil deposits can apply to. Resources could 
be allocated to initiate project preparation and fundraising, with a central body responsible for 
oversight and coordinating projects worldwide.198 
This demonstrates that, maybe at the time, the Yasuní-ITT initiative may have been so challenging, 
perhaps advanced and ahead of its time, but not anymore. The time to act globally has come now.  
 Pamela Martin, in Oil in the Soil, The Politics of Paying to Preserve the Amazon, describes 
that given the nature of the Yasuni campaign and its local and global dynamics and implications, 
“[It] seeks to create a dynamic model for analyzing processes that do not necessarily originate at &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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the state level and [instead] are influence by a myriad of actors and norms at all levels.”199 Martin 
also supports that domestic and international factors are often “intertwine” and domestic factors are 
significant in the processes for global governance, “they not only determine the policy outcomes, 
but also are responsible for the normative origins of this campaign and its institutional 
developments.”200 Martin highlights that one of the slogans of the Ecuadorian government’s 
Administrative and Leadership Council (CAD) had been to “think outside the box” in reference to 
the Yasuni ITT proposal, while trying to create more alternatives to save the forest and to devise 
new climate change policy, “from Kyoto to Quito,”201 considered a post-Kyoto approach.202  
 Once again, these cases reiterate that today, as we have reached a tipping point in climate 
change, the protection of important natural world sites should not be questioned as we need to 
preserve the natural equilibrium of the planet; otherwise, we will witness even more catastrophic 
consequences. Independently of whether the Yasuni ITT initiative was fabricated, today, we see 
that extracting oil from the most important natural world sites will continue to strongly impact the 
globe. The role of the international community is pivotal, and the rest of the world should not 
depend only on the interests or even the more unreliable behavior of states or MNCs. An 
international environmental binding agreement is imperative to control climate change; the issue, 
more importantly, is that this is a shared responsibility.  
Chapter 7: Climate Change, Oil Extraction in the Amazonia, the 
Deniers & Global Politics 
 “The day capitalism is forced to tolerate non-capitalist societies in its midst and to acknowledge 
limits in its quest for domination, the day it is forced to recognize that its supply of raw material will &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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not be endless, is the day when change will come. If there is any hope for the world at all, it does 
not live in climate-change conference rooms or in cities with tall buildings. It lives low down on the 
ground, with its arms around the people who go to battle every day to protect their forests, their 
mountains and their rivers because they know that the forests, the mountains and the rivers protect 
them. The first step toward re-imagining a world gone terribly wrong would be to stop the 
annihilation of those who have a different imagination – an imagination that is outside of capitalism 
as well as communism. An imagination which has an altogether different understanding of what 
constitutes happiness and fulfillment. To gain this philosophical space, it is necessary to concede 
some physical space for the survival of those who may look like the keepers of our past but who 
may really be the guides to our future.”203 (Arundhati Roy, Quoted on Klein)  
 
Climate Change: What it is, the Science Behind and Risks Today 
Because of the severity of climate change today, in this area of this research, I highlight 
the most updated reports on what the majority of the scientific community have come to agree with 
globally when it comes to the effects of oil extraction (being the main cause of global warming), and 
also, what this means taking place in the Amazon rainforest. I also dedicate this chapter to the 
science behind climate change to better understand whether other motivations might be at stake 
for climate change deniers, which I explain next.  
Climate change also referred as global warming, is the rise in average surface 
temperatures on Earth’s climate. Climate change is a global issue. A scientific definition on climate 
change is provided by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as follows, 
Climate change in IPCC usage refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified 
(e.g. using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that 
persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer. It refers to any change in climate over 
time, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity. This usage differs from that 
in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), where climate 
change refers to a change of climate that is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that 
alters the composition of the global atmosphere and that is in addition to natural climate variability 
observed over comparable time periods.204 
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However, an increased scientific consensus, particularly with more confirmed evidence in the last 
few years, maintains that climate change has been caused primarily by human use of fossil fuels, 
by releasing carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases into the air.   
 A NASA report on global climate change, and under the Fourth Assessment Report of the 
IPCC, confirmed there is a probability of 90 percent and even higher that human activity is 
responsible for changing the climate for the past 250 years. This study was done by one of the 
largest groups of international scientists ever assembled to investigate a scientific issue, involving 
1,300 independent scientific experts (some other sources confirmed up to 2,500 experts) from 
countries all over the world under auspices of the United Nations. This report confirms that the 
industrial activities that “our modern civilization depends upon have raised atmospheric carbon 
dioxide levels from 280 parts per million to 379 parts per million in the last 150 years [and] there's a 
better than 90 percent probability... human-produced greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, 
methane and nitrous oxide have caused much of the observed increase in Earth's temperatures 
over the past 50 years.”205 Also, deforestation and the clearing of land for agriculture, industry, and 
other human activities have contributed to the proliferation of greenhouse gases causing global 
warming.  
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 The evidence is irrefutable and shows that the effects of climate change alter the natural 
course of ecosystems, including rising sea levels due to the melting of the polar ice caps that, 
consequently, produce severe weather events such as greater storms, hurricanes, flooding and 
droughts that make landscapes more vulnerable and susceptible to wildfires that threaten habitats, 
homes, and lives, while heat waves become and increasing factor to human deaths, health issues 
and other consequences. Today, understanding and taking part on climate change is not only 
important but also more necessary than ever. Coming up with measurements in which the 
international community agrees upon to regulate and control global warming are mandatory if we 
do not want to continue to see the devastating consequences we have so far.  
Extracting Oil in the Amazon Rainforest 
In another scientific journal, Oil and Gas Projects in the Western Amazon: Threats to 
Wilderness, Biodiversity, and Indigenous Peoples, it is described that without improved policies, 
the increasing scope and magnitude of planned extraction, environmental and social impacts will 
be likely to intensify. The authors review the most pressing oil and gas related conservation policy 
issues confronting this region, and their findings tell us that some of the pressing concerns include 
the need for regional strategic environmental impact assessments and the adoption of roadless 
extraction techniques, if they are to extract oil. But, as it has been demonstrated, traditionally 
roadless extraction has not been practiced, and ideally, moving away from using oil, while instead 
using clean and renewable energy is what the new generation(s) should adopt. This source is 
scientific but they also explain how they considered the conflicts with indigenous peoples and their 
territories where the oil blocks overlap. In fact, these projects overlap with two-thirds of the 
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Amazon, which easily cover indigenous lands, both titled and areas utilized by peoples in voluntary 
isolation.206 
 Today, with more scientific data than before on environmental issues, there should be little 
possibility to try to disprove what the science is telling us. Fossil fuels are caused by oil and similar 
extractive practices, and as journalist, Mark Schapiro explains, for the last twenty years, the main 
concern on global climate negotiations has been to pay for the costs of carbon, slow greenhouse 
gas emissions, and encourage shifts away from fossil fuels to minimize the footprint of carbon on 
earth—the international carbon trade.207 And “chaos and uncertainty” is what climate change has 
wrought. Shapiro adds, 
Now, it’s becoming increasingly clear that the volatile we’re seeing in our world is reshaping our 
financial world, too. While we try to hold onto our bearings in the status quo and conduct business 
as usual, new risks are entering into the equation, and new costs are creeping onto the balance 
sheets of corporations and nations. Just as chaotically as climate change is altering conditions 
here on earth, it is changing our understanding of the actual costs of just about everything.208  
 
His vision reinforces the role of nations and MNCs in these changes that are affecting everyone, 
and what the actual responsibilities should be in this equation for which we are all liable.    
The Yasuni ITT (Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini oil field or block 43 in the Amazon 
rainforest) though lacking leadership and crucial attention to be followed thoroughly due to the 
shifts in Correa’s interests, was an original alternative proposal to refrain indefinitely from exploiting 
the oil reserves that were found in Yasuni Park. However, more than an alternative, for the issues 
caused by oil extraction as Schapiro describes in his text, this initiative in fact, represents what the 
true cost of carbon in our environment is—climate change caused by oil extraction. And, these 
issues do not account for the rest of issues such as the contamination of water, cancer and other 
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health related problems this unsustainable practice brings to the communities in the Amazon 
rainforest. At the time of the proposal and even today, as described by Carlos Larrea, the technical 
advisor for it, “Ecuador [could have seized] the political opportunity at the global level to gain 
support for its proposal”209 while becoming the leader of the post-petroleum era. 
 MNCs and governments constantly look for ways to avoid accountability and try to disprove 
scientific cases by stating that there is not enough scientific data for environmental impacts, 
however, the evidence simply cannot be denied any longer. Fossil fuels are for the most part 
caused by oil exploration, and this affirms that we simply have to move away from oil and similar 
extractive practices, as they are unsustainable. These practices and similar business models are 
also destroying other cultures while causing social justice issues. These transnational issues have 
more recently sparked conversations about how the world is being affected with the results of 
short-term profits and other moral issues. With these practices, we are presented with issues of 
universal jurisdiction, and a conversation where moral grounds and responsibility, science and 
technology for cleaner energy and more sustainable ways, and policies have come together to 
tackle the issue in reducing carbon emissions. Globally, diverse groups with different beliefs have 
come to be part of this discussion representing too what constitutes the international community 
calling for major changes.   
Climate Change Deniers, Why? 
Motivations, Relationship with MNCs, Politics & Law 
Despite the overwhelming scientific evidence and the most recent findings and consensus 
among scientific groups and organizations, a small group of critics, normally with not scientific 
background, continue determine to deny that climate change exists and worse, that it cannot &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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possibly be caused by humans. For the most part, these “skeptics” are not climate scientists and 
avoid to debate the science (i.e., scientific research reports) with actual scientists who are the ones 
bringing evidence on this crucial issue. These deniers instead have come up with controversial 
takes on the climate change issue to delay any efforts for reforms, using the media to create 
speculation and the government as outlets so that new policies cannot go into effect. Unfortunately, 
several of these climate change deniers are part of our government representatives, and in great 
part they are being able to influence politics so that reforms that can help improve issues with 
climate change do not go into effect.  
 But why and how can some try to deny what is a scientifically proven matter in the first place 
that could drive us all in a better direction and more sustainable practices? What are the possible 
motivations behind the denial? Even pretending that climate change does not exist at all, these 
practices would even improve our direction towards clean energy, so this makes their position 
problematic. This debate boils down to the oil industry burning massive amounts of fossil fuels, 
while tremendously contaminating the air we breathe. In the case of the Ecuadorian Amazon 
rainforest, the oil industry is causing deforestation by removing pristine forest, altering and 
displacing not only the habitats of diverse species that could become extinct, but also, more 
vulnerable indigenous communities, including those in isolation. Even if climate change did not play 
any role, severe human rights violations have taken place against indigenous peoples from the 
rainforest by oil multinationals (i.e., Chevron case) and that must stop. These violations must be 
equally considered and key players from the oil industry who allow this to happen, must be held 
accountable for their actions that go beyond climate. If there is a relationship between climate 
change deniers and the oil industry, it is worth noting what it is and how this may have an impact in 
our government representatives’ decisions. This is particularly important as the decisions they 
make also play a great role with the international community and foreign affairs. It is worth noting 
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that the global community has known that the U.S. has been of the few countries that historically 
has not wished to ratify international agreements or treaties, which is worth asking why. 
 The David Suzuki Foundation, an entity that works to conserve the environment and finds 
sustainable solutions through science-based research, education and policy work (focusing mostly 
in Canada), reports that climate change deniers have not surprisingly received significant funding 
from “coal and oil companies, including ExxonMobil […] They also have well-documented 
connections with public relations firms that have set up industry-funded lobby groups to ‘reposition 
global warming as theory not fact.’”210 Also, with a variety of arguments, as bizarre as “the global 
climate is actually getting colder” or “the global climate is getting warmer, in part because of human 
activities, but the impacts are not sufficient to require any policy response”211, climate change 
deniers have tried to go against acting on climate change. But as reported in the Foundation, in the 
last 15 years of extensive and definitive scientific studies that attest to the reality and impact of 
global climate change, the deniers have shifted their tactics by no longer denying climate change, 
but instead by arguing that “the cost of taking action is too high—or even worse, that it is too late to 
take action.”212 However, the scientific community has generally rejected these arguments as false. 
Relevance and Importance in the Legal Arena 
 The U.S. uses its own legal system (the common law system) to solve their legal cases while 
applying outcomes in the international legal arena. This means that when dealing with legal cases, 
the U.S. returns to its national courts to mediate, then the ultimate outcome comes out in the open 
to be known after by the international community, even if other countries do not agree with their 
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outcomes. The U.S. beliefs that they should deal with legal issues caused at home or abroad in 
their national courts, but many have doubted the outcomes and principles in the decisions and the 
involvement of parties, including the judges. But why should others trust a ruling that can be 
biased, and what about when other national or international courts make decisions against the 
United States and their MNCs? And, how can the rest of the countries trust that there is not hidden 
biases and interests in the decisions made in the U.S. and not having connections with the parties 
involved? These are questions that have great resonance with the Chevron case. This is 
represented with the latest findings in which they discovered that Judge Lewis Kaplan held 
investments in Chevron when he ruled for the company in the Ecuador pollution dispute. 
 Many entities including multinationals may have seen the benefits of not following 
international laws and agreements because it would place them in a check-and-balance system 
under the same standards, requirements and agreements that almost the entire global community 
would follow in order to hold accountable parties and regulate actions internationally. The issue is 
that many U.S. multinationals, and in the case of the oil industry as one of the major factors for 
climate change, have used national courts even after being denounced by international courts. 
These MNCs have violated human rights and have taken inappropriate actions not following 
protocols or soft law, while looking for national treatment. The international community does not 
necessarily need to agree with these actions or rulings. With this, it is also worth understanding 
and knowing who conforms the group of the U.S. Congress climate change deniers, whether their 
campaign and lobbying money comes from the oil industry and whether this is the main factor 
pressuring their decisions. These are concerning issues because the accountability and 
responsibilities are jeopardized, while particular commitments from the international community are 
necessary to mediate global climate change.  
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 Just by looking at the U.S. because of its unique way of dealing with the international 
community and as shocking as it is, there are in fact many of the government representatives in 
roles where their decisions have lasting impact, who unfortunately are actively denying climate 
change issues with arguments that lack real and scientific evidence.  In a report by the Obama 
administration, from 535 voting members of the U.S. Congress, for which 435 are Representatives 
and 100 Senators, apparently 130 members are still publicly denying the science behind climate 
change.213 And one of their big funders for their campaigns is ExxonMobil. A report in Scientific 
American shows statistics from a Drexel University study confirms, “… a large slice of donations to 
organizations that deny global warming are funneled through third-party pass-through 
organizations that conceal the original funder.”214 It also reports that from 2003 to 2007, “Koch 
Affiliated Foundations and the ExxonMobil Foundation were ‘heavily involved’ in funding climate 
change denial efforts. But Exxon hasn't made a publically traceable contribution since 2008, and 
Koch's efforts dramatically declined.”215 In another article by The Court House News Service, 
Hillary Clinton is quoted, "we're proud to go to bat for the Boeings and Chevrons and General 
Motors and so many others,"216 Clinton told her audience in the fall of 2012 while particularly at this 
time, Chevron was battling the news as it was found responsible for the environmental disaster in 
Ecuador. This is why I have found it crucial to investigate who the climate change deniers are and 
what their relationship with the oil and extractive practices is. Their decisions are not only 
continuing to affect domestic laws and global climate change but also, foreign policies and the 
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ratification of international agreements.  
 Figure 38      Figure 39 
 An article titled 5 Most Toxic Energy Companies That Are Controlling Our Politics, exposes 
that even when the burning of fossil fuels is taking us to detrimental consequences, a few energy 
companies including Chevron as the first highest donor followed by Exxon Mobil, continue to 
contribute money and highly influence politicians, 
Even as the burning of fossil fuels pushes the planet toward the brink, these energy companies 
continue to rake in massive profits. They use this wealth to leverage elections, write legislation, scale 
back regulations and escape accountability. The Center for Responsive Politics (CRP) has found 
that, "Individuals and political action committees affiliated with oil and gas companies have donated 
$238.7 million to candidates and parties since the 1990 election cycle, 75 percent of which has gone 
to Republicans." Although Republicans have won big from the industry, CRP found that Obama 
received $884,000 from the oil and gas industry during his 2008 campaign for the presidency […] 
Chevron is also trying to pad its profits by contributing largely to politicians. From 1989-2012 CRP 
reported that Chevron's contributions to federal candidates were over $11.9 billion -- the third highest 
on our list (although nearly tied for second with Koch), with 75 percent going to Republicans […] 
Why does Chevron bother spending this kind of money on the political system?" asks Slocum. 
"Because, dollar for dollar, nothing provides a better financial return than investing in politicians. With 
environmentalists pushing to hold oil companies accountable for their pollution, corporations like 
Chevron would be forced to spend millions of dollars to make their oil and natural gas drilling 
operations and oil refineries cleaner and safer. Sure, doing so would improve the standard of living 
for millions of Americans and help ensure we all have access to cleaner air and water--but Chevron's 
political activities clearly show the company's priority is profit--not saving the planet." 
When it comes to lobbying, Chevron isn't holding back either. Since 1998, the company has spent 
$85 million on lobbyists, second highest on our list. Already this year it's spent nearly $5 million on 
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hiring 39 lobbyists -- also the second highest number of lobbyist on our list. And revolving door 
issues abound. Lisa Barry served as a staffer for former Republican House Member Silvio Conte, 
deputy assistant to the U.S. Trade Representative, and deputy assistant secretary in the Department 
of Commerce before becoming an executive at several major corporations and, most recently, vice 
president of governmental affairs at Chevron Corp.217 
These practices give us a better understanding on the why of certain political decisions. For 
instance, this November 2015, when President Obama announced he would not approve the 
Keystone pipeline project, environmental and constitutional attorney, Dan Farber, wrote an article 
in which he concurred that “elections mattered” and that “the pipeline would have been approved 
years ago with a Republican — any Republican — in the White House,”218 while also 
acknowledging that grassroots action matters because without their efforts the pipeline “would 
have slid through the approval process.”  He recognizes that the “detailed analysis of economic 
and environmental impacts also made a difference [but for] decisions of this significance, politics is 
never going to be irrelevant.”219  
   Figure 40          
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
217 Lauren Kelley, “5 Most Toxic Energy Companies That Are Controlling Our Politics,” EnvironmentGuru, updated on February 13 
2015, 
http://www.environmentguru.com/pages/elements/element.aspx?id=1861996&utm_content=buffer69ae4&utm_medium=social&utm
_source=linkedin.com&utm_campaign=buffer.  
  
218 Dan Farber, “Goodbye, Keystone, Goodbye,” Legal Planet, Berkeley Law, Nov. 6 2015, http://legal-
planet.org/2015/11/06/goodbye-keystone-goodbye/.  
219 Ibid.  
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 Figure 41        Figure 42 
The occurrences in the Amazon rainforest where oil companies violate multiple principles, 
exemplify environmental crimes and humanitarian crisis violating indigenous rights. In this case, 
multinationals as presented in the Chevron example also turn a blind eye to the abusive 
exploitation of natural resources, and the damage left in the lands, water and well-being of the 
communities. In the case of the Ecuadorian government lead by Correa, it shows that they have 
also acted as another deregulator through corrupt tactics, while violating Constitutional rights and 
similar principles.   
Climate change deniers insist that there is not global warming and they continue to say 
that there is not enough scientific evidence. However, today there is not return—the science cannot 
be anymore clear.220 Climate change deniers have other motivations and their agenda is based on 
personal profits from exploitation of resources and greed. For instance, the involvement of U.S. 
Federal Judge Lewis A. Kaplan not reporting his stocks from multinational Chevron while ruling the 
Chevron vs. Ecuador case in New York, and the way how he handled it, shows his personal 
interests and the motivations for his ruling, and how he tried to help an oil multinational hide its &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
220 A NASA report on global climate change, and under the Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC, confirms there is a probability of 
90 percent and even higher that human activity is responsible for changing the climate for the past 250 years. NASA report: Global 
Climate Change Vital Signs of the Planet. Facts. http://climate.nasa.gov/causes/ 
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corruption in Ecuador.221 Aside from the campaign and lobbying money, many climate change 
deniers have stocks with these MNCs, particularly oil multinationals, which unfortunately as already 
seen is one of the industries that cause the most climate change. The political roles many 
government representatives hold clearly show how politics intertwined with economics—
motivations that symbolize corruption at its best. While their decisions are motivated by personal 
interests that ultimately affect us all, this also confirms the need to intervene and to take the 
appropriate international measures—one of the main reasons why this study is relevant.   
Chapter 8: Development & Anti-Development, Nature’s Rights, 
Intervention & the Law 
Development Efforts, Sustainable? 
 
Development, in a classic sense has been defined by economic growth, GDP and the 
expansion of markets in different countries worldwide. Depending on people’s background, political 
affiliation, cultural and social status, development advances may impact and apply differently. But, 
how is development defined and who does it really benefit? This should be the first question. 
Author Amartya Sen in Development as Freedom,222 provides us with a broader definition of what 
development could involve, from socio-economic perspectives to political and civil rights angles but 
ultimately, his priorities are for the expansion of substantive freedoms, which is what makes 
development important in his view. In his own words, “development requires the removal of major 
sources of unfreedom: poverty as well as tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as 
systematic social deprivation, neglect of public facilities as well as intolerance of overactivity of 
repressive states.”223  
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
221 Refer to “The Chevron Tapes: How U.S. Federal Judge Kaplan Tried to Help Oil Giant Hide Its Corruption in Ecuador”, a report 
by Attorney Steven Donziger. April 14, 2015. http://stevendonziger.com/2015/04/14/chevron-tapes-u-s-federal-judge-kaplan-tried-
help-oil-giant-hide-corruption-ecuador/ 
222 Sen, Amartya, Development as Freedom, (Oxford University Press, 1999), 3. 
223 Ibid.  
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In the modern world, it was not until World War II and the Holocaust that the world saw the 
need to redefine international law(s) and the states’ sovereignty including development processes. 
WWII tragedies clarified the need to re-define these laws and the establishment of the United 
Nations. Since 1945, one of the UN’s main priorities was to “achieve internal co-operation in 
solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character and in 
promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without 
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.”224 Though the goal of the international community 
has been to promote the well-being of people, development notions and advancements have 
changed throughout the years due to the realization of negative environmental impacts that have 
not benefited communities under some development projects.  
Today, in Ecuador, foreign interest in extraction and oil development projects, coming 
particularly from China has increased, leading to shifts in governance and laws that affect its 
economy and the sovereignty of indigenous peoples through the invasion of their territories. Again, 
this is a pressing concern as multinationals and the Correa government continue to profit from oil 
and extractive practices, while infringing with indigenous and human rights and also jeopardizing 
the environment. If we are to move forward with more sustainable development, we must respect 
and protect indigenous rights and their territories (Amazonia), as the UN’s Millennium Development 
Goals mandate. But, as we have seen so far throughout this research, moving away from oil and 
extractive practices is mandatory.  
Today, people are speaking of sustainable development as one that promotes “prosperity 
and economic opportunity, greater social well-being, and protection of the environment”225, which 
ultimately results in the best avenue to move towards the improvement of people’s lives worldwide. &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
224 “Promote Sustainable Development,” United Nations, accessed May 18, 2015, 
http://www.un.org/en/sections/what-we-do/promote-sustainable-development/index.html 
 
225 Ibid. 
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But why is it that nature and the environment are now part of development talks? People have 
come to the realization that climate change poses a treat for our lives and nature, where we could 
do better. If we are to bring “good” development, then the outcomes should mean moving towards 
a better direction that impacts people’s lives positively, and sustainable practices are crucial for 
counteracting climate change and environmental degradation.  
But the Science? 
 
 We simply cannot afford to waste more time and to continue explaining how Ecuadorian 
Amazon indigenous peoples (and many Amazon indigenous), are being displaced and how their 
cultures are simultaneously being erased. There is not more time to allow the immeasurable 
exploitation of natural resources. The conservation of the Amazon rainforest inevitably involves 
indigenous peoples and their territories. Nature and environmental concerns are a shared 
responsibility as climate change also continues to increase and as agreed under multiple treaties 
(i.e., Kyoto Protocol). Human rights and indigenous rights are imperative. The Northeast 
Ecuadorian Amazon is, more importantly, the most biodiverse place in the world and thousands of 
indigenous inhabitants could potentially be displaced and face the detriment of their well-being, 
culture and death due to these projects. The Amazon rainforest “generates 20% of our oxygen and 
is the heart pump of the earth's weather system [so it] is the last place we should be exploring for 
more oil.”226 
 As I have been trying to understand this puzzle in the last few years and I have become, as 
many others, tired of seeing the disconnect between laws and actual events taking place (i.e., ILO 
169), this why I decided to set into action what I have not seen happening, by taking a chance and 
involving instead the international community with the framework I am proposing in this study. &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
226 “Working Together to Keep Fossil Fuels in the Ground!,” Amazon Watch, accessed August 20 2015, 
http://amazonwatch.org/news/2015/0424-working-together-to-keep-fossil-fuels-in-the-ground.  
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While I am posing my main question and proposing this approach, this past April 2015, Victoria 
Tauli-Corpuz, UN Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples, brought up a similar concern 
where she highlighted how regrettable it was that out of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, 
there was no reference to indigenous People, while that did not speak well for the U.N. and its 
member states.227  
       Figure 43      
 After centenaries of colonial and hegemonic struggles, and today, frustrated with decades of 
marginalization, and seeing their rights respected only on paper, indigenous peoples are 
demonstrating and calling for major recognition from the international community. This past 
September in the 2014 Climate Summit (the largest number ever in history), about 700,000 people 
around the world participated in climate marches ahead of the Summit, making it clear that a new 
public voice can hold leaders accountable.228 
Anti-Development Efforts: Activism & Indigenous Resistencia 
 In New York City alone, 400,000 people rallied for climate change actions. Indigenous 
leaders from Ecuador such as Patricia Gualinga, Gloria Ushigua, Nina Gualinga, Elena Gálvez, 
and Antonella Calle were joined by thought-leaders and celebrity change-makers such as Naomi 
Klein and climate change advocates such as Leonardo DiCaprio, Mark Ruffalo, Edward Norton, &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
227 Valentina Leri, “Moving Indigenous Land Rights from Paper to Reality,” Inter Press Service News Agency IPS, accessed Nov. 15 
2015, http://www.ipsnews.net/2015/04/moving-indigenous-land-rights-from-paper-to-reality/.  (U.N. Permanent Forum on Indigenous 
Issues, U.N. Headquarters, April 27th, 2015.) 
228 Jennifer Morgan et al., “Analyzing Outcomes from the UN Climate Summit,” World Resources Institute, September 15 2015, 
http://www.wri.org/blog/2014/09/analyzing-outcomes-un-climate-summit.  
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Sting and Trudie Styler, which tells about the involvement of the international community, 
manifesting today more than ever. They wanted to send a unified message to policy-makers about 
radical actions on climate change, but expressing too that the key to solving the climate crisis starts 
with respecting indigenous rights and territory.229 
                       Figure 44 
                                Figure 45   
   Figure 46 &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
229 “People's Climate March in New York City,” Amazon Watch, September 21, 2015, http://amazonwatch.org/news/2014/0921-
peoples-climate-march-in-new-york-city.   
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           Figure 47 
 These activists represent the CSR movement. And it is thanks to their efforts that MNCs and 
some states are being held accountable somehow because they denounce human rights 
violations, while providing space for some regulation. Though the CSR movement’s efforts require 
extremely hard work, this example demonstrates what Zerk proposes under her CSR movement 
approach. Zerk assures that the obstacles to have better regulation on MNCs behavior more than 
legal, are political influenced.230 In many cases, MNCs violate human rights or other principles such 
as soft law because for them, sometimes it is cheaper to pay for the damage compared to the 
earnings they receive when committing certain crimes, even if payments cannot fully bring justice 
to parties involved or recover what can be lost (i.e., nature and the creation of climate change). 
 My research project adds value to what is a substantial world problem and paves way to 
laws and policies for better practices and where the international community will have a stronger &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
230 Zerk, Jennifer A. Multinationals and corporate social responsibility: Limitations and opportunities in international law. Vol. 48. 
Cambridge University Press, 2006. 
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impact. This study strongly emphasizes in the Ecuadorian Amazon because of the issues 
presented in the last few years, which represent problems at state level, with MNCs, and 
internationally as their practices impact us all negatively while jeopardizing and destroying 
indigenous cultures. However, the outcome serves and represents other similar instances globally. 
Moral Responsibility, Rights of Mother Earth (Ecuador & Bolivia), World Sites 
Proclaim this Universal Declaration of the Rights of Mother Earth, and call on the General 
Assembly of the United Nations to adopt it, as a common standard of achievement for all 
peoples and all nations of the world, and to the end that every individual and institution takes 
responsibility for promoting through teaching, education and consciousness raising, respect 
for the rights recognized in this Declaration and ensure through prompt and progressive 
measures and mechanisms, national and international, their universal and effective 
recognition and observance among all peoples and States in the world.231 (Universal 
Declaration of the Rights of Nature)  
 The debate of giving rights to Nature came about due to climate change concerns and the 
present unsustainable economic model based on extractive practices such as oil and 
contamination. Mario Melo assures that in 2006, the “Ecuadorian political scene was marked by a 
historical rupture resulting from the deterioration of the state’s institutionalism, a general distrust of 
political parties, and an economic crisis that left the country without clear perspectives.”232 I 
previously highlighted these areas in my study, but it is thanks to the efforts of the Pacha Mama 
Alliance and the Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador (CONAIE) and other allies 
that the plurinational view had a return in Ecuador’s politics. The realization that in order for us to 
survive, as Arundhati Roy tells, we must look back and return to the “keepers of our past but who 
may really be the guides to our future”233 and this is because of the devastating consequences we 
have already seen with our current practices.  &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
231 Ayma, Evo Morales, Maude Barlow, Nnimmo Bassey, Eduardo Galeano, and Vandana Shiva, “The Rights of Nature: The Case 
for a Universal Declaration of the Rights of Mother Earth,” Ottawa: Council of Canadians, 2011. 
232 Ibid: 82.  
233 Arundhati Roy, “Walking with the Comrades,” Penguin, 2011. Quoted by Klein, Naomi “This changes everything: capitalism vs. 
the climate,” Simon and Schuster, 2014.  
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 Also, as Catholic leader Pope Francis, has been bold to enter the fray on climate change 
while sending shock waves across the political and religious worlds. Through his encyclical in 
which he linked hard science and biblical passages he has prompted a discussion of stewardship 
across faiths. This has also sparked critics on the fringe who dare to challenge the basic tenets of 
capitalism.234 But, within this conversation, also public figures, the engagement and partnership 
with communities, concerned shareholders and citizens, non-governmental organizations, 
scientists and technology experts, and a dialogue with governments and diverse institutions to 
come to agreements, have been already taken place. These moralities imply the issues causing 
and affecting first, developing countries, and more specifically, vulnerable people such as 
indigenous nations, while these issues continue to be caused by multinational oil companies and 
similar unsustainable extractive industries such as coal and mining. Again, the conversation 
involves climate change, as cause and result for human rights violations with the displacement and 
dispossession of land from the indigenous communities. 
 
Figure 48 
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234 Climate One hosted a talk abut how Pope Francis was changing the politics of climate in the United States, and what cities and 
congregations could do to address the climate challenge and opportunity. This was a conversation about the popular pope two 
weeks before he made his highly-anticipated visit to the United States and a few months before the UN climate summit in Paris, 
COP21.  
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 Nature’s rights call for the protection of major world sites that protect and bring balance to 
the natural systems of the world. The relationship between interventions to stop human rights 
violations caused by environmental issues had never been considered as it is today, particularly in 
developing countries because of exceedingly environmental damage mostly caused by 
multinationals authorized or not by states. More specifically, today, environmental issues have 
come to be examined and explored by some as environmental crimes. And, this should not come 
as a surprise as the world continues to face irreversible consequences. Mary Robinson, first female 
President of Ireland (1990-1997), and United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (1997-
2002), concurs and makes emphasis in climate change being the real human rights issue of the 
21st Century.235   
       
Figure 49                       Figure 50 
Immeasurable, for-profit and unsustainable practices that explode natural resources, vital for 
human existence (i.e., water and clean air) will not hold indefinite capacity. The ratification of 
treaties is difficult because every state has different interests, but because of today’s reality with 
climate change, this matter reiterates that every state and multinationals must come to terms with 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
235 2015 TED TALK: Why Climate Change is a Threat to Human Rights given by Mary Robinson who served as the seventh, and 
first female, President of Ireland from 1990 to 1997, and the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, from 1997 to 
2002. 
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the problem. This regulation is the kind of intervention my research argues for in order to control 
resources and habitats as natural resources will continue to decline and unsustainable exploitation 
will bring more global warming. Regulation will only be possible through clear international legal 
frameworks for everyone, while acting globally and becoming part of a true international 
community.  
The International Community 
In world affairs, international relations between states formalize through binding 
agreements, treaties and the existence of commonalities that in one way or another benefit them. 
Unanimous support for a cause or agreement symbolizes the will of different parties internationally. 
Partakers within these decisions have become to symbolize a larger community in the pursuit of 
global issues that matter to them. Today, some speak of the international community when it 
comes to decisions in international affairs, but how is the international community actually being 
defined in world affairs? In the words of academic Martin Jacques, “... We all know what is meant 
by the term ‘international community’, don't we? It's the west, of course, nothing more, nothing less. 
Using the term ‘international community’ is a way of dignifying the west, of globalising it, of making 
it sound more respectable, more neutral and high-faluting. ‘The international society thinks this ... 
believes that ... is concerned about…’”236 I draw on Jacques’ view because it is relevant when it 
comes to foreign policy decisions, legal cultures and the ratification of binding agreements.  
The fact that the U.S. or China are Council members of the United Nations but are the 
most reluctant to sign ratifications does not speak well of their leadership or the morality of these 
nations, particularly in areas that today are more relevant than before--human rights violations 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
236 Martin Jacques, “What the hell is the international community?”, The Guardian, accessed October 10 2015, 
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2006/aug/24/whatthehellistheinternati.   
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caused by environmental issues. Baltazar Garzon affirms that when universal jurisdiction touches 
“key countries such as China or the United States, the question becomes whether prosecuting 
universal crimes is more important than national interests.”237  
Universal Jurisdiction  
My study is profoundly influenced by Garzon’s principle of “complementarity” where 
“international criminal justice, national criminal justice and universal jurisdiction cooperate in order 
to prosecute universal crimes that are repugnant to every nation in the world.” 238 This is why in my 
work I argue that applying universal jurisdiction to environmental issues that are in fact 
environmental crimes, demonstrates not only that universal jurisdiction is under reconstruction and 
restricting it is not bad, if such restriction can follow strict cooperation at the International Criminal 
Court system level. This also brings room to continue pushing for change in the established 
international laws that are not working and the creation of new ones that will.  
Garzón, is the Spanish judge who redefined the boundaries of cross-border justice, and 
the same one who has closed down newspapers, brought down governments, and ordered the 
arrests of dictators such as former Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet in London in 1998. Garzon is 
campaigning to seek change in law to also be able to prosecute global corporations/transnationals, 
pushing for economic and environmental crimes to be treated as crimes against humanity. These 
crimes would be based on universal jurisdiction. He believes that the actions to be pursued fit that 
definition because they disturb some sectors in populations while trampling on human rights. In his 
own words on environmental crimes, “we’re seeing how climate change is connected to natural 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
237 Baltazar Garzon , “Universal Jurisdiction in the International Criminal Arena,” (Harvard Law), Nov. 8, 2011 
http://today.law.harvard.edu/garzon-on-universal-jurisdiction-in-the-international-criminal-arena-video/  
238 Ibid.  
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disasters and famines.”239 Through the mechanism of universal jurisdiction, this international law 
provision would allow judges to try cases of human rights abuses committed in other countries, 
while being particularly of great help to hold accountable multinationals because it could enable 
laws to go after perpetrators, regardless of where they are headquartered or where their circuits 
belong. This is the same kind of doctrine the leadership of Spanish judges has adopted to pursue 
cases abroad and take action on human rights abuses such in Rwanda, Guatemala and Argentina 
as some instances240.  
                                  Figure 51 
 
There is a broad literature that explores corporate violations of human rights frequently 
going underdressed due to significant gaps in domestic and international legal regimes, also 
because hosting countries are often unable to demand sanctions for criminal actions or provide 
civil remedies, and home countries generally do not exercise jurisdiction over the extraterritorial 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
239 Ashifa Kassam, “Spain's Campaigning Judge Seeks Change in Law to Prosecute Global Corporations,” The Guardian, accessed 
October 5 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/aug/20/spain-judge-baltasar-garzon-prosecute-global-
corporations?CMP=share_btn_tw.  
 
Also presented in Business & Human Rights Resource Center as “Spanish Judge Seeks Change in Law to Prosecute Companies 
for Economic or Environmental Crimes” by Ashifa Kassam, Guardian (UK), Published on: 21 August 2015, http://business-
humanrights.org/en/spanish-judge-seeks-change-in-law-to-prosecute-companies-for-economic-or-environmental-crimes.  
 
Garzon’s idea was presented at: Congreso Internacional de Jurisdicción Universal XXI in Buenos Aires, Argentina. This is an 
international law conference that gathers international lawyers, academics, and activists among others to update and strengthen 
principles of vital importance for the active defense of human rights globally. See: http://www.principiosju.org/proponemos.php  
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acts of multinational corporations.241 However, this study is crucial and significant because there is 
little discussion on the kind of intervention that calls for an agreement that can bring economic and 
environmental unsustainable practices to justice as crimes against humanity.  
International Law 
International law serves to regulate the “global commons, such as the environment, 
sustainable development, international waters, outer space, global communications and world 
trade.”242 The Amazon rainforest is a global common and a world’s site that must be protected for 
the common good. The sovereignty of each nation is crucial, but when it comes to the climate 
change area, the conversation becomes one of a global shared responsibility just like water 
ownership and rights to clean air. This conversation goes to new plateaus and beyond the state 
sovereignty or multinationals. It moves towards global governance as presented in the case of the 
Spanish judiciary. This new dialogue advances the respect for indigenous and human rights, and 
respect for all people in this planet. We are talking about an agreed structure and enforced global 
governance on the controlling management of environmental related issues as equal shares and 
responsibility. This enhances the need for the regulation of fossil fuels with carbon tax and an 
international carbon trade control. 
Today, many multinational corporations act as predators abroad because clear 
international legal frameworks to hold them accountable are yet to be defined, reason why they 
continue to take advantage. This is particularly true when it comes to the exploitation of natural 
resources, labor and damage of ecological systems causing climate change, while leaving several 
issues pending and unresolved. However, as we navigate through the 21st century, the world has &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
 
241 Harvard Law Review. 2001. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LAW - INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW: V. Corporate Liability for 
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242 “International Law, Global Issues,” United Nations, accessed Nov 5 2015, http://www.un.org/en/globalissues/internationallaw/. 
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continued to realize that more dramatic changes in nature and global environmental issues are 
irreversible, thus strict measures must take place immediately. Multinationals become evaders and 
deregulate politics abroad in different states. They continue to use globalized capitalist market 
tactics initiated under the IMF243 and the free market model from the 1980s under the Washington 
Consensus,244 but have mastered to refine their practices.245 Thus, disregarding the legal systems 
different countries may have (Common law, Civil law, Sharia law or any other legal system), legal 
international treaties and binding agreements must rule, if international businesses are to function 
globally. This is even truer, if their actions are the cause of environmental issues and human rights 
violations. 
Legal Culture  
 Previously, I highlighted an insightful perspective Zartner offers in that legal culture 
matters.246 The U.S. has had reluctance to ratifying treaties but because of the issues mentioned, 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
243 IMF stands for International Monetary Fund conceived at a UN conference in 1944. 44 countries sought to build a framework for 
economic cooperation to avoid a repetition of the competitive devaluations that had contributed to the Great Depression of the 
1930s. However, the IMF “now acts like a global loan shark, exerting enormous leverage over the economies of more than 60 
countries. These countries have to follow the IMF's policies to get loans, international assistance, and even debt relief. Thus, the 
IMF decides how much debtor countries can spend on education, health care, and environmental protection. The IMF is one of the 
most powerful institutions on Earth -- yet few know how it works.” Global Exchange, accessed September 7 2015, 
http://www.globalexchange.org/resources/wbimf/oppose.   
 
244 “Washington Consensus” is today a very popular and often pilloried term in debates about trade and development. It is often 
seen as synonymous with “neoliberalism” and “globalization.” “Washington Consensus,” accessed September 8 2015, 
http://www.cid.harvard.edu/cidtrade/issues/washington.html.  
 
245 “A number of multinational corporations have come under fire in recent years for alleged human rights abuses. Most of the 
alleged perpetrators are corporations in the energy, mining, and manufacturing industries; the alleged violations range from severe 
environmental damage and inhumane working conditions to forced labor, torture, and killings. Corporate violations of human rights 
frequently go unredressed due to significant gaps in domestic and international legal regimes. Host countries are often unwilling or 
unable to impose criminal sanctions or provide civil remedies, and home countries generally do not exercise jurisdiction over the 
extraterritorial acts of multinational corporations. Most significantly, international law is virtually silent with respect to corporate 
liability for violations of human rights. International law has neither articulated the human rights obligations of corporations nor 
provided mechanisms to enforce such obligations. Corporations thus remain immune to liability, and victims remain without redress. 
Recent developments in American law raise the possibility that American courts may begin to hold corporations liable for human 
rights violations. The Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA), as interpreted in several recent cases, permits aliens to bring private tort suits 
against corporations for certain human rights violations committed in the United States or abroad. The first two ATCA cases brought 
against a corporation were filed in 1996 against Unocal for alleged human rights violations committed in connection with the 
construction of an oil pipeline in Myanmar...” DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LAW - INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW. 
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the world cannot afford to turn a blind eye on the issue. Everyone must commit. Also, we saw that 
in the case of the U.S. judiciary, some political leaders and other actors who have power do not 
seem to want to have treaties ratified because of personal economic interests. In the common law 
system “judges have an enormous role in shaping American and British law,”247 an even greater 
reason we cannot afford this to happen as corruptive means jeopardize outcomes that can have 
very negative impacts even globally. We also saw that some leaders have political pressures 
because they accept money from oil companies for their campaigns and lobbying, following an oil 
agenda. The oil industry, sooner or later, will need to stop because of climate change, so this 
understanding seems to be relevant within the oil industry and why they also oppose new 
technologies and the impacts they can have. The reluctance in climate change deniers is actually 
influencing law and everyone suffers.   
Chapter 9: The International Community Pre-COP21, Relevance of an 
International Binding Agreement for Climate Change and Human 
Rights 
Moving Forward, Stopping Climate Change & Making Human Rights a Reality  
For this research, I did participant observation at crucial moments where indigenous 
leaders from Ecuador and other places from the Americas came to Oakland and worked together 
with allies such as Amazon Watch. The issues at hand revolve around unsustainable development 
projects such as oil extraction in indigenous lands that jeopardize indigenous rights to the land, and 
their natural course of living. Again, leaders in the Chevron case in Ecuador are part of the 
Sarayaku community and some of them came to participate in forums and rallies. I followed on 
these events and particularly in the leadership of the indigenous, as the international community &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
 
247 “The Common Law and Civil Law Traditions,” School of Law (Boalt) University of California Berkeley, accessed Nov 22 2015, 
https://www.law.berkeley.edu/library/robbins/CommonLawCivilLawTraditions.html.  
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awaits the outcome of the Chevron case in Canada. Two of the main rallies took place at the 
Chevron Headquarters in San Ramon, and some other rallies happened too globally in 2014 and 
2015. The most recent rally was the Global anti-Chevron day, where environmental activists staged 
protests worldwide.  
Again, these interactions mostly took place at the Oakland office where all the issues were 
presented and discussed with a broad range of members from other communities, in which they 
joined forces to tackle overlapping issues, particularly in relation with the oil industry, stakeholders 
who do not seem to want to hold responsibility and climate change deniers. One example is the 
Chevron Richmond refinery explosion and Chevron’s oil spill in Ecuador. As mentioned in a 
previous chapter, I witnessed the declarations of Richmond’s Mayor and other community activists 
who participated in a forum to denounce Chevron’s unsustainable and unreliable practices. 
            
Figure 52       Figure 53 
Aside from these forums, my participation in the 2014 and more remotely, the 2015 AW 
Annual Luncheon Celebrations,248 provided me with perspective on how indigenous peoples have 
confronted the challenges of climate change and how they worked advancing real solutions that 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
248 Amazon Watch's 10th Annual Luncheon took place on September 22nd, 2015 in San Francisco. http://amazonwatch.org/get-
involved/events/2015-annual-luncheon.   
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respected both, human rights (indigenous rights) and the environment. Patricia Gualinga, an 
inspiring leader from the Kichwa community of Sarayaku in the Ecuadorian Amazon, was the 2015 
honored guest. The new Executive Director, Leila Salazar-López and Annie Leonard, event Co-
Chair and ED of Greenpeace, discussed the critical work in partnership with indigenous 
communities to protect the Amazon and promote solutions to the global climate crisis. A part of 
Salazar’s speech while also quoting a Brazilian Scientist affirms, “…We need a war effort, we need 
a war effort to stop deforestation and to reforest the Amazon. Whenever there has been an urgent 
time to act, governments have responded […] they have done something about what needs to 
happen.”249 Her words convene my point on intervention efforts, and what the role of the 
international community should be in order to protect the Amazon.  
  Figure 54 
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249 Leila Salazar, speech at Amazon Watch's 10th Annual Luncheon. See: http://amazonwatch.org/get-involved/events/2015-annual-
luncheon.  
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The active participation in these events provided me with the opportunity to see the efforts 
made between the organizations, indigenous peoples exposed to these issues and world activists. 
Within these interactions, Patrick Macklem’s theory reflecting on sovereignty in that it does 
“function of interpretative acts by those who posses it and those who seek it,”250 became relevant 
with corporate accountability work from those wanting change. Also, Zerk’s view is that the 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) movement is one of the most critical social movements of our 
time.251 She confirms that thanks to the efforts of these allies and despite the limitations of 
international law in MNCs, activists are holding MNCs accountable and are calling for major 
regulations.252  
UNEP Climate Action Webinars  
I participated in a series of webinars offered by Climate Action253 and followed updates by 
the Environmental Action group since the beginning of summer and continued to follow up until the 
end of the year and before the COP21,254 taking place in December 2015.255 In these international 
discussions, there has been an effort to have the international community—that is world leaders, 
CEOs, senior executives, national, regional and city leaders, investors and industry experts to 
share ideas and “accelerate innovative solutions to address climate change, accelerate green 
growth and sustainable development” in their Sustainable Innovation Forum (SIF15). The forum &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
250 Macklem, Patrick. Indigenous difference and the Constitution of Canada. University of Toronto Press, 2001:108 
251 Zerk, Jennifer A. Multinationals and corporate social responsibility: Limitations and opportunities in international law. Vol. 48. 
Cambridge University Press, 2006. 
252 Ibid. 
253 Climate Action was established in 2007 (headquartered in London, UK) working in a unique, contractual partnership with the 
United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) – the world’s foremost body on environmental protection and stewardship. It 
establishes and builds partnerships between business, government and public bodies to accelerate international sustainable 
development and advance the ‘green economy’. http://www.climateactionprogramme.org/  
 
254 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference, COP21 is the 21st yearly session of the Conference of the Parties to the 1992 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the 11th session of the Meeting of the Parties to the 1997 
Kyoto Protocol. The conference objective is to achieve a legally binding and universal agreement on climate, from all the nations of 
the world. Leadership of the negotiations is yet to be determined. 
 
255 I should say that I was also looking forward to my participation at the COP21 in Paris but I am not able to attend, as I am about to 
graduate from my masters’ program and the dates overlap. 
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facilitates collaboration through networking, informed discussion and the creation of innovative 
partnerships for change.256 Some of the leaders include the following (please see graph): 
Figure 55
 
“The Sustainable Innovation Forum is my favourite event at the COP. It’s a great showcase of companies, cities and individuals who 
are getting on with the important matter of reducing emissions, regardless of what’s going on in the negotiations. Positive, practical 
and inspiring.” Jane Burston, Head, Centre for Carbon Measurement, National Physical Laboratory 
 
Through these webinars and updates, I was exposed to some of the pressing issues such as 
extractive practices and reduction of emmissions, and initiatives in clean energy that I describe in 
the recommendations and initiatives chapter of this study. 
Climate One Forums 
                             Pope Francis: Climate Changer? 
Lastly, as part of my active participation, I joined events offered by Climate One257 and 
other climate events in the Bay Area, anticipating the COP21. The first Climate One forum I 
attended on September 10th 2015 was titled: Pope Francis: Climate Changer? In this forum three 
main leaders including Rev. Canon Sally Bingham, President and Founder, Interfaith Power and 
Light; Sam Liccardo, Mayor of San Jose, California and our very own President of the University of 
San Francisco, Father Paul J. Fitzgerald, S.J., led the discussion. 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
256 “Sustainable Innovation Forum 2015,” UNEP Climate Action  
 
257 Climate One is a space forum for discussion among climate scientists, policymakers, activists, and concerned citizens. Their live 
events are recorded and distributed to a global audience. By gathering inspiring, credible, and compelling information, they provide 
an essential resource to change-makers looking to make a difference. https://climateone.org/  
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The discussion revolved around Pope Francis entering the fray and sending shocking 
waves on climate change across the political and religious worlds. Again, the Catholic leader’s bold 
encyclical in which he linked hard science and biblical passages prompted a discussion of 
stewardship across faiths and morality concerns, particularly for the most vulnerable people in the 
developing world, that is indigenous people and those who least cause climate change. This also 
emboldened critics on the fringe who dare to challenge the basic tenets of capitalism. Some of the 
questions approached in this discussion included, how is Pope Francis changing the politics of 
climate in the United States? What can cities and congregations do to address the climate 
challenge and opportunity? This conversation took place two weeks before the popular pope made 
his highly-anticipated visit to the United States and a few months before the UN climate summit in 
Paris. Greg Dalton, Host of Climate One introduces the conversation as follows, 
Pope Francis issued an encyclical on climate change and inequality that caused quite a 
stir across the country.  His message takes aim at our culture of consumerism and the devaluing of 
nature. He calls for the world to move away from coal and oil without delay. Pope Francis also 
takes a swing at unfettered capitalism and technology as root causes of an ecological and moral 
crisis. He doesn’t mince words this Pope, politicians were swift to push back. Rick Santorum said 
the church should leave science to the scientists. Jeb Bush said “I don’t get economic advice from 
my bishops or my cardinal or my Pope.” [We] will talk about Pope Francis [and] the morality of 
fossil fuels, the importance of what he calls little daily actions and the national politics of reducing 
carbon pollution that is amplifying, I said amplifying not causing the droughts and heat waves 
hitting the American West.258  
 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
258 “Pope Francis: Climate Changer?”, Climate One Forum, September 10 2015, http://climateone.org/audio/pope-francis-climate-
changer (Participation at event). 
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Dalton highlighted that Reverend Canon Sally Bingham, as an Episcopal priest and 
president and founder of Interfaith Power and Light, has a religious response to climate disruption. 
Sam Liccardo, the Mayor of San Jose, California, traveled to Rome recently to participate in a 
climate meeting of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences. Father Paul Fitzgerald, President of the 
University of San Francisco is a Jesuit educator who shared his thoughts on the first Jesuit Pope. 
The popular pontiff was to be the first Pope ever to address a joint session of Congress and only 
the third to visit the White House where he had a private audience with President Obama.  
Several fundamental ideas from this forum can be highlighted, but for the purpose of this 
study and the particular focus area, I will highlight only some relevant excerpts including the 
following, 
Greg Dalton: Sally Bingham, what has been the impact of Pope Francis outside the Catholic  
Church, other faith traditions? 
 
Rev. Canon Sally Bingham: Well, I’ve been working for 15 years on a religious response to global 
warming and we’ve been to all of our preachers and teachers have been talking about the moral 
responsibility that Individuals have towards the future, we’ve talked about individual action, we’ve 
talked about trying to influence politics, but particularly the moral responsibility that we have for the 
generations that come after us.  So to have Pope Francis get in his pulpit and say the same 
thing.  You know, it’s been an amazing boost to the entire religious community because our group 
which is interfaith, we are -- we have Jews and Muslims and Christians of all kinds and we have 
Jains and Hindus and Sheiks and they’re all been working for all these years to try to implement 
change in terms of how the US responds to the climate problem.  And with the Pope coming out, 
giving a statement that was essentially for all people of conscience, not just for Roman 
Catholics.  We are exalted. I mean everyone is just jumping on this message to say “See, we told 
you so.” 
 
Greg Dalton: […] One of the key tenants of his encyclical is integral ecology so Paul Fitzgerald, 
tell us about that and how new that is, what it means. Integral ecology is one of the key 
philosophical  
touchdowns of Pope Francis’ encyclical. 
 
Paul Fitzgerald: Since the 1890s, the Catholic Church, Roman Catholic Church has had a series 
of encyclical letters come out from various popes starting with Leo XIII.  And all of them and this 
Laudato Si by Pope Francis is the most recent in a long string of letters that each one builds on the 
last one.  And they’re based on a profound and fundamental insight that our religious convictions 
should inform every aspect of our life including our relationships with those whom we love, our 
participation in our city, in our church, in our world, and that everything is connected. This comes 
back again and again and again throughout the encyclical Laudato Si; everything is connected.  
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And there’s so much of modern life and Western culture that is fissiparous and it’s fissiparous, 
everything is broken into small pieces and we think of our lives in this very small, discreet 
compartments, you know, with this group of people I behave this way, with this group of people, I 
behave that way. When I’m at work, I dress this way, when I’m at home I dress a different way. And 
the danger is we become really schizophrenic, we’re divided into so many different personas. And 
what the Pope is calling us to is simply to be profoundly persons of integrity and to close the largest 
gap ever measured by human beings, the 14 inches between the heart and the brain. So that what 
we know in our hearts, deep down, we know we can never lie to ourselves, in our hearts. With our 
brains alone, we can make up all kinds of excuses and rationales for any kind of bad behavior. 
 
But what we know in our hearts and then what we understand with our minds, what we say with our 
words and what we do with our hands should all be the same thing. And so the way we inhabit this 
planet with all the human persons -- and he keeps calling us back to care for the poor but also then 
care for the other living beings and care for the ecosystems -- that’s integral ecology but it’s just an 
integrated human existence. 
 
Greg Dalton: Sally Bingham, one of the phrases in the encyclical says “Many things have to 
change course but it is we, human beings above all who need to change.” He’s asking us to do 
some hard work, every individual. 
 
Rev. Canon Sally Bingham: Every individual and I think that he has invited us into the 
communion of life, that we are all part of a one big universe. And every one of our behaviors affects 
our neighbors who we’re called to love, whether it’s the coffee we drink or the clothes we wear or 
the energy we use. Every single thing we do affects another person and the planet.   
 
Greg Dalton: Let me ask Sam Liccardo, how do you actually implement this in a city where you’re 
running a big city, you know, what is this mean so I mean most politicians don’t ask their voters to 
change.  They say that you’re going to deliver some right to do this but – 
 
Sam Liccardo: Yes. Most voters would regard me as being the person on the stage with the least 
moral authority. […] Yeah, but building on Sally’s point, you know, the Pope is not suggesting that 
this is a technological problem that needs a technological fix. He’s talking about an adaptive 
problem that requires a complete shift in cultural paradigm and a revolution of sorts in how we think 
and act in our daily lives. So that’s not an easy sell in politics. And, you know, he’s not looking for 
us to come out with the solution of spending more money on say, carbon sequestration and just 
solving this issue. I think the question is how can we as community leaders engage our community 
and actually doing the much harder work of understanding the extraordinary lifestyle shift that’s 
required here.259 
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259 Ibid.  
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In short, their ideas suggest that we have all have a moral responsibility for each other and 
the world we live in, and in order to improve our ways we must come to terms and change our 
practices, including the technology we use, applying what the science is actually telling us and 
acknowledging ethical principles so that we can all live in more harmony with ourselves and nature. 
Some of the new practices include divesting from the oil industry (particularly for educational 
institutions) and moving away from oil.  
After this discussion, I was able to meet and discuss with USF President, Paul Fitzgerald 
S.J., to understand the importance of the encyclical—what it really meant and understand what 
Laudato Si! is and why the pope chose this particular area. Through our conversation, Father 
Fitzgerald explained that this encyclical very much builds on the real message the Catholic Church 
has been insisting on since the 1800s and even after the industrial revolution with all the changes, 
and adopted new ways humans have needed to embrace to live better lives. Today, this Laudato 
Si! embraces the same concept, but perhaps with even more emphasis as climate change is real 
and stronger than ever. Therefore, this tells us “we must change”.260   
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260 Informal conversation with President of the University of San Francisco, Paul Fitzgerald, S.J., September 18 2015.  
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Drilling in the Amazon and Artic 
“Drilling in the Amazon and Artic” was the second forum I assisted and I had the privilege 
to hear my former Supervisor and Executive Director from Amazon Watch, Leila Salazar. The other 
three participants included Lou Allstadt, Former Executive Vice President, Mobil Oil; Danielle 
Fugere, President and Chief Counsel, As You Sow; and finally, René Ortiz, Former Ecuador Oil 
Minister; Former OPEC Secretary General. The forum was in the same setting as the one previous 
to it (Pope Francis: Climate Changer?) and took place on October 13, 2015. The conversation 
revolve around questions about oil companies calling for a price on carbon emissions and whether 
or not the energy industry was finally changing its tune on pollution. Some remarks were that oil 
and coal have fueled economies and lifted people out of poverty, but they also have fouled the air, 
land and water, especially in developing countries where governments are weak or corrupt. Then, 
questions such as “how fast will the world transition away from fossils to cleaner fuels? How can 
individual investors use their retirement accounts to vote for an oil change? How can the fossil fuel 
sector become cleaner as it evolves toward renewables?” This conversation highlighted the 
powering of the 21st century economy while still using 20th century fuels.261  
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261 “Drilling in the Amazon and Artic,” Climate One Forum, October 13 2015, https://climateone.org/audio/drilling-amazon-and-arctic 
(Participation at event). 
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Some highlights of the conversation include the following, 
Greg Dalton: Lou Allstadt.  I’d like to begin with you. Shell made headlines recently by pulling out 
of the Arctic after what, $6 or $7 billion? You spent 30 years looking for oil for Mobil.  Tell us what 
you - when you read that, what did you see? 
 
Louis Allstadt: A lot of mistakes. There were warning signs early. They had problems in the 
previous drilling season. A couple of problems with rigs.  And then they obviously picked the wrong 
spot to drill when they finally start the drill and hit a dry hole.  So that money is pretty well shot, and 
I think it is probably going to push back drilling in the Arctic for 5 or 10 years […] 
 
Short-term low oil prices I think, had nothing to do with it.  These things are long-term projects. 
They have to be based on long-term view of what oil prices would be and whether they would bear 
the cost, but the costs there are very, very high.  And I think with the problems that they had, 
people are going to be thinking that the costs are even higher.  So that’s the big problem.  I think 
the kayakers in Seattle probably got a lot of attention.  It probably upped the ante, and I think that 
kind of activism does up the ante for companies in talking to their shareholders and their boards of 
directors. 
 
Greg Dalton:  Danielle Fugere.  The stock price of oil companies is largely based on their ability to 
find new oil, replace today what’s burned yesterday.  So tell us your take on the Arctic, I mean 
really those companies are just going to find it somewhere else, aren’t they? 
 
Danielle Fugere:  Well, that’s the question that we as shareholders ask companies, what is the 
cost of the next barrel of oil?  And what we’re finding and what we see is that the next barrel of oil 
is more costly.  And when you have to go to forefront regions like the Arctic or deep sea or even 
shale oil, the costs are increasing.  And so we’re asking companies – does it make sense to invest 
the next dollar in this type of high cost, high carbon resources in a world that 80% of the oil or the 
fossil fuels needs to stay underground? And so that’s the question that shareholders ask of the 
companies.  What makes sense in these circumstances as global warming emerges as an 
increasingly likely policy scenario in terms of taking action?  Should the companies be investing 
their money there?  So those are some of the questions that we are asking companies and should 
they be drilling in the Arctic?  That’s a very important question. 
 
Greg Dalton: René Ortiz, there have been some retreats in Ecuador, your country where Shell 
went in and planned to do some things and they retreated, but those companies can either come 
back later or find it somewhere else. The environmentalist might take a short-term victory for this, 
but the world is still addicted to oil and they’re going to get it somewhere. 
 
René Ortiz: Yes, in fact the world is addicted to oil […]They are climbing almost exponentially to 
the extent that, according to those scenarios, by 2025 or 2030, the world may need production in 
the order of 110 or 111 million barrels a day from where we are which is 92.  It’s almost 20 million 
barrels extra.  I wonder and this is probably the most important question that will be raised in Paris. 
And in that Summit, they are going to have to address this question –- whether or not it is possible 
for this developing world.  
 
Greg Dalton: Let’s ask Leila Salazar-Lopez. There’s a lot of oil in the ground in Ecuador in the 
Amazon. You think it should stay there; but couldn’t some of that extraction help the people in the 
local economies there if it’s done properly, if it’s done well? 
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Leila Salazar-Lopez: If it’s done properly? That’s the question. But I think we really have to step 
back a second and look at, you know, you just mentioned the global climate conference that’s 
going to be taking place in Paris and it makes me think of Copenhagen and what our global 
leaders, our global governments have committed to. They committed to keeping our planet under 2 
degrees. 
 
Greg Dalton: That’s 2 degrees Celsius warmer. 
 
Leila Salazar-Lopez: So, in order to do that, in order to keep our planet under 2 degrees Celsius, 
we must keep 80%, three quarters of fossil fuels in the ground and we must transition to 100% 
renewables by 2030. So talking about technology, we need to advance and increase the 
technological advances of renewable energy. The technology is available, but where is the political 
will?  We need our global leaders, our local leaders, we, all of us, need to push for an advance 
renewable energy technologies and kick our addictions to fossil fuels. And, you know, there are 
some places, we’re not going to do that overnight. There are some places that where we should 
start. The Arctic is one of those places we should start. The Amazon is another, and since I work at 
Amazon Watch where we’re dedicated to protecting the Amazon rain forest and advancing 
indigenous people’s rights. And indigenous peoples are the ones who are leading the way in 
protecting forests, and so we’re working with them to protect the world’s remaining forest and 
keeping fossil fuels in the ground […] 
 
This forum was once again particularly relevant for my research question and helped me 
confirm the answer to the problem, more specifically, the answers to my research question. In the 
panel session, I asked the first part of my research question directly to Lou Allstadt re-phrasing it 
as follows, 
After seeing the case of Chevron in Ecuador and the proposed Yasunit ITT deal by the Correa 
government (I explained the deal), and giving focus to the oil industry and climate change, under 
what circumstances do you think the international community can or should intervene in these 
domestic affairs?  
 
Allstadt said that this was a question that was not just for the oil industry, and people, 
organizations and everyone should look into using international mechanisms when possible to 
approach these issues. Once again, his approach confirms and answers well my hypotheses in 
which the involvement of “everyone” including the international community, and using international 
mechanisms (that is international law) can help in holding both, state and MNCs accountable for 
actions that involve the intersection of environmental degradation and human rights.  
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   Figure 59        Figure 60  
 
Stanford Know Tomorrow by Students for a Sustainable Stanford 
Climate Reality Project, Al Gore and 2015 National Day of Action 
I also participated in the Stanford Know Tomorrow by Students for a Sustainable 
Stanford262 joined by the Climate Reality Project263 and Al Gore. This action was a continuation of 
last year’s March in the People’s Climate Movement’s National Day. In the previous section, I 
highlighted that around 400,000 protesters in New York City alone participated, while calling for 
major changes. This year at this National Day of Action was again a confirmation on what needs to 
happen: “… At the 2015 Paris Climate Conference, the world’s countries must obtain a legally-
binding agreement to tackle climate change, address its disproportionate impacts on people of 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
262 Students for a Sustainable Stanford was formed in the Spring of 2000 to encourage green building on campus and to reduce 
Stanford's greenhouse gas emissions. Since then they grew and evolved into one of the most prominent environmental-focused 
student groups at Stanford university and have extended their work to diverse issues, from local topics like water and food to 
international problems like climate change. http://studentsforasustainablestanford.weebly.com/  
 
263 Climate Reality Project’s mission is to catalyze a global solution to the climate crisis by making urgent action a necessity across 
every level of society. One of its goals is to help reaching net zero carbon emissions and they are trying to unite millions to make 
world leaders seize this historic moment and sign a strong agreement in Paris in December 2015 at the COP21 and work to 
continually reduce emissions and expand renewable energy in the years that follow. https://www.climaterealityproject.org/  
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color and low-income people, [everyone] and keep our world habitable.”264 I simultaneously signed 
up to receive every update from the group and was exposed to all the goals to be achieved. As one 
instance, one of their emails included the following; “We must act now and pressure our leaders to 
take a stand for our future. The more than 2000 petition signatures we collected, along with the 
thousands more from campuses nationwide, will be delivered to our leaders in Paris, but here on 
campus the movement continues. We will tell them that we need action on climate.”265 Their 
updates include civil disobedience actions, involvements with national and international leaders to 
tackle the issue at hand and also the collaborations they are pursuing with other educational 
entities so that Stanford University also divests fully from the oil industry.  
            
Figure 61               Figure 62 
My physical participation in their live events provided me with critical resources to 
understand what change-makers are looking into to make a difference, while stimulating 
momentum for the issues at hand. My participation at Stanford University’s event was crucial to &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
264 Stanford Know Tomorrow and Climate Reality Project Newsletter email.  
265 Ibid.  
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also understand more about educational institutions divesting from the industries that cause the 
highest fossil fuel emissions. Again, this is an area I have been interested and invested in for 
several years and one of the main reasons why I became deeply involved with the environment. I 
confirmed that many students at public and private universities are more aware of this issue today, 
and continue to advocate for it so that climate change can be controlled. This event brought at 
least 2,000 participants together and it took place at the school's White Memorial Plaza. Some of 
the participating groups included Stanford Talisman, Communities for a Better Environment, the 
Stanford American Indian Association, the Leland Stanford Junior University Marching Band and 
Fossil Free Stanford were also featured. Al Gore’s most impacting remarks include, “The impacts 
of climate change are severe, and they are being felt right now. Around the world -- including the 
Bay Area—frontline communities are battling the effects of heat, drought, wildfire, sea level rise, 
and other effects of climate change. Do we really have to change? Of course, we do, the scientific 
community has already come to that conclusion.”266 
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266 Participation at “Know Tomorrow Rally for Climate Action”, Stanford University, October 2 2015.  
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                     Figure 65 
 
In the previous chapter, I highlighted the international community coming together to 
unilaterally address the climate change issue. After going over some key moments from the events 
where I did participant observation, in this chapter I provided more detail on the most remarkable 
efforts ever made in history to resolve climate change. After the largest climate change march in 
New York City, and today, with the continuation of events pre-COP21 to tackle the issue, we see 
people around the world including the indigenous communities affected by Chevron in Ecuador (i.e. 
the Sarayaku) and several other indigenous nations taking the lead. Again, extracting from the 
Yasuni ITT as a main world site that maintains the Earth’s natural equilibrium would be 
unsustainable and will most likely continue to affect the communities previously affected. These 
initiatives and forums worldwide taking place before the COP21, more importantly, demonstrate 
that the international community continues to come together to move forward with better practices, 
while hoping to reach an international environmental binding agreement to control climate change 
and avoid the human rights violations the world has come to realize.  
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Chapter 10: Conclusion 
 
The case studies I have presented show that, aside from human rights violations stemming 
from environmental degradation caused by extractive practices, the oil industry is, in fact, the 
number one cause of climate change. The central thesis of my study investigates what can be 
done through the most appropriate mechanism to address these violations caused by MNCs 
abroad. It also presents diverse circumstances in which the international community could possibly 
intervene in domestic affairs when states do in fact allow the exploitation of natural resources, 
bringing environmental degradation that ultimately causes human rights violations, while states fail 
their own citizens.  
My focus has been the oil industry and climate change because it is the real human rights 
issue of the 21st Century. I present the -Ecuador vs. Chevron case, the Sarayaku as forefront 
leaders in the issues presented and the Yasuni ITT deal proposed by the Correa government- as 
my case studies. These cases present the intersection of human rights violations and 
environmental issues, while supporting my thesis for a mandatory regulating international 
environmental binding agreement to avoid these violations and climate change, whether caused by 
state or non-state actors. I have provided the theoretical debates on the intersection of 
environmental degradation and human rights caused by both, state and non-state actors, and the 
international legal processes in which to have a clear legal framework to bring justice. I have 
offered a perspective to fill in the gap of the literature with regards to the unique relationship 
indigenous peoples have had with the environment (nature), land, climate change and their laws 
being the oldest of all and still being contested, in a way that we can return to these practices if we, 
as humans are not only to have a better future, but also, to continue to exist. I frame the concept of 
modernity to display many of the subsequent changes in practices and culture in many cases 
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imposed and in others adopted, the ones contested and still to be defined, and those that must 
change.  
I have brought questions on whether a state’s sovereignty is absolute. I highlight 
indigenous people’s sovereignty and self-determination, as some examples so that we can re-think 
the concept of state and nation-state and where the indigenous fall within these notions, and when 
international intervention should be allowed. I have provided theoretical perspectives in the debate 
of whether international law should apply to MNCs. And again, throughout my work, I examine the 
intersection of both, the environment and human rights. I have also explored whether international 
tribunals can be more effective than domestic tribunals as mechanisms to achieve punishment and 
justice. Finally, I have argued and demonstrated that the best mechanism to approach these 
violations will be to apply the principle of universal jurisdiction to such violations, allowing for 
intervention to halt such violations and an international tribunal in which to try them, while applying 
international law to both, state and non-state actors (MNCs).  
My case studies probe that despite MNCs, supposed to follow the standards presented 
under their corporate responsibility investments and engagements, and those by the states’; they 
need the rule of law to be regulated. I have demonstrated that because of the lack of international 
legal instruments that can help controlling violations, MNCs are prone to break the rules and they 
will, if states allow such practices. My research demonstrates that bringing corporations under 
international law as well as states is more effective for social, corporate responsibility, and legal 
accountability. Finally, my research demonstrates that a mandatory non-negotiable international 
environmental binding agreement is imperative to mediate climate change and avoid future 
violations. Critically important, is moving away from oil while new technologies for clean, 
sustainable and renewable energy become more available and new policies take place. The 
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ratification of an international binding agreement at the COP21 currently happening267 will be a 
turning point in history. 
 
Figure 66       
   
Figure 67      
  
Figure 68  
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267 December 2015. 
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Figure 69 
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Figure 71      
 
Recommendations 
 As we approach the next climate negotiations and outcomes in 2015 (COP21), and seeing 
all the findings, reports, violations and limitations from our planet, this year must be a turning point 
in history that will give a real start to the post-petroleum era. Any project should have standards, 
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measurements and assessments in impacts even before it starts to take place, and more 
importantly, based on the international biding agreement that must take place this year 2015. The 
conservation of the Amazon rainforest inevitably involves indigenous peoples and their territories, 
and this is the case for the Ecuadorian Amazonia. Aside from the vast environmental damage, the 
devastation of the livelihoods of thousands of people among the tribes and communities in the 
Amazon rainforest, diverse and rich cultural heritage could be lost. Correa’s government through 
the case study of the Yasuni ITT, and the global community must examine the current model of 
development practiced and its policies towards the environment, indigenous peoples and other 
local communities. Alternatives for oil are also linked to already existing micro-hydropower energy, 
while also being aware that new large hydroelectric projects are equally unsustainable and 
detrimental; thus, cleaner energy initiatives such as solar and wind initiatives must be next step. 
           Figure 72 
Initiatives: 21st Century 
For instance, retrofitting existing hydroelectric infrastructure would help adding thousands 
of megawatts to the energy grids needed worldwide without needing to destroy the forest. The very 
first step includes the reduction of the startling amount of energy lost during transmissions, the 
replacement of energy-inefficient household products, and updating and changing outdated and old 
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failing generators.268 This could also help in stopping the destruction of the forest and even 
spending unnecessary money in inefficient unsustainable extractive infrastructure. Today, many 
vehicle companies are also moving toward electric cars and houses/industries powered by solar 
panels, which is the demarcation of a clear beginning and continuation of cleaner energy. Also, 
several important large technology and car companies such as Google, Apple and Tesla to 
mention a few, have taken leadership with renewables. For instance, Google’s goal to achieve 
powering 100 percent of their operations with clean energy is becoming a step closer, as the giant 
just recently announced “’the largest, and most diverse, purchase of renewable energy ever made 
by a non-utility company.’ The massive purchase adds an additional 842 megawatts of renewable 
energy capacity to power their data centers, which enable the 1.7 billion Google users worldwide to 
surf the web.”269 
Similarly, Uruguay as a nation has made an impressive shift to almost 95% electricity from 
clean energy.270 Ramon Mendez, Uruguay’s head of climate policy explains, 
… Renewables provide 94.5% of the country’s electricity, [while] prices are lower than in the past 
relative to inflation. There are also fewer power cuts because a diverse energy mix means greater 
resilience to droughts… it can [also] reduce generation costs, can meet well over 90% of electricity 
demand without the back-up of coal or nuclear power plants, and the public and private sectors can 
work together effectively in this field… In less than 10 years the country has slashed its carbon 
footprint and lowered electricity costs, without government subsidies. 
 
… As a result, energy investment – mostly for renewables, but also liquid gas – in Uruguay over 
the past five years has surged to $7bn, or 15% of the country’s annual GDP. That is five times the 
average in Latin America and three times the global share recommended by climate economist 
Nicholas Stern. 
 
The effects are apparent on Route 5 from Montevideo to the north. In less than 200 miles, you 
pass three agroindustrial plants running on biofuel and three windfarms.The biggest of them is the 
115MW Peralta plant built and run by the German company, Enercon… ‘For three years we &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
268 “Rainforest Conservation and Hydropower Energy,” Earth Innovation Institute, accessed July 15 2015 
http://earthinnovation.org/our-work/case-studies/rainforest-conservation-and-hydropower-energy/.  
 
269 “Google Announces ‘Largest Purchase of Renewable Energy Ever,’” EcoWatch, accessed Dec. 3 2015, 
http://ecowatch.com/2015/12/03/google-renewables-purchase/.   
 
270 “Uruguay makes dramatic shift to nearly 95% electricity from clean energy,” The Guardian, accessed Dec. 3 2015, 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/dec/03/uruguay-makes-dramatic-shift-to-nearly-95-clean-energy.  
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haven’t imported a single kilowatt hour. We used to be reliant on electricity imports from Argentina, 
but now we export to them. Last summer, we sold a third of our power generation to them’. 271 
 
Mendes assures that what they have learned in Uruguay is that renewables has become just 
another “financial business.” He shared this in an interview for the delegates at the Paris summit 
who could benefit from the success taking place in the Uruguayan nation.  
In several reports we see that many Latin American countries could potentially become 
bigger global leaders in energy efficiency and renewables with the right incentives and policies 
from the government, electric sectors and agreements within the global community. The location 
alone of the Amazon as one instance and including nine countries, allows for a great resource of 
wind and solar power, which provides for the better protection of the Amazon ecosystem; even 
more jobs that follow sustainable practices could be created, while cutting drastically greenhouse 
gas emissions/fossil fuels. Corruption and economics incentives could not win. Ecuador and the 
world have a chance to move forward with democracy and principles of respect for human rights, 
good and transparent governance, more justice, equity and environmental protection. The 
Northeast Ecuadorian Amazon is, more importantly, the most biodiverse place in the world and 
thousands of indigenous inhabitants could potentially be displaced and face the detriment of their 
well-being, culture and death due to these projects. Our human race would not be able to escape 
being condemned to the consequences of climate change if we do not change practices.  
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